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ABSTRACT
Ahmed bin Husameddin Amasi’s Mirât al-Muluk was one of 
the earliest sources on the political literature of the Ottoman 
World, it was written in 1406 and submitted to Mehmet 1 (1413- 
1421). Unlike the later Ottoman political works, Mirât al-Muluk 
reflects the characteristics of inherited Islamic political literature; 
it is more abstract and deals with the general aspects of good 
government instead of offering practical solutions to the 
contemporary administrative problems. Mirât al-Muluk combines 
the teaching of two tradition; Ahlak and Adab. Ahlak literature has 
its origin in ancient Greek philosophy, and Muslim philosophers 
followed the works of Aristotle, Plato and Galen as the masters of 
this literature. The first part of Mirât al-Muluk was written in the 
style of Ahlak literature, and the main source of this part was 
Nasir al-Din Tusi’s (1201-1274) Ahlak-i Naşiri. Ktnalizade Ali 
Celebi’s (1510-1572) Ahlak-i Alai was another example of this 
genre in the later Ottoman World and it was largely influenced by 
Ahlak-i Naşiri. The second part of Mirât al-Muluk depends on al- 
Ghazali’ s (1058-1111) Nasihat al-Muluk, a mirror for princes book 
written in the style of Persian Adab literature. In this study, the 
absorption of two pre-Islamic wisdom literature in the political 
works of Muslim thinkers, and the transmission of this heritage to 
the Ottoman world was examined in the light of Amasi’s Mirât al- 
Muluk.
ÖZET
Ahmed bin Hüsameddin Amasi’nin Kitab-i Miratu’l-Muluk’ü 
OsmanlIlar döneminde yazılan siyaset kitaplannm ilk 
örneklerinden biridir. 1406 tarihinde henüz Amasya hakimi olan 
Çelebi Mehmet’e (1413-1421) sunulan eser, klasik Osmanh 
siyasetname kitaplarından biçim ve içerik olarak ayrılmaktadır. 
Kaynağı antik Yunan ve İran literatürüne dayanan, ve 
Emevüerden itibaren Müslüman düşünürler ve devlet 
adamlarınca geliştirilmiş olan Ahlak ve Adab geleneği Miratu’l- 
Muluk’un takip ettiği gelenektir. İki bölümden oluşan Miratu’i- 
Muluk’un ük bölümü Müslüman düşünürlerce Aristo, Eflatun ve 
Galenin eserlerinden faydalanılarak oluşturulan ameli hikmet 
(practical philosophy) konusuna ayrılmıştır. Bu bölümde 
Amasi’nin temel kaynağı daha sonra Kmalızade Ali Çelebi’nin 
(1510-1572) Ahlak-i Alai’sine de örnek teşkil eden Nasireddin 
Tusi’nin (1201-1274) Ahlak-i Nasiri’sidir. İkinci bölümün ana 
kaynağı Gazali’nin (1058-1111) nasüıatname eseri Nasihat al- 
MuluK dur. Bu bölümde Adab eserlerinde işlendiği şekliyle yazar 
bir hükümdarda bulunması gereken özellikleri anlatmaktadır. 
Kitabm tamammda merkezi bir yer tutan adalet kavramı da bu 
bölümde daha somut olarak işlenmekte, hukuka bağlılığm önemi 
belirtilmektedir. Bu çahşmada İslam öncesi iki kaynaktan 
beslenen siyasi düşüncenin Miratu’l-Muluk’te ve onun 
kaynaklarmda nasıl özümsendiği ve bu geleneğin Osmanhlara 
intikali incelenmiştir.
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INTRODUCTION
Ahmed bin Husameddin Amasi was one of the earliest 
political thinkers in the Ottoman world, but unfortunately the 
classic sources scarcely render information on his life and works. 
As we learn from his Mirât al-Muluk, he authored the book for 
Sultan Mehemmed bin Bayezid (1413-1421), and before, he was 
under the domination of the “assistants of tyrants” for a long 
time.' Katip Çelebi (d. 1657) mentions Mirât al-Muluk in his Kashf 
al-Zunun but only with two lines on the design and content of the 
book, and states the name of author as Ahmed bin Husameddin.^ 
Ismail Pasha’s record for Mirât al-Muluk contains more but it was 
either wrong or a different work. According to him the author was 
Ahmed bin Husam al-Rumi al-Sirozi and he died in 1033/1623.3 
Following this error Turkish Manuscripts Catalogue (TUYATOK) 
repeated the same date for Amasi’s death in the entiy for Mirât al- 
Muluk’s Aşir Efendi copy.·  ^ Hüseyin Hüsameddin delivered more
' ‘bu bende-i za'ïf ve du"à-guy-i nahif müddet-i medld hamilü’z-zikr ve hâmidü’l-fikr 
beyne’1-cühhâl ve’l-kefere ve zlr-dest-i awani’z-zaleme olub kalmış idi,” (2a)
^Katip Çelebi, Keijf-el-Zumm, eds., Şerafettin Yaltkaya and Kilisli Rıfat Bilge, (İstanbul: 
Milli Eğitim Basımevi, 1971, 2"'* ed.), v.2 p. 1650.
’Bağdatlı İsmail Paşa (1839-1920), Hadiyyat al-Arifin Asma al-Muallifın va Asar al- 
Musamıifın, eds., Rıfat Bilge and İbnülemin Mahmut Kemal İnal, (İstanbul: Milli Eğitim 
Basımevi, 1951), v.2 p. 156.
’ Türkiye Yazmaları Toplu Katalogu, 34-lV, S. Bayoğlu, G. Kut et al., eds.,(Ankara:Milli 
Kütüphane, 1994), p. 352.
suitable results in his monumental Amasya Tarihi, when he 
enumerated the events of the year 809. According to him:
“since Timur had died in 808 (1405), ‘the object of pride 
of Amasya’, Pir Ilyas, was released, and he came to Amasya in 
the beginning of 809 together with his nephew Ahmed Çelebi, 
the son of Husameddin Çelebi. Gümûşlüzade Şemseddin 
Ahmed Çelebi submitted his work on ethics to Sultan Çelebi 
[Mehmet I] and gained his favour.’’^’’
Though he did not mention the name of the work, it was 
most probably the Mirat al-Muluk, so the date of the work becomes 
809/ 1406. As Amasya Tarihi reports, Pir Ilyas (Şücaeddin) became 
the mufti of Amasya upon the death of Hüseyin Husameddin 
(Amasi’s father?) in 798/1395. His family Gümûşlüzade was one of 
the most powerful families of Amasya and they were the defenders 
of Ottoman rule in Amasya. After the defeat of Ottomans at Ankara 
war, Timur revived the old begliks in Anatolia, and as an extension 
of this policy, he appointed Devlet Shah to Amasya. But the 
notables of city led by Pir Ilyas, refused to obey Devlet Shah and 
they sent an envoy requesting for another governor. Eventually, 
Timurlane sent a big army under the command of his son Kara 
Mehmed Sultan. And thanks to Timur’s respect for the ‘true’ 
ulama, Pir Ilyas could save his life; he was sent to Shirvan 
together with his nephew Şemseddin Ahmed.^ His other nephew *
 ^ “Bu sene cihanı ateşe veren aksak Timur vefat eylediğinden dolayı ıtlak edilen 
Amasyanın medarı iftiharı “hazret-i Pir İlyas” ve yeğeni “Ahmed Çelebi” bin 
Hüsameddin Çelebi 809 senesi evailinde Amasya’ya geldi. Gümüşlüzade Şemseddin 
Ahmed Çelebi ahlaka dair telif eylediği eserini Çelebi Sultan’a arz ve takdim ederek 
teveccüh gördü.” Hüseyin Hüsameddin, Amasya Tarihi, (İstanbul: Necm-i İstikbal 
Matbaası, 1927), v. 3, p. 183.
*ibid. pp. 159, 164-169. Hüseyin Hüsameddin quotes ar passage from an unfinished work 
o f Katip Çelebi, Sullam al-Vusu! ila Teracim al-Fuhul, to explain the Pir Ilyas’ authority 
in sciences. According to him, it was Timurlane’s custom to examine the scholars o f  a
Abdurrahman Çelebi bin Husameddin stayed at Amasya becoming 
the mufti, Pir Ilyas and his nephew Abdurrahman Çelebi bin 
Husameddin were eminent Halveti Shayhs of the age, and classical 
sources include information on their life.'^  But they are silent 
about Şemseddin Ahmed bin Husameddin’s biography, possibly he 
was neither interested in mystical circles, nor in scientific 
activities. In fact Amasya Tarihi states one Şemseddin Ahmed 
Pasha from Gümüşlüzade family who was nişana and became 
vizier in 824/1421. But it is difficult to decide who was he, since 
there were at least four different Şemseddin Ahmeds at that time.  ^
The lists of the ethics and politics books found in the 
Ottoman libraries were first given by Bursah Mehmed Tahir in two 
separate pamphlets.9 Later on. Agah Sun Levend prepared more 
comprehensive lists enriched with the dates and catalogue 
information of the books. A more detailed list was presented by
newly conquered city, and if they achieved in the exam, they would have saved not only 
their lives and property but also the lives o f whole inhabitants o f the city. The same 
custom was applied in Amasya, where Pir Ilyas, Şihabuddin Ahmed (San Shayh) and 
Şemseddin Ahmed (Şükrü Çelebi) gave correct answers for all questions, p. 166-7. But it 
seems that this Şemseddin Ahmed is not the same with Gümüşlüzade Şemseddin Ahmed 
since, as Hüseyin Hüsameddin reported, “he escaped to Jerusalem” p. 167.
 ^Mecdi Mehmed Efendi, Şakaik-i Numaniye Zeyilleri, vol. 1: Hadaiku '!^‘i^akaik, ed. 
Abdülkadir Özcan, (İstanbul: Çağrı Yayınları, 1989), pp.93-4., Gelibolulu Mustafa Ali, 
Kımhu 7-/4/7ftar,(Istanbul: 1285) v. 5, pp. 186-89. Pir llyas met with famous Halveti 
Shayh Sadreddin Shirvanite at Shirvan and joined his circle. When Pir llyas returned 
Anatolia he brought with him the Halveti way o f sufism and upon his death Shayh 
Zekeriyya became his successor and he was followed by llyas’ nephew and son-in-law 
Celaleddin Abdurrahman Çelebi bin Husameddin who was probably the brother o f  
Şemseddin Ahmed bin Husameddin. Pir Ilyas’ date o f death was given as 813/1410 in 
Amasya Tarihi (187), but according to Islam Ansiklopedisi it was 837/1433. Süleyman 
Uludağ, “Halvetiyye” Türkiye Diyanet Vakfı İslam Ansiklopedisi, (İstanbul; Diyanet 
Vakfı Yayinlari, 1988-), v. 15, p. 393.
^Hüseyin Hüsameddin, Amasya Tarihi, v.3, p.l97, andV. 1 (Ankara: 1986) pp. 138,191-2. 
 ^Bursah Mehmed Tahir, Ahlak Kitaplarımız, (İstanbul: Necm-i İstiklal Matbaası, 1325), 
2ind Siyasete Müteallik Asar-ı îslamiyye, (İstanbul: Maarif Kütüphanesi, 1332).
‘^ Agah Sırrı Levend, “Siyaset-Nameler”, Türk Dil Arattırmaları Yıllığı (TDAY)- Belleten,
Ahmet Uğur in Osmanli Siyasetnameleri, where he examined the 
common characteristics of the Ottoman political literature. Basing 
on the aforementioned lists, it can be concluded that the earliest 
work written on politics in the Ottoman world was Camaladdin 
Aksarayi’s Ahlak-i Cemali. As we learn from Katip Çelebi, Ahlak-i 
Cemali was submitted to Sultan Bayazid I, and it was consisting of 
three parts for personal ethics, domestic life and politics.” It was 
in Arabic, and unfortunately did not survive. The second earliest 
work belong to Sheyhoglu Mustafa who apart from the translations 
of Qabus-nama and Marzuban-nama^^ authored two works namely 
Hurshid-nama (1389) and Kanz al-Kubara (1401). Hurshid-nama^^ 
implicitly refers to political matters, but Kanz al-Kubara is a true 
mirror for princes work largely influenced by Najmaddin Razi’s 
Mirsad al-Ibad (1230).”
Ahmed bin Husameddin Amasi’s Mirât al-Muluk was written 
m 1406, and two copies of it exist today in the Suleymaniye 
Libraiy, Esat Efendi n. 1890 and Aşir Efendi n.319.'^ Mirât al-
1962, pp. 167-194, and “Ummet Çağında Ahlak Kitaplarımız” TDAY-Bel/eten. 1963, pp. 
89-115.
"Katip Çelebi, Ke^-el-Zunun, v. 1 p. 35. According to Bursali Mehmed Tahir, Aksarayi 
died at 791 (1388-89), but for Brockelmann it was 1377. see Mustafa Oz, “Cemaleddin 
Aksarayi” Türkiye Diyanet Vakfı İslam Ansiklopedisi TÜV-IA). (Istanbul:
Diyanet Vakfı Yayinlari, 1988-), v.7 p.308.
" Zeynep Korkmaz, Sadruddin Şeyhoğlu Marzuhan-name Tercümesi, İnceleme, Metin, 
Sözlük, Tıpkıbasım, (Ankara: Ankara Üniversitesi Basımevi, 1973).
Hüseyin Ayan, Şeyhoğlu Mustafa Hurpd-name (Hıırpd u Ferahşad), (Erzurum: 
Atatürk Üniversitesi Basımevi, 1979).
In fact, Fuad Köprülü and O. Şaik Gökyay accept it as a translation o f Razi’s M/rvac/, 
but Kemal Yavuz who prepared the work for publication, disagree with them, see his 
introduction to Şeyhoğlu, Kenzü İ-Kübera ve Mehekkü İ-Ulema, (Ankara: Atatürk Kültür 
Merkezi Yayını, 1991), pp. 10-16.
I have to express my gratitude to Prof Halil Inalcik who loaned the facsimiles o f  these 
manuscripts to me.
Muluk consists of two parts, and brings together the two tradition. 
First part which is largely influenced by Nasir al-Din Tusi’s Ahlak-i 
Naşiri, reveals the characteristics of ahlak literature, and the 
second part, for which the main source was the GhazaU’s Nasihat 
al-Muluk, can be included within the adab genre. Ahmed bin 
Husameddin Amasi’s work was small in volume (88 varak), but he 
is successful in summarizing the political teachings of two pre- 
Islamic tradition, Greek and Persian, in the Mirât al-Muluk. Mirât 
al-Muluk does not reveal only the political thought of Amasi, but 
also reflects Amasi’s conception of the world. In fact, it is a 
practical philosophy (hikmet-i ameli) book, and the politics was 
treated as a sub-title of the practical philosophy. Amasi’s 
discussion of political subjects is an extension of the other 
branches of practical philosophy, namely ethics and domestic life, 
and the practical philosophy is itself an extension of theoretical 
philosophy. Besides the subject of philosophy, practical or 
theoretical, is the unchanging, and eternal principles. And as it is 
seen in Mirât, and in its predecessors, these unchanging 
principles are not great in number, but they are adequate to guide 
man in the changing world; first of all, man has the ability to 
change his character, character is not determined by the fate, 
therefore he has the responsibility of his actions. Secondly, the 
most distinctive faculty of man is the rational faculty, and man 
should try to develop this faculty. About the relation of reason and 
religion, which Amasi ends his work with this subject. Mirât al-
Muluk appreciate the reason stating that the religion cannot be 
separate from it. Justice is the key term for politics as weU as for 
individual life, and it is the equilibrium, the mean between the 
extremes. The idea of “unity” shapes the general characteristic of 
all principles; everything, whether organic or inorganic, is a part 
the “circle of existence”, and man should participate in social life 
since it is the only way for his perfection which culminates in the 
association with God. The main concepts Amasi used to explain 
the social and political life are connected with this cosmological- 
metaphysical understanding: circle of justice, four classes of 
society, man as a social animal, and sultan as God’s shadow.
The development of political literature in the Muslim world 
was closely related with the Muslims’ encounter with different 
cultures; Greek and Persian. In addition, the tumultuous political 
atmosphere after the assassination of third Caliph (656) marked 
the beginning of another change; the theocratic character of the 
early Caliphate began to l o o s e . N e w  political and intellectual 
circumstances urged Muslim theologians and jurists to discuss 
the bases of Caliphate. And unlike the Shiite and Harijite sects’ 
political activism, the majority of Muslim scholars, the Sunnites, 
preferred conformist attitude remaining silent in political matters. 
The political literature developed largely by the kuttabs’ 
(inscribers) adab works and philosophers’ ahlak literature. 
Philosophers’ acceptance of political science as a branch of
16 Bernard Lewis, The Arabs in History, (Oxford; Oxford University Press, 1993), p. 67.
philosophical sciences (akli ilimlef) was even accepted by al- 
Ghazali (d. 1111) who is known with his opposition to
philosophers. However al-Ghazali’s rejection of philosophy was 
limited with the theological and metaphysical views of the 
philosophers, and his favour of the other philosophical sciences 
including ethics contributed to the acceptance of ahlak literature 
in the Muslim world. And the Ottoman intellectual circles largely 
perpetuated al-GhazaH’s attitude toward philosophical and 
religious sciences.'8 Amasi’s Mirât al-Muluk, as a combination of 
two genre; ahlak and adab, and its content is not included within 
the “religious sciences”. But it should be noted that the division of 
religious and philosophical does not mean a strict separation for 
Amasi, both fields, as al-GhazaU formulated, are accepted as one 
and indivisible.
As Erwin Rosenthal pointed, the harmony between the 
philosophy and religion was established in the field of political 
philosophy. And this was due to the common ground that the 
political philosophy of the both were centred on law. Because of 
the same rea on, Muslim philosophers focused on the necessity of 
law and justice, and the constitutional form of the state remained 
secondary.M oreover, their attitude was in accordance with the
For Ghazali’s views on the division o f sciences see Mohamed Ahmed Sherif, Ghazali's 
Theory o f Virtue, (Albany; State University o f New York Press, 1975), pp. 4-19.
Halil İnalcık, The Ottoman Empire, The Classical Age 1300-1600, (London: Phoenix , 
1994) pp. 165-167. Miibahat Türker, Uç Tehajut Baktmından Felsefe ve Din Münasebeti, 
(Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu Basımevi, 1956), pp. 394-5. Mehmet Bayraktar, İslam 
Felsefesine Giriş, (Ankara: Türkiye Diyanet Vakfı Yayınları, 1997), pp. 94-5.
Erwin I. J. Rosenthal, Political Ihought in Medieval Islam, An Introductory Outline, 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1965), pp. 116-7.
political realities of the time; they “accepted political reality, the 
state as it was, and pronounced on good government in general 
conformity with the religious and ethical teachings of Islam”.2° 
Ahmed bin Husameddin Amasi’s work reflects the same 
characteristics; harmonising reason and revelation, it presents the 
general, unchanging principles and leaves a large area for 
administrative regulations of political authority. Tradition, as a 
part of unchanging truth, occupies another important source for 
the good administration of the state.
20 ibid. p. 113.
CHAPTER 1: BACKGROUND
AltJiough Ahmed bin Husameddin Amasi is one of the 
earliest political thinkers of the Ottoman world and his Mirât al- 
Muluk is one of the oldest sources on the subject, he can be 
placed as a late example of this genre if we take into consideration 
the whole literature on the subject in the Islamic World. In fact his 
work on politics is more related with the past in the sense that 
later examples of political works in the Ottoman world shows a 
transformation from theoretical or philosophical one to practical or 
administrative trend. The great majority of the Ottoman political 
literature takes for granted the question of corruption, and deals 
with the contemporary problems by presenting specific solutions. 
As Cornell Fleischer rightly points out later Ottoman literature on 
politics has its own ‘distinctive character which set them apart 
from their generic predecessors’.^ ' On the other hand, Amasi’s 
Mirât al-Muluk and a later and more comprehensive work, 
KinaHzade’s Ahlak-i Alai, diverges from the classical Ottoman 
literature in that their approach is more theoretical and more 
related with a broader epistemological framework. Therefore they 
can be rightly included to the preceding genre which is basing on
21 Cornell Fleischer, “From Seyhzade Korkud to Mustafa Ali: Cultural Origins o f the 
Ottoman Nasihatname”, in Third Congress on the Social and Economic History of 
Turkey, Princeton University 24-26 August 1983, (Istanbul; The ISIS Press, 1990), p. 67.
two tradition; Greek practical philosophy and Persian ‘mirror for 
princes’ literature.
Amasi’s work is composed of two parts; the first part deals 
with the subjects of practical philosophy, and the second part 
contains advises and experiences of notable political figures. In the 
first part, while Amasi never mentions the immediate predecessors 
of this literature such as Miskawayh (932-1030), Tusi (1201- 
1274), or even Farabi (870-950), he explicitly states the ancient 
Greek sources of this philosophy; Plato (4279-347 B.C.), Aristotle 
(384-322 B.C.), Galen (d. 200) and others. And in the second part 
we see the other two sources of inspiration for our author, which 
are the deeds and advises of Muslim Umayyad or Abbasid Caliphs 
or governors, and mythological and non-Muslim kings or viziers 
of Sasanids.
Amasi names the first part of his work as Tahzib-i Ahlak 
which was the same with Miskawayh’s well known book, and then 
defines the scope and contents of this science {hikmah al-amali), 
and its place among the classification of sciences [3b]. This 
definition determines the outline of the first part, and reflects 
Amasi’s loyally to the traditional classification of sciences. Though 
Amasi does not mention any name, he follows Ibn Sina’s 
classification which is slightly different from al-Farabi’s one, who 
depends in the last instance to Aristotle’s classification of sciences 
as theoretical, practical, and useful sciences in his Nicomachean 
Ethics. Al-Farabi’s division of practical philosophy as ethics, and
10
economy & politics into two is the same with Aristotle’s attitude 
who wrote Politics as a complementary book for his Nicomachean 
Ethics. It was Ibn Sina who accepted economics (tadbir al-manzil ) 
as a separate science and adopted the rest of his predecessors’ 
classification. Aristotle was called the first teacher (Muallim al- 
Avval) in the eastern world and his political thoughts were 
especially important for Muslim thinkers since he was the teacher 
of Alexander the Great. Therefore his works and especially the 
Nicomachean Ethics shaped the general framework of the ahlak 
literature in the eastern world as well as in the western. In the first 
part of the Mirât al-Muluk, Ahmed bin Husameddin Amasi also 
accepted the Aristotelian idea of zoon politikon i.e. the natural 
character of state, which was used in the Christian west to prove 
the independence of worldy authority from the Church since the 
later middle ages. However, Medieval Muslim philosophers’ 
knowledge of Aristotle was somehow different from the “actual” 
Aristotle whose philosophy is less idealistic or other-worldly than 
his master Plato; according to them, Aristotle was the author of 
the Theology -Plotinus’ (d. 270) last three books of Ennead- which 
was the main source of Neoplatonic emanation theory. 
Interestingly the apocryphal character of this book was proved by 
Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) who is accepted today as the first 
thinker challenging to the official political claims of Church on 
behalf of monarchy in the late Middle Age.
11
Amasi’s attitude toward the teachings of Plato is not 
different from the traditional Muslim attitude considering him like 
a prophet or a saint who had rejected the veneration of idols and 
prohibited the people from doing so. Platonic metaphysical 
philosophy was influential in the formation of Muslim practical 
philosophy literature, Muslim philosophers ultimately depended 
on his writings on the immortality of soul, three powers of soul, 
and the eternal unchanging world of ideas. Amasi, indirectly, 
followed the same path; apart from quoting a weU-known dictum 
in the Muslim world attributed to Plato “Die voluntarily, then you 
will live by nature”22, he borrowed some basic concepts and ideas 
in Mirât al-Muluk from Plato.
In this section, the influence of Greek philosophy on the 
political literature of Islamic world in general will be examined with 
a special emphasis on the more influential thinkers. Such a 
documentation would be useful to define and evaluate the place of 
Amasi’s work in the historical development of this literature. 
Direct and/or indirect borrowings of Amasi from the earlier 
philosophers -Greek, or Muslim- will be dealt more explicitly in the 
next chapter, though it will be briefly touched on this as well.
1.1 THE GREEK AND SYRIAC BACKGROUND
Kitah-i Miratu 'l-Muluk, p. 35a. As Franz Rosenthal stated “Ultimately, this sentence 
emanates from a passage like Phoedo 64 A.” in his Gr'eek Philosophy in the Arab World 
A Collection o f Essays, (Great Britain: Variorum, 1990), p. (II) 409,
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The young Islamic Caliphate had already finished the 
conquest of the whole Middle East during the reign of the second 
Caliph Omar (634-643). Though this rapid expansion of Islam in 
the region was captivating for many believers of this religion, in 
the eyes of some others, it would have also had some undesirable 
by-products for the future of Islam because of the veiy different -  
and intellectually challenging- religious-cultural structure of the 
region. Caliph Omar was one of them, and he had refused 
Muawiyah’s (then the governor of Damascus) request for over-seas 
expansion on the ground that the Islamic World had already 
expanded too much to assimilate the conquered territories and 
cultures. Whether this narrative is true or not, it is obvious that 
Muslims had encountered the ancient wisdom of mainly two great 
cultures; Hellenistic and Persian after the conquest. And it is 
reasonable that Caüph Omar was worried about the purity of 
Islamic belief against the “corrupted” wisdom of Byzantine and 
Persia after Islam’s müitary victoiy over them.23 Muslims organized 
the first over-seas conquest to Cyprus under the leadership of 
Muawiyah only after six years from the death of Omar. Muawiyah 
was interested in the political experiences of the old Persian and 
Byzantine emperors, which had caused Caliph Omar’s severe
23 For a discussion o f Omar’s policy concerning non-Muslims see Mustafa Fayda, Hz. 
Omer Zamanında Gayri Muslimler, (Istanbul: Marmara Üniversitesi ilahiyat Fakültesi 
Yayinlari, 1989).
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contempt for him previously ·^». As the governor of Damascus where 
non-muslims were in majority, Muawiyah was recruiting non- 
Muslim staff in his administration. After the assassination of the 
third Caliph Osman in 656 Muawiyah did not recognize Ali’s 
caliphate at Kufah, but seized the power completely, and 
transferred the Caliphate to Damascus after Ali’s death in 661.2^ 
First translations from Syriac to Arabic had started in the early 
8* century in Umayyad period. Almost two centuries after the 
death of Omar, the Abbasid Caliph al-Mamun founded the Bayt al- 
Hikma (House of Wisdom) in 830 ‘to serve as a library and institute 
of translation’, and this support organized and accelerated the 
transmission of ancient heritage to Muslim intellectual world.2^
Since the time of Alexander the Great eastern peoples had 
an acquaintance with the heritage of Greek civilization. They 
studied and contributed to the development of the Greek 
philosophy in the major schools of region; Alexandria, Antioch, 
Edessa, Harran, Qinnesrin, Nisibin, and Jundishapur. Alexandria 
and Antioch schools were the oldest among them, and they were 
the main centers preserving the Greek culture. From these centers 
the Greek culture spread eastward, and it was propagated in the
Classical sources reports Caliph Omar’s severe critics o f “Muawiyah’s inclination to 
imitate the Kisras o f  Iran and Kaysers o f Byzantine”, for the sources see Vecdi Akyuz, 
Hilafetin Salianata Domsmesi, (Istanbul: Dergah Yayinlari, 1991), pp. 115,163
Muawiyah’s attitude towards non-muslims differs radically from the policy o f  Omar; 
while Omar had tried to clean the central lands o f  Caliphate from non-muslims, 
Muawiyah did not allow the migration o f muhajirs to his capital city. Vecdi Akyuz, 
Hilqfetin Saltamta Donusmesi, pp. 26-8. Philip K. Hitti declares him as the second 
founder o f  Caliphate after Omar ‘on the earlier Byzantine framework’, in History o f the 
Arabs, 10**'ed. (London: Macmillan, 1970), p. 195. -
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schools of Edessa, Harran, Qinnesrin, Nisibin and Jondishapur 
mainly by Syrian people.2·^  Alexandria which had been established 
in 331 BC, soon became the major center for very different 
philosophical schools; Platonic, Aristotelian, Epicurean, Stoic and 
Pythagorian schools were summoned in Alexandria.
Neoplatonism, as a definite school, was founded in Alexandria by 
Ammonius Saccas, and then it was developed by Plotinus (d. 270) 
and his pupil Porphyry (d. c.301-306). Porphyry’s paraphrase to 
the Plotinus’ book Enneads was the first philosophical text 
translated to Arabic probably from Syriac. This paraphrase was 
called Athulugia (Theology), or Kitab al-Rububiyah, and it was 
wrongly attributed to Aristotle.28 Porphyry, who had gained 
reputation in Islamic world as Farfariyos, authored an 
introduction to the "Categories" of Aristotle, which was known as 
Isagoci and widely read in the Muslim world and in the Ottoman 
madrasas until modem times. Porphyry insisted strongly in the 
purification of the soul and asceticism, including abstinence from 
meat and from sexual intercourse. While he regarded the national 
religions as j istifiable, making no distinction between those of the 
Greeks and those of the barbarians, he opposed strongly the 
complete novelty of Christianity. Although Neoplatonism was 
pagan and even against Christianity at the beginning, eventually it
Majid Fakhry, Islamic Philosophy, Theology and Mysticism, (Oxford: Oneworld 
Publications, 1997), p. 8.
T. J. De Boer, The History o f Philosophy in Islam, (New York: Dover Publications, 
1967), p. l l .
Majid Fakhri, ibid. p. 7.
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became more and more Christianized and when the Muslims 
conquered the Alexandria in 641, a Christianized version of 
Neoplatonism was dominant there. In 391 Theodosius’ edict had 
forbidden pagan sacrifices; “groups of monks attacked and 
destroyed pagan temples in Alexandria. Many pagan scholars left 
Alexandria... many had their salaries withdrawn and some were 
not allowed to teach. A tragic episode was the death of Hypatia, 
the pagan philosopher, who was lynched by a group of monks in 
415.”2^  Ammonius (d. c.517) was the head of the Alexandrian 
Neoplatonic School at the last quarter of 5* centuiy, and there 
was a great pressure on him exerted by the Christian authorities 
with respect to his pagan philosophical teachings. Eventually he 
reached an agreement with the Patriarch Athanasius 11 in the 
490s, in exchange for financial gain he “turned away from Platonic 
dialogues, which were controversial in their Proclean 
interpretations and were identified with pagan polytheism.”3o At 
the time of Ammonius, Alexandrian school turned from Platonic to 
Aristotelian studies, and then, John Philoponus (d. c.565) -a pupil 
of Ammonius, abandoned his master’s AristoteUanism for Stoic 
theory. And “he eliminated from his teaching everything that was 
incompatible with Christianity; for either he was always a 
Christian or became one during the course of his teaching career.”
Yegane Shayegan, “The transmission o f Greek Philosophy to the Islamic World”, in 
History o f Islamic Philosophy, Seyyed Hossein Nasrand Oliver Leaman, eds., (London 
and New York: Routledge, 1996), p. 92.
30 TIbid. 93.
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31 In his work De Aetemitate Mundi contra Proclum, '^  ^ (on the 
Eternity of the World against Proclus) he demonstrated by 
scientific arguments that the celestial matter and the sublunar one 
is not different, and neither the celestial motion is different from 
the sublunar one. Therefore the whole phenomenal universe is 
corruptible. Philoponus accepted the Christology of Severus of 
Antioch (d. 538) and opposed the veneration of images. He became 
as famous as Porphyry in the Islamic circles, his commentary 
upon Aristotle’s Physics was translated into Arabic by Qosta ibn 
Luqa (c. 835). John Philoponus (or John the Grammarian) was 
known as Yahya al-Nahvi in Islamic circles, and his rejection of 
the Aristotelian view on the eternity of the world, and his attempts 
to demonstrate the creation of world from nothing -a s  the 
Christian doctrine accepts- was inspiring for some Muslim 
philosophers such as al-Kindi (d. 866), ibn Sina (980-1037) and 
Al-GhazaM (1058-1111).33 Whereas some others, such as al-Farabi, 
had rejected his views and maintained to defend Plotinus’ law of 
emanation and eternal creation. 3^
■” A. H. Armstrong, ed,, The Cambridge History o f iMter Greek And Early Medieval 
Philosophy, (Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 1991), p. 478,
’^Proclus (d. 487) was a pupil o f Plutarch o f Athens and Syrianus, and after them he 
became the head o f the Athenian School, He was against Christianity, like Porphyry in 
Alexandria and lamlichus o f  the Syrian School, Proclus’ Argtments and the commentary 
on the Timaeus was known among Muslims. It is a strange coincidence that at the same 
year (529) Philoponus’ book appeared. Emperor Justinian decided to close the Athenian 
Academy to silence the enemies o f  faith.
T. J. De Boer, ibid, p. 159. and Richard Walzer, Al-Farabi on the Perfect State -Mabadi 
Ara Ahlal-Madinaal-Fadila, (Oxford; Clarendon Press, 1985), p.354.
Muhsin Mahdi, “The Arabic Text o f al-Farabi’s Against John the Grammarian” in 
Medieval and Middle Eastern Studies in Honour o f Aziz Suryal Atiya, ed. by Sami A. 
Hanna, (Leiden; 1972), p.268-284., and also his “Alfarabi against John Philoponus”, 
Journal of Near Eastern Studies, 26 (1967), 233-260.
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Apart from Alexandria, Antioch and Edessa played 
important roles in the study of Greek philosophy, and its 
transmission to the east. But unlike the school of Alexandria 
which gave primary importance to the Platonic Theology, Antioch’s 
theologians were primarily interested in Aristotle’s logic and 
hermeneutics. Monophysite Patriarchs of Antioch had a great 
respect on Aristotle’s works, and they enthusiastically used 
Aristotelian logic in the defense of their Christian Theology. 
Theodore of Mopsuestia (d. 428) was among the eminent exegete 
of this school.35 The school of Edessa was founded by Ephrem 
Syrus, the Syrian church father, in 363, though the philosophical 
education at Edessa had an older history going back to the 
second half of the second c e n tu r y . i t s  curriculum was closely tied 
to the Antiochene school; it was pre-eminently of biblical and 
ecclesiastical character, and it was bilingual. Therefore the 
Edessene school was an important center for the translations of 
Greek works into Syriac. In addition to the works of Theodore of 
Mopsuestia, Aristotle’s main works; the Hermeneutics and the 
Organon, a n d  Porphyry’s Isagoge were translated into Syriac.
35F. E. Peters, “The Greek and Syriac Background’’ in History o f Islamic Philosophy, 
Seyyed Hossein Nasr and Oliver Leaman, eds.,(London and NewYork. Routledge, 1996), 
p. 49.
^  Han J. V. Drijvers, and A. A. MacDonald, eds.. Centers o f Learning, (Leiden: E. J. 
Brill, 1995), p. 51.
“. . .first parts o f the Analytica priora were translated into Syriac, excluding thereby the 
Analytica Posteriora, the Sophistica and the Tópica, which were deemed dangerous from 
a Christian point o f view” Majid Fakhry, Islamic Philosophy, Theology... p.7. Analytica 
Posteriora was translated into Arabic by Abdullah Ibn al-Mukaffa (d. 759) or his son 
Muhammad probably from Pahlavi with the name oiKitah al-Rurhan during the reign o f  
the Abbasid Caliph al-Mansur (754-73). Later on Abu Uthman al-Dimashqi (d.910) made
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Eventually the Edessene school became the center of Nestorianism 
and upon the conclusion of Council of Ephesus in 431, which had 
condemned the Christology of Nestorius, the school of Edessa was 
confronted with troubles. Scholars began to migrate to the east 
where they could find refuge in the territories of the Sassanian 
King. One of them, Narsai, had migrated to Nisibis and opened 
there a new school in the tradition of Antioch and Edessa in 471. 
When Emperor Zeno ordered the Edessene school to be closed in 
489, the Nestorian Bishops and their students were expelled, and 
they migrated to Persia as well. And “they were joined by 
Barsauma, the patriarch of Nisibis who played a crucial part in the 
Persian church with the blessing of King Piruz.”38 This event 
shaped the split of Eastern Christianity by determining 
geographically two different Christologies. The Byzantine Empire 
became the homeland of Orthodox Church and the Sassanians 
recognized Nestorianism. The school of Nisibis was restricted to 
theology, and there is not much sources on the details of 
instruction there. However a Greek version of the Parts of the 
Diinne Laws ,a textbook read in Nisibis, has survived. In the 
second part of the book some theological questions were discussed 
such as; God, His essence, creation and providence; the present 
world, its creation and governance; an analysis of free will and its 
works, and the world to come. According to F. E. Peters; “...the
a better translation. Mehmet Bayraktar, Islam Felsefesine Giriş, (Ankara; Türkiye Diyanet 
Vakfı Yayinlari. 1997), p.49.
38 Yegane Shayegan, “The Transmission o f Greek Philosophy . . .”, p. 101
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resemblance [of this book] to what Muslim theologians would be 
discussing in the eight century A.D. is no less striking. ”39 The 
school of Nisibis was dissolved after the self-imposed exile of its 
last great director, Henana, in c.600.
Harran has a unique place among the learning centers of 
Middle East; it was neither Christian, nor Persian. Harranians or 
Sabaeans as they were called by Muslims, preserved an ancient 
Semitic paganism and especially after the Muslim conquest they 
became a center for the study of philosophy, astronomy and 
mathematics. Some of them served in the translation of Greek 
literature in the Muslim period, and they have brought a 
momentum to the scientific study in Persian and Arab circles.“"^
Lastly, Jundishapur, famous medical center of the 
Nestorians’ in the Middle East, should be mentioned. Though it 
was not a noteworthy school of philosophy, and thus outside our 
subject, it is important because its existence as a school bearing 
Greek medical heritage stimulated Muslims to begin translations 
from Greek. Jundishapur was established by the legendary 
Sassanian King Anushirvan (521-579) in 520s. In addition to the 
Nestorian Christians, there were Monophysites and Indian doctors 
in the center, and the material was principally Hellenic. After the 
closing down of the Athenian School by Justinian in 529 seven 
philosophers of this school took refuge at the court of Anushirvan, 
and they were accommodated in Jundishapur for four years until
39 F. E. Peters, “The Greek and Syriac . p. 50.
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their return to Byzantium. De Boer notifies that ‘Their stay in the 
Persian Kingdom was doubtless not wholly devoid of influence.
1 .2  THE TRANSLATIONS OF THE GREEK TEXTS
As it is stated before, Muslims’ interest in the translation of 
Greek and Syriac wisdom began with the works on the medical, 
alchemical and astrological subjects. As it is reported in the 
classical sources, the Umayyad Caliph Khalid Ibn Yazid (d. 704) 
was the first ruler sponsoring the translation of these scientific 
works into Arabic. However, the first philosophical translations 
began in the second half of 8* century. AbduUah Ibn al-Mukaffa‘*2 
(d.759) or his son Muhammad translated Aristotle’s Organon 
which includes Categories, [al-Makulat] Hermenéutica, Analytica 
Priora, and Analytica Posteriora probably from Pahlavi.^ ^^  Analytica 
Priora was translated once more by Yahia Ibn al-Bitriq (d. 815) 
from Syriac with the name Tahlil al-KiyasA'^ Besides Hunayn, his 
son Ishak, his nephew Hubaysh and his disciple Isa Ibn Yahia, 
working together, produced many translations such as Aristotle’s
T. J. DeBoer, 'Die History o f Philosophy..., p.13-14. 
ibid. 14.
Famous Arabic author o f Persian origin who had translated some political and 
philosophical classics o f Indian and Persian civilisation into Arabic, which will be 
mentioned below, Ibn al-Mukaffa was in the service o f Caliph al-Mansur and he was 
killed at the age o f thirty-six primarily because o f  political reasons. However, his 
association with zandaka might be one o f the reasons for his tragic end.
Majid Fahkry, Islamic Philosophy, Theology. .. ., p. 7, and Mehmet Bayraktar, Islam 
Felsefesine Giriş, p. 49. According to F. Gabrieli these translations should be attributed to 
Ibn al-Mukaffa’s son Muhammad who had translated them from Greek o f Syriac, and 
they were, in fact, the ancient commentaries on the mentioned books. “Ibn al-Mukaffa” 
Encyclopedia o f Islam, New Edition (hereafter/i,72),-(Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1986), vol. 3, p. 
883.
'''' Mehmet Bayraktar, Islam Felsefesine Giriş, p, 49.
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Analytica Posteriora, De Anima (Kitab al-Nafs), the Synopsis of the 
Ethics by Galen (d. 200), and also his synopses of Plato’s Sophist, 
Parmenides, Politicus, the Republic (Kitab al-Siyasa) and the Laws 
(Kitab al-Navamis). Hunayn was translating these works from 
Greek into Syriac, and then his disciples were translating them 
from Syriac into Arabic. Ishak bin Huneyn also translated 
Aristotle’s Categories, Hermenéutica, Generation and Corruption 
(Kitab al-Kavn wa al-Fasad), the Nicomachean Ethics (Kitab al- 
Ahlak), and parts of the Physics (Kitab al-Sama al-Tabii) from 
Syriac into Arabic .Other  parts of the Physics were translated 
from Greek by Kusta Ibn Luka (d. 912) who also translated 
Generation and Corruption. Aristotle’s Metaphysics was another 
book which translators were eager to undertake; it was translated 
for five times with different names. Two of them were Abu Bisr 
Matta’s (d.940) translation as Ma-bad al-Tabia, and Astat’s 
(Eustathius) one as Kitab al-Huruf. Aristotle’s De Anima (Kitab al- 
Nefs), the Book of Animals (Kitab al-Hayvan), Analytica Priora 
(Anulutik al-Ula), and pseudo-Aristotelian The Secret of the
Secrets (Sirr al-Asrar) were translated by Yahia Ibn al-Bitrik 
(d.815). Another book erroneously attributed to Aristotle was 
Plotinus’ last three Enneads, which was known as Kitab al- 
Rububiyya or Kitab al-Usuluciyya in Islamic world. And this 
misconception was more significant in terms of its consequences;
Majid Fahkry, Islamic Philosophy, Theology. ..., p; 8. For more information on different 
translations and their translators, and for the paraphrases o f  Greek philosophers’ works
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it had composed the main source of neoplatonic literature together 
with another pseudograph -Proclus’ Elements of Theology which 
was known as Aristotle’s Kitab al-Hayr al-Mahz.
Moreover Porphyry’s Isagoge, and his commentary on 
Aristotle’s Ethics, Proclus’ De Aetemitate Mundi, John Philoponus’ 
De Aetemitate Mundi contra Proclum had been translated into 
Arabic. Galen’s Ethics and his pamphlet titled Good Man Profit by 
Their Enemies survived only in Arabic, and his another pamphlet 
on ethics How a Man May Discover His Own Vices was widely 
known and read in the Islamic world. Similarly, Themistius’ books 
and especially his paraphrases on Aristotle’s Ethics had been 
translated and widely read in Islamic circles.^^ Some books of 
Theophrastus (c.371-287 BC.) who was known in the Islamic 
world with his interpretations on Aristotle’s ethics, was also 
translated into Arabic with the names Kitab al-Nafs, al-Asar al- 
Uluiyya, Kitab al-Adab and Kitab al-His wa al-MahsusA'^ Certainly 
the list of the works of Greek heritage translated into Arabic is not 
limited with the names given here, and it is very difficult to 
compose a c omplete list and in fact not necessary for our purpose 
which is to define the foot steps of Practical Philosophy literature 
in the past. Therefore I think the inventory inserted above will be 
useful and adequate for the present study.
written by Muslim philosophers, see Hilmi Ziya Ulken, Uyanis Devirlerinde 
Tercümenin Rolü, (İstanbul: Ulken Yayinlari, 1997), pp. 128-166.
Richard Walzer, “Akhiak” EI2, vol. 1 p.327.
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1.3  Al-FARABI (8 7 0 -9 5 0 )
Unlike Ibn Sina (980-1037) who followed a more mystical 
path in his philosophy and did not spend his efforts in the 
construction of a practical philosophy, al-Farabi saw mysticism as 
a wrong path to the eternal life, and following Aristotle, 
emphasized the importance of practical philosophy in the 
attainment of happiness.'*® Before al-Farabi, al-Kindi had produced 
the first examples of this literature in the Islamic world. Apart 
from his two lost works fi al-Ahlak and al-Tibbu’r-Ruhani, al-Kindi 
wrote al-Hila li-Daf al-Ahzan on ethics from which we know al- 
Kindi’s ethical views as well as from the quotations of Miskawayh, 
Gazali and others who were familiar with other books of him as 
weU. Al-Kindi’s ethical views was based on the three partition of 
soul, and the four cardinal virtues, which bases on Plato and 
Galen. Galen’s Ethics and other two treatises which had been 
mentioned above were the main sources for al-Kindi, Miskawayh 
and later Muslim philosophers who interested in moral 
philosophy.'*^
Hilmi Ziya Ulken, Uyanis Devirlerinde ... p. 140. Theophrastus’ Meteorology was 
preserved only in Arabic and Syriac. It is highly probable that his famous physiognomy 
work Characters, or at least some sections o f it was also not alien to the Muslim world.
Richard Walzer, “Islamic Philosophy: Introductory”, in The Cambridge History o f  
iMter Greek and Fxirly Medieval Philosophy, A. H. Armstrong, ed., (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1991), p. 666. The term “Practical Philosophy” is a 
Aristotelian one. In fact al-Farabi did not introduce his Mahadi ara ahl al-madina al- 
fazila  as a practical philosophy book, and his design o f  the work with an explanation o f  
theology in the beginning, does not fit to the models he followed (Plato and Aristotle). 
Therefore some modem scholars accept it as ‘Farabi’s major metaphysical work’, see 
Majid Fakhry, The History o f Islamic Philosophy, (london. Longman, 1983), p. 117. 
Nevertheless we regard it within the literature o f practical philosophy.
R. Walzer, “Akhlak” EI2, v. 1 p. 327 , and Mehmet Aydin, “Ahlak” TDV-IA, v. 2
p. 10.
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Farabi’s Mabadı Ara Ahi al-Madina al-Fazila (Principles of
the Views of the Citizens of the Best (or virtuous) State) is thought
to be the best work reflecting his philosophical thought as a whole.
Though it is mainly a political philosophy book depending largely
on Plato’s works (Republic, Laws, and Timaeus), Farabi clarifies
the basic principles of the divine knowledge; theology, in the
beginning of his work, and also some psychology subjects. The
first ten sections deal with theological questions and reveals the
ideas largely taken from Neoplatonic emanation theory, as
expressed in the pseudo-Aristotelian book Kitab al-Rububiyye.^^ In
these sections, Farabi presents the true principles of theology as a
complementary part of his political philosophy. Such an approach
is necessary for him, because of two reasons; first the ultimate end
of political organization is to enable the tme happiness of man m
this world, and as well as in the other one. More clearly, in order
to attain the true happiness in the virtuous city, there are things
that each inhabitant of the perfect city has to know, and things
that only the members of the particular groups have to know.
Then, about the things that each individual of the perfect city
should know, al-Farabi explains;
“The things in common which all the people of the excellent 
city ought to know are: (l)In the first place to know the 
First Cause and all its qualities; (2) then the immaterial
As it was stated above, this book was in fact the last three sections o f Plotinus’ 
Enneads However as Deborah L. Black puts it; “Recent scholarship has shown that al- 
Farabi very carefully avoids mentioning Neoplatonic emanational metaphysics in his 
accounts o f Aristotelian philosophy, and that, with the exception o f  the Kitab al-jam he 
never treats the spurious Theology o f Aristotle as an authentic work.” “Al-Farabi” in 
History o f Islamic Philosophy, Seyyed Hossein Nasr and Oliver Leaman, eds., (London: 
Routledge, 1996), p. 187.
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existents and their specific qualities and the order of the 
rank of each of them -until one reaches among these 
immaterial existents the Active Intellect- and the proper 
functions of each of them; (3) the celestial substances and 
the qualities of each of them; then the natural bodies 
which are beneath them, and how they come to be and 
pass away, and that everything which happens among 
them happens according to order, perfection, providence, 
justice and wisdom and that there is neither neglect nor 
deficiency nor injustice among them in any way 
whatsoever;....
The list continues enumerating the things that was 
explained in the first ten chapters as the principles of theology. 
The second reason that he includes metaphysics and psychology- 
anatomy in this work is that the political structure of al-Farabi’s 
perfect state is closely related with the hierarchical relations in the 
cosmos and in the human body. There is a divine and perfect 
harmony in the universe, and this harmony should be preserved 
in the constitution of worldy states as well, so much that “The 
kings of the excellent cities which succeed each other at different 
times are all of them like one single soul and are as it were one 
single King who remains the same all the time”.^ ^
According to al-Farabi, man is by nature a political (social) 
creature^3, he needs to be a member of society in order to pursue 
his ends, and the ultimate end of every human being is to achieve 
happiness since the happiness is the state of perfection that the
Al-Farabi, Al-Farabi on the Perfect State -Mabadi Ara Ahl al-Madina al-Fadila, tr. 
Richard Walzer, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1985), p.277. 
ibid, p, 259.
The idea that “man is by nature a political animal (politikon zoon)” is a shared view o f  
Plato and Aristotle and many others. Aristotle expresses it in his Nichomachean Ethics, 
as well as in Politics. Al-Farabi evaluates those who prefer to live alone outside the 
society (mutavahhid) as brutish, and subhuman, ibid. p. 293.
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human soul reaches and it needs nothing more in that stage.S“» 
Therefore human beings come together, and cooperate in order to 
survive, preserve themselves, and to attain perfection. The needs 
of the man that wants to reach perfection can be satisfied in cities 
at minimum, therefore the union of people in places smaller than 
the city is not a perfect union.
The virtue of the perfect society lies in that it enables the 
ways for its inhabitants to cooperate for the true happiness. Al- 
Farabi’s ideal city becomes clearer in his classification of the 
different types of political systems. He places ignorant cities 
(cahiliyya), the wicked city [fasika), the city which has deliberately 
changed its character (mubaddald), and the city which has missed 
the right path through faulty judgement {zalla) in the opposition of 
his perfect city (fazila).^  ^The common point of the ignorant cities is 
that they are not aware of the true happiness, even if they were 
rightly guided to it they cannot grasp its essence. Their speculative 
faculty is not developed enough, and they do not aim to develop it 
preferring to pursue worldly pleasures. These ignorant cities has a 
number of sorts; such as city of necessity (zaruriyya), city of 
meanness (nazala), city of depravity and baseness (hassa ue’s-
ibid. p.205. In order to attain perfection one should imitate God, in other words, he 
should try to become in his actions like God. “This idea originated with Plato, who says 
in his Theaetetus: ‘to become like God so far as this is possible; and to become like God 
is to become righteous and holy and w ise’” Erwin I. J. Rosenthal, Political Thought in 
Medieval Islam, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1962), p. 122. Similarly 
Aristotle states in his Nicomachean Ethics that: “Therefore the activity o f  God, which 
surpasses all others in blessedness, must be contemplative; and o f  human activities, 
therefore, that which is most akin to this must be most o f  the nature o f happiness.” 
Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, tr. David Ross, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1984), 
bk. 10, p. 268.
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sukul), city of honour (karama), city of power (tagallub), and lastly 
democratic city (camaiyya) which each inhabitant aims “doing 
what he wishes without restraining his passions in the least. Al- 
Farabi’s description of the six ignorant states resembles much to 
Greek philosophical tradition, especially to those of Plato and 
Aristotle. More precisely, city of necessity reminds the primitive, 
minimum state expressed in the second book of Plato’s Republic, 
city of meanness is oligarchy which was described in the eighth 
book of Republic and Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics. On the other 
hand, city of depravity and baseness where al-Farabi introduces 
the Bedouin Arabs and the nomadic Turks as the representatives 
of this form of government, was not included in the Aristotle, or 
Plato’s classification. City of honour is equivalent of timocracy 
(Republic VllI, Nicomachean Ethics Vlll), and the city of power has 
no explicit equivalent in Plato’s classification, but Plato discussed 
it independently in an extensive way in the Gorgias and the first 
book of Republic. "^^  Richard Walzer points that when Averroes 
speaks of this form of state he refers Muawiyah, the first Umayyad 
caliph who had rebelled against the fourth true (rashid^ caliph Ali, 
and he adds; “Al-Farabi may have judged Muawiyah similarly.
In his negative attitude towards democracy which has no living 
example in the time of al-Farabi, it is highly possible that he 




R. Walzer, Al-Farahi on the Perfect...., p. 453.
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he prefers democracy and the city of necessity to others among the
ignorant cities because of their potentiality to accept the rule of
excellent men, in his Siyasa al-Madaniyya.^^
Other forms of governments i.e. the wicked city (fasika), the
city which has deliberately changed its character (mubaddala), and
the city which has missed the right path through faulty judgement
(zalla), are, in a way, the deformed types of the virtuous city, and
they do not have exact characteristics of government. As Plato
states when he explains the transformation of perfect state into
another form, “Clearly, the new State, being in a mean between
oligarchy and the perfect State, will partly follow one and partly
the other, and will also have some peculiarities. In al-Farabi’s
thought, the decisive aspects considered in the classification of
these cities were the wrong beliefs these cities have, instead of
their forms of government. For instance;
“The city which misses the right path (the ‘erring’ city) is 
the which aims at felicity after this life, and holds about 
God Almighty, the existents of the second order and the 
Active Intellect pernicious and useless beliefs, even if they 
are taken as symbols and representations of true felicity.
Its first ruler was a man who falsely pretended to be 
receiving ‘revelation’; he produced this wrong impression 
through falsifications, cheating and deceptions.”*"’
38 TIbid, p.453. 
ibid, p.455.
Plato, Republic, Benjamin Jowett, tr., (New York: Anchor Books, 1973), bk. VIII, p. 
238.
Al-Farabi, Al-Farabi on the Perfect..., p. 259. According to R. Walzer, what al-Farabi 
criticizes and rejects in this definition, is the other worldly, gnostic ideas o f  Stoics. 
However, Walzer adds, it would be some sort o f  late Neo-platonism, which also played a 
role in the formation o f  Ismaili esoteric (batini) philosophy, and then the first ruler whom 
al-Farabi criticizes strongly, would be Ismaili Imam Ubaydallah (909-34), p. 456.
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The terminology, which al-Farabi prefers to use in al-Madina 
al-Fazila, shows a great diversity, and cannot be easily categorized. 
First, unlike al-Kindi, al-Farabi is known with a stronger 
commitment to philosophy, i.e. he made no concessions from the 
philosophical teaching on behalf of religion, for instance in the 
question of the ‘creation in time’^ 2, or the superiority of philosophy 
over religion etc.^  ^ Besides, as R. Walzer indicates, al-Farabi tries 
to avoid using a religious terminology in al-Madina al-Fazila, and 
usually prefers ‘abstractions’ probably to create a more 
philosophical, universal environment for his readers. For instance 
in the first ten chapters of the book where he explains the 
theological principles, he rarely uses the religious terms such as 
God {Allah), angels, revelation, prophecy etc., instead he mentions 
First Cause, Active Intellect, celestial bodies, sublunar bodies and 
so on. Moreover his definition of First Cause is veiy different from 
Islam’s God (Allah) having eternal, distinct qualities.^^  ^ But, in 
spite of all these, al-Farabi uses a number of the religious terms in 
the conceptualization of his political philosophy, and the role he 
assigns for these terms is not negligible. For example, in his
Unlike al-Kindi who defends the theory o f  the creation o f the universe in time, from 
nothing, al-Farabi accepted timeless and unwilled emanation theory from the First Cause. 
Although in his theory, the First Cause was superior than the Second existent (or .First 
Intellect), and the Second’s existence is after the existence o f the First, both are eternal.
Al-Farabi, Al-Farabi on the Perfect.... , pp. 101-3., and Majid Fakhry, A History o f
Islamic Philosophy, (London: Longman, 1983), p. 118.
Al-Farabi maintains the view that religion enables to represent reality in a symbolic 
form, and the men who are not capable o f understanding the reality in its abstraction, need 
religion, ibid. pp. 277-9. For a good summary o f  the views o f the modem scholars on the 
religion-philosophy dichotomy in al-Farabi’s thought see, Miriam Galston, Politics and 
Excellence -the political philosophy o f al-Farabi, (New Jersey: Princeton, 1990), pp.5-9
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classification of cities, he mentions the ignorant city madina al- 
cahiliyye, this term in fact being used for the pre-Islamic pagan 
Arab trib es.S im ilarly , other cities such as madina al-fasika, 
zalle, and mubaddila have Islamic connections; fasik  is the person 
whose actions is not in accordance with the religious law, zalle is 
used for those who hold wrong beliefs and mubaddila is used for 
some Jewish and Christian communities who are accused of 
manipulating the original revelation. Likewise, when he 
discusses the qualities of a sovereign he speaks of the Hafiz li’s- 
sharai va’s-sunanf^ he equates Allah with the First Cause, and 
explains the nubuvva and vahyA^ Similarly he identifies his 
philosopher-king with imamA'  ^ The qualities that the ruler of his 
perfect city should have, is veiy similar to the qualities of a ‘true’ 
caliph as pictured in Sunni theory. But on the other hand they 
were also very similar to the Platonic description in Republic VI. 
Consequently, some scholars undermine the religious dimension 
in al-Farabi’s political philosophy and attribute the use of religious 
terminology to specific purposes. As R. Walzer puts it; “Al-Farabi
This definition fits to the Mutazilite interpretation o f God. On the question o f free will 
al-Farabi, in spite o f  his shiite-imami belief again shares the view o f  Mutazila.
Al-Farabi, Al-Farabi on the Perfect ... p. 255. Ironically al-Farabi adds that the souls o f  
the inhabitants o f the ignorant city will perish with the death o f their bodies -a  statement 
against the traditional Islamic belief p. 271.
Ann K. S. Lambton, State and Government in Medieval Islam. (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1981), p.324.
Al-Farabi, Al-Farabi on the Perfect... p. 251. In another work o f  him Fusid al-madani, 
al-Farabi uses the term ruasa al-sunne, to designate the just rulers, and al-mulk al-.sunni 
to designate the rule according to the laws. Besides in the same work al-Farabi requires 
the ruler o f  the virtuous city to undertake holy wa.r (Jihad) ibid. p. 448 , and Ann 
Lambton, State and Government... p.322,
Al-Farabi, Al-Farabi on the Perfect. ... .^ 225, 245. 
ibid. , pp.440-442.
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tends to avoid specific Islamic terms in this book and almost 
exclusively employs Arabic philosophical language,...Whenever he 
uses specifically Islamic terms, a special purpose is to be 
suspected ...”^ ° Whereas others argue that though al-Farabi did 
not quote the Quran or emphasized Islamic issues in his works, he 
used such a terminology that at the end his readers feel the 
harmony between Islam and philosophy, and “that the traditions 
of classical political philosophy belong to MusUms no less than to 
Greeks”.
The administration of the virtuous city under the guidance 
of a philosopher king looks like the perfect order and organization 
of universe or human body. Just as the celestial bodies imitate, 
follow and obey the First Cause, the inhabitants of the virtuous 
city should act in the same manner:
“For the relation of the First Cause to the other existents 
is like the relation of the king of the excellent city to its 
other parts.(...) The excellent city ought to be arranged in 
the same way: all its parts ought to imitate in their 
actions the aim of their first ruler according to their 
r a n k ”.72
Likewise, the order of human body was explained in the 
hierarchical relations of organs; the heart was the “ruling organ
™ ibid. p.7. To give an example for this approach; Walzer explain al-Farabi’s 
identification o f  Imam with the ruler o f  perfect city with his intention to participate in the 
discussions o f his time; “Speculation about the qualification o f the righteous Imam was 
not uncommon in al-Farabi’s days, in every quarter o f Islam, and the Ara and a number o f  
other works o f his can be read as a contribution to this discussion. Al-Farabi’s Imam is 
neither a bodily descendent o f  Ali as the Shiites taught, nor does al-Farabi appear to 
consider it necessary that he should belong to Muhammad’s tribe, the Quraysh.” Ibid. 
p.442.
’ Ann Lambton, State and Government .. .p. 318.
Al-Farabi, Al-Farabi on the Perfect. .. pp. 237-9.
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which is not ruled by any other organ of the body”J3 And the 
brain’s definition is similar to the steward in a household; “It 
[heart] is followed in rank by the brain, which is also a ruling 
organ, its supremacy, however, not being primary but secondary: 
it is ruled by the heart and rules over all the other organs and 
limbs. Apart from the heart and brain there are other organs 
which some of them are both the ruler and the ruled at the same 
time, and some of them are just the ruled organs. The heart is the 
first organ coming into existence in the body, and then it is the 
cause of the existence of the other organs, which are ranked 
according to their relations to the heart. These organs perform 
their aims in accordance with the aim of the heart, and they all are 
at the service of the heart. But heart does not serve to any other 
organ; it is the place where rational faculty is intensified. And “the 
rational faculty is partly practical reason and partly theoretical 
reason; practical reason is made to serve theoretical reason. 
Theoretical reason, however, is not made to serve anything else 
but has as its purpose to bring man to felicity”. So the art of the
ibid. p. 175. It should be remembered that the heart, as the source o f blood (and 
therefore heat, harara ghariziyya), extends life to the other organs, and it is the place 
where ‘the faculty o f  representation (kuvva al-mutahayyila)’, ‘ruling faculty o f  sense 
(kuw a al-hassa al-raisa’ and ‘appetitive faculty (kuvva al-nuzuuyya) settles. And the 
rational faculty (kuvva al-natika) which has no specific place in the body, extends over 
the other faculties and especially over the faculty o f  representation. Brain’s function is the 
regulation o f the temperature o f  blood (i .e. the heat), which is necessary for the proper 
function o f organs, pp. 169-73.
ibid. p. 175. R. Walzer indicates that al-Farabi’s views on the functions o f  the organs 
and the hierarchic structure o f  the body is largely depends on Aristotle’s De Anima, 
Parva Naturalia, and his other books on the subject,, Alexander o f  Aphrodisias’ De 
Anima, Galen’s De Pladtis Hippocratis et Flatonis and his other books, and a number of 
paraphrases. For more information see ibid. pp. 382-95.
"Al-Farabi, Al-Farahi on the Perfect...., p. 209.
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master of the city is the most noble art; to show the ways of true 
felicity to the inhabitants of the city, to teach them the true 
principles of theology, and to educate them for the attainment of 
happiness. Therefore this art is not a serving art to the other arts, 
instead other arts serve it, and their aim should be in accordance 
with the aim of this master art. Al-Farabi’s classification of 
sciences as ‘theoretical, practical and productive’ is the same with 
Aristotelian classification, and it has close connections with the 
three partition of the soul as rational (natik), concupiscent (seheiÂ) 
and irascible (gazabi). Likewise the subordination of the practical 
philosophy to the theoretical one is stated in Aristotle’s 
Nicomachean Ethics, and Theophrastus defined their relations as 
master-steward relations in a house. On the other hand, it is 
certain that al-Farabi combines these two sciences, theoretical and 
practical, in his al-madina al-fazila, and as a result reaches a 
political philosophy more similar to the model of Plato’s Republic, 
but still veiy different. That is why his Mabadi Ara Ahl al-Madina 
al-Fazila can be regarded as a metaphysical work and as a political 
work at the same time.
It is apparent that al-Farabi’s virtuous city was organized 
under a strictly hierarchical order with a philosopher king at the 
head, who represents the theoretical wisdom as well as the 
practical wisdom. In al-Farabi’s formulation, the ruler of the 
virtuous city was compared with the position of the First Cause 
(i.e. God) before the other Existents, and the act of him became the
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act of the First Cause, in other words ‘to imitate God’. First ruler of 
the perfect city is a philosopher, a wise man and also a prophet; 
his soul is united with the Active Intellect, and he receives Divine 
Revelation from ‘God Almighty (Allah azza va calla) through the 
mediation of the Active Intellect’. “He is the man who knows 
every action by which felicity can be reached. This is the first 
condition for being a r u l e r . T h e n  al-Farabi enumerates twelve 
qualities of the perfect ruler, assuming that such a perfect person 
had appeared once and he founded the perfect city. But he also 
accepts that all the qualifications of a philosopher king would 
rarely assembled in one person. So if there is not a philosopher 
king with the ‘gift of visionary prophecy’ in a given time, then his 
act should be to adopt and preserve the laws and the customs 
(hafiz li-sharai va sunan) which were introduced before by the first 
ruler.’’8 But, he adds, it is still hard to find a person who united 
the qualifications of a philosopher and a statesman in himself. 
And since al-Farabi’s intention in his formulation of the 
administration of the perfect city is not to render an 
unquestionable and indivisible authority to the kings of his time, 
he formulates more realistic models; if a person with given 
qualifications cannot be found, then two person will jointly govern 
the virtuous city: one with the qualifications of a philosopher, the 
other with the rest of it. If this solution is not possible, then a
ibid. p. 245. 
ibid. p. 247. 
ibid. p. 251.
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group of people, each of whom have one of tlie six qualities he 
mentioned, will cooperate in the administration of city. He 
emphatically underlines the necessity for the existence of a 
philosopher in the administration of the perfect city, and he 
concludes that if there is not a philosopher attached to the 
administration, the city wUl undoubtedly perish after a certain 
interval.
1 .4  PERSIAN HERITAGE
Second part of Amasi’s book deals with the ways of good 
conduct and etiquette for princes, as well as the principles of 
statecraft deduced from the behaviours of famous historical 
statesmen. In this sense, it reflects the characteristics of adab, 
siyasetname, or nasihatname literature in the -mainly- Persian 
tradition, and ‘mirror for princes’ or furstenspiegel literature in 
the west. This literature covers the advise books written by the 
kings for their heirs, or by higher bureaucrats, and eminent 
learned men for the ruler of the country and for the bureaucrats. 
Kings or prominent bureaucrats depends largely on their own 
experiences and convictions in their practical advises, and the 
scholars refer to the past experiences and common sense in the 
demonstration of their ideas. But in any case the ideas were 
presented in a lively atmosphere induced from the citation of real 
historical figures, and the language of the work is relatively simple.
79 ibid. p. 253.
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Subjects were selected mainly from the needs of daily life, and they 
were handled in a less theoretical framework than the practical 
philosophy books. Interestingly the title of our work ‘Mirât al- 
Muluk’ or Tcings’ mirror’ is the same with the title of this genre in 
the Western world. Though there are other examples ending with 
the same word such as Siyer al-Muluk, Adab-i Muluk, or Nasihat al- 
Muluk etc., this title is unique within the siyasetname literature. 
Similarly, the term mirât was also a widely used term with rich 
mystic and philosophic connotations, and it had been widely used 
in the titles of books such as Mirat-i Ahlak^°, Mirât al-Irfan, Mirât 
al-Alem, Mirât al-Yakin etc. The word mirât enjoyed rich image with 
the help of Sufis who often used Mirât to explain the ways of 
illumination in their teaching since the very beginning. Since for 
them the heart of a Muslim would be a mirror of God’s essence, if 
it is purified. So people can see the image of God when they look at 
the face of a true behever.®' Similarly, this view was shared by an 
author of mirror for princes in the Byzantine world; in the 
beginning of his work Agapetos, (c. 530) states that the soul of an 
emperor should be purified so that it can be enlightened with the 
light of God.s2 The mirror (speculum) figure was used in the
Seyh Semseddin Ahmed Sivasi’s (d. 1520) ‘mirror for princes’ book, with the sub-title 
‘Hikayet-i Kudema ve Nasihat’.
Aynu’l-kudat al-Hamadani interpreted the famous tradition o f Prophet ‘al-muminu 
miratu’l-mumin’ in this way, and this belief find its expression in the Ottoman world by 
Suleyman Celebi’s Mevlid-i Serif, where God speaks o f Mohammad as ‘zatima mirat 
eyledim zatini’ (your essence is the mirror o f mine). For the image o f mirat in sufi circles 
see Suleyman Uludağ, “Ayna” TDV-IA. v.4, pp.260-2.
Cited in Ernest Barker, Bizans Toplumsal ve Siyasal Dusvnusu, tr. Mete Tuncay, 
(Ankara: Dost Kitapevi Yayinlari, 1982), p. 80. Ernest Barker enumerates fourteen books
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Western world with the same connotations since the early 
centuries of Christianity. Plotinus, St. Gregory of Nyssa, and St. 
Ambrose had employed the figure of speculum, to explain the 
function of the soul. But it was St. Augustine’s works that 
promoted the usage of the figure in the middle ages. He employed 
the term to explain the function of the soul as mirror of 
intelligibles, and to define the Holy Scripture as the mirror of 
divine knowledge.
Mirât was also useful to explain the order of things in the 
world, since in fact it was a reflection of celestial order. Here 
Seyyed Hossein Nasr emphasises to the continuity of cosmological 
order of Zoroastrianism in the Islamic world with the names 
changed, and the symmetry remained; for instance four angels in 
the sky and four elements of life in this world; seven planets and 
seven climates; sun at the center and heart of man, and so on.s4 it 
should be added that this symmetrical view in cosmology was also 
relevant in Neoplatonic philosophy, and another aspect of this all- 
embracing cosmological view was the monarchical element; just 
like there was one God in the heavens there should be one ruler in 
the world, or at least in the country. In this context, though it is 
probable that Amasi had in mind these connotations of mirât when 
he named his book, he does not express such an aim in the work.
written in Byzantine between the years o f  530-1425' in the genre o f ‘mirror for princes’, 
none o f  which bears ‘mirror’ in their title, pp. 85-6.
Ritamary Bradley, “Backgrounds o f  the Title Speculum in Medieval Literature” 
Speculum A Journal o f Medieval Studies, v. XXIX (1954) pp. 100-115.
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instead he states “it was called Mirât al-Muluk since when he 
[sovereign] looks at it he sees the perfection of his beauty’ [2b].
As it is stated before, nasihatnama literature has a Persian 
background in the Middle East, and the beginning of it is 
attributed to the founder of Sasanian Empire Ardashir (c.220-240). 
Another famous Sasanian source “Letter of Tansar” is the Tansar’s 
discourse to a rebellious king, aiming to demonstrate the 
justification of Ardashir’s wise rule. But as Richard Frye stated it 
was written in the end of Sasanians, and the stories on the virtues 
of Ardashir and the “Testament of Ardashir” are on the whole 
apocryphal. Although the andarz or nasihatnama literature of 
Sasanians is ancient, it can only be dated to the end of Sasanians, 
namely to the reign of Anushirvan (531-579). In the Muslim mirror 
for princes books, most of the wisdom literature of Sasanians were 
attributed to Anushirvan, and his viziers Buzurgmihr and 
Yunan.88 Anushirvan was known with his respect to the 
experiences and advises of old rulers, and he was praised as a just 
ruler ia the mirror for princes literature of the East. On his request 
the Indian i lirror for princes book Pancatantra was translated into 
Pahlavi and introduced to the Middle East as the Kalila wa Dimna, 
from where it was transferred to the Byzantium and Europe.8·^
Seyyed Hossein Nasr, The Islamic Intellectual Tradition in Persia, ed. Mehdi Amin 
Razavi, (Richmond: Curzon Press, 1996), pp. 14-21
Richard N. Frye, The History o f Ancient Iran, (München: Beck, 1983), p. 295. 
see F. R. C. Bagley’s Introduction to Al-Ghazali 's Book o f Counsel for Kings (Nasihat 
al-Muluk), (London: Oxford University Press, 1964), pp. Ixvi-lxix.
^  C. Brockelmann, “Kalila wa Dimna”, IE2, v.4 p. 503-6. Kalila wa Dimna was 
translated into old Ottoman Turkish first by Masud for Omar Beg, Prince o f Aydin (d.
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Kalila w a Dimna was translated into Arabic by Ibn al-Mukaflfa 
(d.756). Pancatantra was a collection of animal stories covering 
messages for state administration, the messages being not 
centered around the moral virtues for a good hfe; though it is in no 
way an immoral book, it stresses on the ways of acquiring and 
maintaining power for a prince, instead of emphasizing on the 
moral dimensions of statecraft.ss In this sense it differs from the 
Ahlak literature, though its Arabic, Persian and Turkish 
translations were more moralized by inserting additional stories 
stressing on ethical themes.
Ibn al-Mukaffa was a noteworthy figure with his 
contribution to the internalisation of Persian state tradition in the 
Islamic Caliphate of the Abbasids. Apart from Kalila wa Dimna 
where the principles of wise rule were examined in the context of 
fables, he made a number of translations from Persian histoiy and 
statecraft. His Ainnama was mentioning the hierarchy of Sasanian 
court and the ceremonies, while the Hudaname or Siyar al-Muluk 
al-Acam was a royal chronicle composed under the Sasanid 
dynasty, and the Tacnama was restricted to the exemplary life of 
Anushirvan. His Risala fi al-Sahaba which was addressed to 
Caliph al-Mansur, dealt with the necessity of having competent *
1347) basing on the Persian translation o f Ibn Mukaffa’s work. “And this text was put 
into verse by an unknown author who dedicated his work to Sultan Murad I (1359- 
1389)”, p. 505.
** A. B. Keith, A History o f Sanskrit Literature, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1928), 
p. 248-9, and Ludwig Alsdorf, Pantschatantra, Fun/Bucher Altindischer Staatswesiheit 
und Lehenskunst in Latein und Sprüchen (München: 1952), p. 124. cited in Kemal 
Cagdas, Pancatantra Masallari, (Ankara: AUDTCF, 1962), p. 72-3.
Kemal Cagdas, Pancatantra..., p. 74.
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and reliable staff for the ruler and the significance of justice. His 
other work the Adab al-Kabir was written for the Caliph’s son, 
and contains practical advises for an accurate government. Its 
advises were practical and Machiavellian; they show the ways for 
“exploitation of the human passions for one’s ovm advantage”.^ ° 
Though this book gained reputation as the earliest example of 
Arabic ‘mirror for princes’, and Ibn al-Mukaffa as the pioneer of 
this literature, the transmission of Persian government tradition to 
the Arabic world has began in an earlier date; Abul-Ala Salim had 
wrote his Kitab fi al-Siyasa al-Ammiyya for the Umayyad Caliph 
Hisham (724-43) and Abd al-Hamid bin Yahya al-Katib had 
composed a treatise for the son of last Umayyad Caliph Marvan II 
( 7 4 4 - 5 0 ) . Persian state heritage had began to influence the 
structure of the Islamic Caliphate in the last decades of the 
Umayyads, and it was more intensely felt in the Abbasids. Like 
other secretaries from Persian origin, Ibn al-Mukaffa contributed 
to the transmission of this heritage to the Islamic state 
organisation; especially in the formation of imperial court and the 
secretaiy. He had also proposed Caliph Mansur the codification of 
the laws and decrees and the implementation of the same law in 
all parts of the country, i.e., the codification of first kanunname. 
Though this offer was not realised and Ibn al-Mukaffa’s personality 
was not highly esteemed in the Islamic world since he was
F. Gabrieli, “Ibn al-Mukaffa”, EI2, v.3, p.884., and C. E. Bosworth, “Nasihat al- 
Muluk”, EI2, V.7, p.985.
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accepted as a zandak because of his religious views, it can be said 
that his efforts, together with the endeavours of other inscribers 
(kuttabs) from Persian origin, to bring the Persian political 
tradition into Islamic world were effective in the later development 
of nasihatnama literature.
Though Ibn al-Mukaffa’s Adab al-Kabir and Adabu’s-Sagir 
were not the first examples of mirror for princes literature in 
Arabic, they can be accepted as the first examples of Adab which 
in a narrower sense is also included within the furstenspiegel. 
Adab was originally devoted for the works dealing with the 
principles, ways, habits and customs for a particular profession or 
behavior. But later on
“it came to imply the sum of knowledge which makes a 
man courteous and ‘urbane’, profane culture (as distinct 
from Urn, learning, or rather, religious learning, Kuran, 
hadith, and fikhSi based in the first place on poetiy, the art 
of oratory, the historical and tribal traditions of the 
Ancient Arabs, and also on the corresponding sciences: 
rhetoric, grammar, lexicography, metrics....but [later on] 
contact with foreign cultures widened the content of adab, 
or Arab humanitas, into humanitas without 
qualification.”*^^
This meaning of adab developed in the Abbasid period, and 
culminated in the ‘Renaissance of Islam’ -as J. Kraemer puts it, in 
the Buyid age (945-1055). But after the eleventh century the 
meaning of adab became -again- limited with the works of “’belles-
”  C. E. Bosworth, “Nasihat al-Muluk” EI2, v.7 p.985, C. Brockelmann, “Kalila wa- 
Dimna” EI2, v.4 p.503, F. Gabrieli, “Ibn al-Mukaffa” EI2, v. 3 p. 884.
92 F. Gabrieli, “Adab”, EI2, v. 1 p. 175.
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lettxes’: poetry, artistic prose, paremiography, and anecdotal 
writing”.^ з
Although this literature was mainly developed by kuttabs 
and reflected their humanist and practical world view, the authors 
of this genre were not conflned to this profession alone; eminent 
ulamas and jurists also contributed to the development of this 
genre with their works. Ibn Kutayba’s (d. 889) Uyun al-Ahbar and 
Maverdi’s Adab al-Dunya w a Din would be mentioned among 
them. In fact these works emphasize the qualities of man and in 
particular sultan, and try to harmonize an idealized model with 
practical solutions, often referring to the Quran and the traditions 
of Prophet. However they accommodate more or less a universal 
and secular view by taking into consideration the practical 
necessities of the age, and in that sense share the characteristics 
of this genre. Maverdi’s counsel for his readers in Adab al-Dunya 
wa Din is illuminating;
“Wise man! Consider the importance of your 
character. Be content with your time, and conform the 
traditions of your age. Do not contradict with the people 
so that they keep their distance from you. One cannot be 
happy if he is not loved”.
1 .5  AL-GHAZALl (1 0 5 8 -1 1 1 1 )
Al-Ghazali’s Nasihat al-Muluk is also considered within this 
genre, and as will be stated below, just like he contributed to the 
development of dialectical theology in Sunnite Islam with his
93 ibid. p. 176.
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interest in philosophy, he emphasized the religious duties of 
sultan in his book. Though his political approach renders relative 
independence to worldly authority from religion, he strongly 
emphasizes the importance of religion for the sultan himself and 
for the well-being of the state. Al-Ghazali’s advises are centered 
around the notion of justice. Justice is the key term for being a 
legitimate ruler, for the welfare of people, and for the future of the 
state. In his Nasihat al-Muluk, which was one of the important 
sources for Ahmed bin Husameddin Amasi, he devoted large 
sections for the narratives of old Persian kings on the ground that 
though they were infidels they governed the world for four 
thousand years with justice. He cites a saying of the Prophet 
which reads; “sovereignty endures even when there is unbelief, but 
will not endure when there is in ju st ice .A noth er  hadith of the 
Prophet which was also quoted in Amasi’s Mirât al-Muluk, was 
praising the historical and mythical king of the Sassanians; 
Anushirvan: “I was bom in the time of the Just King”.®^ Al-Ghazali 
also gives brief notes to clarify the definition of justice which 
generally praised but was not explained in the mirror for princes 
books. According to him, justice is to treat the subjects with 
complete impartiality whether they were rich or poor, powerful or
cited in Mustafa Cagrici, “Edebu’d-Dunya ve Din”, TDV-IA, v. 10, p. 407. 
Al-Ghazali, Counsel for Kings (Nasihat al-Muluk), tr. F. R. C. Bagley, (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1964),
p. 46. This hadith was also quoted in the 2"“* chapter o f Nizamulmulk’s Siyasatnama. 
ibid. p. 55., Mirat al-Muluk, p. 69b.
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weak.^7 Or a negative definition of him for justice would be more 
illuminative (since the justice is also used in fiqh to designate one’s 
position with regard to his religious duties); “Now injustice is of 
two kinds. One is the injustice which Sultans do to subjects, 
strong men to weak, and rich men to poor. The other is the 
injustice which you do to your own self, namely the curse of sin.”^ 8 
Apparently Al-GhazaU’s point of departure is the first kind of 
justice in his evaluations of Sultans.
When explaining why justice is so important and why 
without justice kingdoms can no longer exist, Al-Ghazali repeats 
the ‘circle of justice’ which was stated before in Kai Kaus b. 
Iskandar’s Qα¿>us-rгαm.α,^  ^ and Yusuf Khass Hajib’s Kutadgu 
With the words of Al-Ghazali; ‘The religion depends on the 
monarchy, the monarchy on the army, the army on supplies, 
supplies on prosperity, and prosperity on justice”. J u s t  Uke Al- 
Ghazali emphasize on the practical value of the justice for the 
continuation of Sultan’s rule, his emphasis on the role of religion




^  Kai Kaus b. Iskandar, The Nasihatnama known as Qahus-nama of Kai Kaus h. 
Iskandar. ed. R. Levy, (London: Luzac, 1951), p. 125, 213.
Resit Rahmeti Arat, Kuiadgu Bilig, (Ankara: Türk Dil Kurumu Yayınlan, 1991, 3"^  
ed ), W . 2057-2059. For the importance o f justice in the state tradition o f Turks see, Halil 
Inalcik, “Kutadgu Bilig’de Turk ve Iran Siyaset Nazariye ve Gelenekleri” in Resit 
Rahmeti Arat Icin, (Ankara: 1966), pp. 259-71, “Adaletnameler” Türk Tarih Belgeleri 
Dergisi, v,II-3/4, pp. 49-52, and “State and Ideology under Sultan Suleyman 1” in The 
Middle East and the Balkans Under the Ottoman Empire, (Bloomington, 1993), pp. 70-8.
Al-Ghazali, Counsel for Kings..., p. 56. The ideal o f ‘circle o f justice’ was also found 
in Abu Mansur al-Saalibi’s (d. 429/1038) Adabu ’l-Muluk: “King is dependent on his 
retinue and staff, and his retinue needs capital, capital is earned with commerce, 
cultivation and construction. And these are is only possible with justice and good 
administration.” Adabu 'l-Mtduk (Hukumdarlik Sanati), tr. into Turkish, Sait Aykut, 
(Istanbul: insan Yayinlari, 1997) p. 54.
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in state administration was functional in its essence. According to 
Al-Ghazali the most significant quality a king needs was the 
correct religion. He should fulfill his religious duties and protect 
the correct religion in his territories so that “he wiU earn praise 
(become great) in the eyes of his subjects and formidable in the 
eyes of his enemies, and attain high merit and dignity”. W i t h i n  
this context he cites a hadith and a wise saying, both of which 
were also quoted in Amasi’s Mirât, and explain how the piety 
and character of Sultan affect the behaviors of subjects, and 
society, just Шее the function of justice in the whole ‘circle’. In 
addition, Al-Ghazali affirms the divine source of Kingship, which 
was almost a common characteristic of the mirror for princes 
books;
“As you will hear in the Traditions, *the Sultan is 
God’s shadow on earth’, which means that he is high- 
ranking and the Lord’s delegate over His creatures. It 
must therefore be recognized that this kingship and 
the divine effulgence have been granted to them by 
God, and that they must accordingly be obeyed, loved 
and followed. To dispute with kings is improper, and to 
hate them is wrong; for God on High has commanded 
‘Obey God and obey the Prophet and those among you 
who hold authority’
Though Al-Ghazali refers to the common sense and the 
functionality when he explains the principles a ruler should obey, 
like the other works within Adab genre, and while it seems that he 
only refers to religion in order to legitimise the unlimited
ibid. pp. 59-60,
“The people o f an epoch resemble their kings more than they resemble their epoch” 
and “the people follow the religion o f  their kings”, ibid. p. 62. Mirat al-Muluk, p, 56b.
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sovereignty of sultan, this is in fact not the whole picture. Just as 
he attacked the philosophers in various matters and at the same 
time contributed to the development of a philosophical trend in 
Islamic theology, he contributed to the transformation of Adab 
literature with his insertion of the subjects on the religious duties 
of the Kings, and Avith his references to the traditions of Prophet, 
the Quran, and the acts and sayings of ideal Muslim Caliphs. 
Though this trend was not started with his Nasihat al-Muluk, 
(Qabus-nama and Nizam al-MuUc’s Siyar al-muluk had the same 
characteristics more or less), Al-Ghazah’s work represents a 
mature example of it.
1 .6  KAI KAUS BIN ISKANDAR
Kai Kaus bin Iskandar’s Qabus-nama (357/1082) can be 
seen as the best example bringing together the idealised political 
model ornamented with religious and ethical qualities, with 
realistic and worldly model of Adab literature stressing on the 
etiquette and ceremony. Qabus-Nama was written by a member of 
the Ziyarid 'ynasty to guide his son in all aspects of life.'o  ^ Kai 
Kaus begins his work with a description of one’s religious duties;
ibid. p. 45. verse is taken from Nisa (4)-59, however the Tradition {hadith) which was 
mentioned, was not found in the reliable books o f  hadith, i .e. within the six reliable books 
kutub al-sitte.
There are four translations o f  Qabus-nama into old Anatolian Turkish made in the 14“· 
and 15'*’ centuries; one o f them (probably the earliest) covers no information about the 
translator, place and date. The earliest known translation was made by §eyhoglu Mustafa 
Sadreddin for the Germiyan Prince Suleiman Shah (1368-1388), then it was translated by 
Akkadizade in the first decade o f 1 S’** century, the fourth and famous translation belong to 
Mercumek Ahmed who began the translation upon ihe request o f Murat II, and completed
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knowing and worshipping God, and praising the Prophet. First 
nine chapters were assigned to explain general themes; necessity 
of a pious life, showing gratitude to parents, meaning of Life and 
death, ethical teachings of Anushirvan, and the significance of 
education. Then he deals with more specific questions such as 
etiquette of eating and drinking, selecting a wife, games etc. His 
advises are generally the products of a practical mind taking into 
consideration the daily necessities, but he also states the ideal 
situation. This trend is most visible in his writings on wine­
drinking. He begins the chapter with these words;
“While discussing wine-drinking, I neither urge you to 
drink wine nor can I tell you not to drink, since young 
men never refrain from action at anyone’s bidding.
Many persons spoke to me but 1 did not listen, until, 
when 1 was past fifty years of age, God’s mercy granted 
me repentance.”
Then he insists that he prefers his son not to drink, and if 
his son does not give up drinking wine, he recommends him not to 
give up to regret for his misdeeds and “pray for God for the 
blessing of repentance”.’O’" And Kai Kaus urges his son never to 
drink wine on the night preceding Friday. When it comes to 
regulate a prince’s weekly schedule in the chapter on hunting, Kai 
Kaus assigns two days for hunting, three days for drinking wine.
it in 835 (1431-32). see Atilla Özkırımh’s Introduction to Kabusname -Ilyasoglu 
Mercimek Ahmed, (Istanbul: Tercüman) pp. 37-41,
"^ibid.
Kai Kaus, A Mirror for Princes The Qabvs Nama, tr. Reuben Levy, (London: Cresset 
Press, 1951), pp. 57-8.
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and the remaining two for the fulfilment of people’s affairs and his 
own domestic affairs.
A large part of Qabus-Nama was reserved to the description
of different professions, and the ways to succeed in these
professions. Though the author has his own choice, as usual, he
does not impose any idea to the reader, nor does he differentiate
any profession from others, and does not aim to criticize any
wrong attitude of his time. He tries to use as far as possible a
neutral language with the aim of just showing the ways of success
for the young people in the each profession. A part from his
recommendations for preachers would be illuminating for his style;
”[if you are a preacher] Do not persist in a place where 
you fail to find success. When questions are launched at 
you in the pulpit, reply to those to which you know the 
answer; but where you do not know the answer, retort,
“Such questions are not suited for the pulpit; come to my 
house, so that I can answer you”. No one will ever come to 
the house. If men act with intent to bring about your 
downfall and write you frequent questions, tear up the 
papers and say, “This is the kind of question put by 
misbelievers and heretics; the questioner is a heretic”. 
Everyone will call out “Curses upon the heretic and 
misbeliever!” and thereafter no one will have the audacity 
to ask you questions.”
Kai Kaus’ political views were revealed especially in the 
sections on the ‘rules for the vizierate’ and ‘the conduct of 
kingship’. And his dealing with the subject is not different from the
Keykavus, Kabusname, Mercimek Ahmet tr., 0 . S. Gokyay ed., (Istanbul: Maarif 
Matbaasi, 1944), p. 147. In some Persian manuscripts o f  Kabusnama, the phrase “three 
(or two) days for wine drinking” is missing, see for differences The Nasihat-Nama known 
as Qabus-Nama o f Kai Kaus b. Iskandar b. Qabus b. Washmgir, Reuben Levy ed., 
(London: Luzac, 1951), p. 53.
Kai Kaus, A Mirror for Princes, pp. 149-50. However, it should be added that, Kai 
Kaus never defends capital punishment for the reasons o f misbelief, he is in favour o f
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other professions he handles; he presents the principles for a good 
administration and so a permanent kingship. His interest is not on 
the theoretical roots of kingship, or the sources of legitimisation, 
though these can be inferred partly from the principles he 
mentioned; justice is the key term in his political counsels. As 
stated before, he expresses the circle of justice; justice is required 
for the prosperity of the land, prosperity is necessary to recruit 
troops, and the troops are prerequisite for maintaining justice.' 
Another thing which is as important as, and a prerequisite for, 
justice was the awesomeness and effective authority of the king 
himself. To attain this aim, the king should speak rarely, laugh 
rarely, and expose himself to the general gaze rarely, but be aware 
of all the affairs of the people in his countiy and in other countries 
by accepting petitions and recruiting spies. Only then, he could 
succeed in establishing his own authority and enabling justice by 
preventing the oppression and usurpation of local governors upon 
the peasants. The king should be a servitor of wisdom, and he 
should be like the sun “in that he cannot shine upon one man and 
not upon another”.!'! So he should gain the love and respect of his 
soldiers and his retinue by treating them generously, and of his 
subjects by justice and by protecting them from the usurpation of 
soldiers. He summarises the qualities of a perfect ruler, which is 
necessary not to be intoxicated with the wine of kingship, in six:
forgiveness or the punishments other than the penalty o f  death, except for the case o f  an
open hostility to the faith, p. 246.
110· . · , __ibid. pp. 213, 229.
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“awesomeness, justice, generosity, respect for the law, 
gravity and truthfulness. If any one of these is lacking in 
a king, he is near to intoxication with kingship, and no 
king who becomes intoxicated with kingship regains 




ibid. p. 231. “Evvel adil, ikinci kerem, üçüncü heybet göstermek, ve dördüncü na- 
meşru işlerden sakınmak, beşinci ivecekliği terketmek ve her işin kolayın gözetmek ve 
altıncı gerçek söylemek, ki padişah gaflet şarabından mest olursa bu huylar anı padişahlık 
işinde aziz göstere.” Kabusname, Mercimek Ahmet, tr. p. 357.
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CHAPTER 2: ISLAMIZATION OF GREEK AND 
PERSIAN WISDOM
2 .1  MISKAWAYH (9 3 2 -1 0 3 0 )
Miskawayh (932-1030) whose Tahzib al-Ahlak indirectly 
influenced the Mirât al-Muluk, was the real founder of ethical- 
political literature in Islamic world, and he was a model for many 
later Muslim philosophers. His competence was not only deriving 
from his capacity to bring together the wisdom literatures of 
different cultures, but also on the capabilily of assimilating them 
within the Islamic framework. Therefore he was not attacked by Al- 
Ghazali who had denounced some falasifa such as al-Farabi and 
ibn Sina as infidels, but appreciated Miskawayh’s Tahzib al-Ahlak, 
and benefited from it in his Ihya al-Ulum al-Din (Revival of the 
Religious Sciences) and al-Mizan al-AmaU^^ For instance, Al- 
Ghazali’s classification of justice into two as the ‘justice in the 
rights of God’ and ‘justice in the rights of the people’, was 
expressed in Miskawayh’s Tahzib al-Ahlak as an Aristoteiian 
classification. Similarly in spite of his interest in the heritage of 
Persian statecraft and wisdom, Miskawayh did not share the same 
destiny with Ibn al-Mukaffa who had accused of being a zandak . 
Miskawayh’s works -especially his Tahzib and Adab al-Arab w a ’l-
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Furs, cover passages from Greek philosophy and Persian political 
heritage, and emphasises on the similarities of these literatures 
with the verses of the Quran and the Prophet’s traditions. 
Eventually the aphorisms and ideas he included in his works were 
repeatedly quoted in the mirror for princes literature of Islam. The 
idea of “religion and empire are brothers” which was also included 
in Al-Ghazali’s Nasihat and Nasir al-Din’s Ahlak-i Naşiri, was 
expressed before in Tahzib al-Ahlak as a statement of the 
Sassanian King Ardashir.'i'* Therefore Miskawayh occupies a 
unique place in the constitution of Islamic mirror for princes 
literature. And his works as a combination of the Greek and 
Persian heritage in an Islamic climate can be deemed as the 
earliest example which Amasi followed. As Nasir al-Din Tusi, 
whose Ahlak was Amasi’s direct source, reported he was requested 
to translate Miskawayh’s Tahzib into Persian at first, but since he 
did not see it adequate especially in politics, he composed his 
Ahlak-i Naşiri instead of translating Tahzib al-Ahlak.
Miskawayh’s philosophical works were centered on ethics 
and some theological problems, which ciystaUises the religious 
character of his philosophy. Apart from ethics, he worked on the 
question of the creation of universe in time from nothing, the 
prophecy, and the immortality of soul. And especially the last one 
occupied a central place in his ethics, as well as in the work of
Richard Walzer and H. A. R. Gibb, “Akhlak”, IE2, v. 1 p. 327., and Mehmet Aydin, 
“Ahlak”, TDV-IA,\.2p.U.
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Aması. In his Tahzib al-Ahlak and oüıer books he repeatedly tried 
to demonstrate the immortality of soul largely depending on 
Proclus’ commentary on Plato’s Phaedo. His borrowings from the 
Persian tradition also reflects a similar trend. Instead of 
emphasising on the ways of maintaining power, he stressed on the 
just rule, and praised the Persian kings’ respect for justice. The 
Aristotelian conception of justice -a s a mean between extremes- 
have been placed in an Islamic context, supported by the 
Prophetic tradition and Quran. According to him justice, i.e. the 
mean, and unity are closely related items having their origin in 
divine law and in the belief of the unity of God, tawhid. The Arabic 
term for justice, adalat means equality, balance, and equilibrium, 
which is the noblest case in arithmetic since it is the closest to 
“one”. A n d  just like the equilibrium established by God in the 
cosmos preventing it from corruption, there should be equilibrium 
in man’s affairs to have a healthy life. So justice is to find out this 
equilibrium or the golden mean, and to act in accordance with it. 
Accordingly human being can only attain true happiness in this 
world and in the other one if he preserves justice in all of his 
affairs, which is the same with the divine law revealed by God. 
Later on Al-Ghazali maintained this view and identified this 
conception of justice with the straight path (sirat-i müstakim) of
"■* Ibn Miskawayh, Tahzib al-Ahlak, (Beirut; Dar al-Kutub al-Ilmiyya, 1981), p. 118. And 
in Al-Ghazali, Nasihat..., p. 59.
115 c f Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, bk. V.
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the Quran and named his book on Islamic theology as al-Iktisad 
f i ’l-Itikad i.e. The Mean in Belief."^
Since Miskawayh followed the model of Aristotle’s 
Nicomachean Ethics in his Tahzib, a large part of his book was 
mainly devoted to the personal ethics and domestic life of the 
individual rather than the politics. Therefore he seems to 
undermine the role of politics in his discussions on the good life 
and character of the man as zoon politikon. More clearly, it can be 
argued that al-Farabi’s or Al-Ghazali’s enthusiastic assertions on 
the role of the sultan in directing and guiding the inhabitants of 
the city towards the true happiness does not find the same large 
place in tehzib. Though this is partly true that Miskawayh’s 
interest is more in the individual and the qualities he can attain in 
social life free from the form of government, nevertheless he shares 
the views of his colleagues and accepts the necessity of a good 
ruler for ultimate happiness. Politics, the third branch of practical 
philosophy, is accepted as a complementary part of man’s 
happiness which can only be attained in cities. He shares al- 
Farabi’s ide.^  on the role of the ruler of the city in guiding the 
inhabitants of the city towards true happiness. His ideal ruler is 
the one who can deserve the title of “God’s Caliph”, if he succeeds
116 Al-Ghazali quotes the Prophet’s saying; “The best in all things is the mean”, see 
Mohamed Ahmed Sherif, Ghazali's Theory o f Virtue, (New York: State University o f  
New York Press, 1975), p. 36-7, Sherif translates al-Iktisadfi i-Itikad as “Golden Mean” 
only, omitting ‘in belief, p. 78.
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in preserving the justice in accordance with the divine law 
established by God in the universe."^
While Miskawayh was an important figure in the 
incorporation of philosophical speculation into Islamic theology, 
and thus served to the acceptance of it in religious circles, his 
works also enabled the acceptance of a more secular and/or 
universal language in the explanation of political structures 
among the religious thinkers, which was enhanced later by Al- 
Ghazali. Miskawayh’s history Tacarib al-Umam (Experiences of the 
Nations) treats history as a tool to understand the rules of good 
administration and ways of glory in the light of past experiences. 
J. Kraemer indicates the universal, humanist and secular 
approach of the historian, and states him among the figures 
contributing to the Renaissance of Islam in the tenth century.'is 
Similarly, though Al-Ghazali was known with his firm opposition 
to some philosophers’ teaching, he contributed to the absorption of 
philosophical speculation to the Islamic theology literature. And 
since he did not accept the Shiite theory on the determination of 
caliph by nass, i.e. by God’s verse or Prophet’s saying, and so did 
not include political questions in his theology book al-Iktisad f i ’l- 
Itikad, he paved a way for a more secular and practical conception
Ibn Miskawayh, Tahzib al-Ahlak, p. 122.117
Joel L. Kraemer, Humanism in the Renaissance o f Islam, (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1992), 
pp. 13,228-30.
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of politics in the Muslim Sunnite w o r l d . S i n c e  the Caliphate 
was not considered as a theological issue in Sunnite Islam, the 
Sunnite kalam scholars did not contemplate on it, or they did not 
discuss it, but leaving its discussion to the fukaha (jurists). 
Though some of the fukaha rarely focused on the administration 
questions and wrote treatises on the subject, they are veiy little in 
number, and narrow in scope. '2°
2 .2  NASIR AL-DIN AL-TUSl (1 2 0 1 -1 2 7 4 )
Nasir al-Din al-Tusi was the main source of Amasi in the 
first part of the Mirât al-Muluk . As stated before Nasir al-Din 
Tusi’s work, Ahlak-i Naşiri, was composed during his service in the 
Ismaiü Administration of Quhistan upon the request of his master 
Nasir al-Din Abd al-Rahim b. Abi Mansur to translate Miskawayh’s 
Tahzib al-Ahlak. But according to him since the translation of 
Miskawayh’s work was very difficult and in fact inadequate in the 
area of political science, he decided to compose a new book on the 
subject. As a result a mature example of Muslim Ahlak (practical 
philosophy) tradition came into being, largely depending on 
Miskawayh and Aristotle (Nicomachean Ethics) and also benefiting
It is not a mere coincidence that the majority o f  the political philosophers in the 
Islamic world were Shiite, or coming from Shiite circles, such as, al-Farabi, Ibn Sina, 
Miskawayh, and Nasir al-Din Tusi.
The famous Hanefiie Jurist Abu Y usufs (d.798) Kitah al-Harac, and al-Mavardi’s 
(d. 1058) al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya are the rare examples o f  this literature. According to 
Hayrettin Karaman, the scarcity o ffikh literature on this subject was not emerging from 
the lack o f  the relevant material in Islamic revelation, but it was because o f the jurists’ 
unwillingness to deal with the related material, and reluctance to form utopian 
constitutional schemes in a political environment which has its own reality different 
from ideal Islamic models, see his commentary on Vecdi Akyuz’s Hilafetin Saltanata 
Donusmesi, (Istanbul: Dergah Yayinlari, 1991), pp. 5-6.
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from the views of al-Farabi in his al-Madina cd-Fazila. Tusi was 
veiy successful in the presentation of topics, in his explanations 
for those subjects left ambiguous in Miskawayh’s work, and in 
preserving the unity of work while inserting the political science 
into the book. Therefore Tusi’s comprehensive work gained 
widespread reputation, and it had influenced the works of later 
generations, such as Amasi’s Mirât, Kinalizade Ali’s (d. 1572) Ahlak- 
i Alai, and Jalal al-Din Dawani’s (d. 1502) Ahlak-i Jalali.
Nasir al-Din Tusi’s political and social views maintains to be 
centred on the four cardinal virtues, especially justice, and 
emphasizes perpetually on the unity of the cosmos as well as of 
the social and political life. This understanding of unity determines 
the basic convictions of his age and his work : man is a part of the 
‘circle of existence’ who finds his perfection in the unity with God, 
which is only possible in a civilised fife. The hierarchy, seen in the 
celestial bodies which is a requirement of justice and harmony, is 
also present in the society, and is a result of justice. In this 
context, the ruler of the world (rais-i ruesa) resembles God and he 
is obliged to imitate Him, acting in accordance with His divine law. 
Similarly the lower authorities should follow him. There are four 
elements (anasir-i erbaa) of life, Ukely there are four humours of 
body (ahlat-i erbaa), and four classes in the society and also four 
cardinal virtues. Therefore just as the cosmos corrupts if there is 
injustice in the order of celestial bodies, the society and state 
cannot endure if justice is not preserved.
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Tusi’s conception of justice was in fact not different from his 
predecessor Miskawayh, but Tusi was more elaborate in his 
account of justice. According to him, Justice is required where 
there is multiplicity and diversity, since if everything had become 
the one and same we would not have thought of justice. So “justice 
and equivalence necessarily imply the ordering of diversities”.'2’ 
And in order to enable this order one needs to find out the middle 
or mean in particulars which can only be possible by accepting a 
standard for them. For example money (dinar) enables the 
exchange of goods which are very diverse and different in value. 
Just like money sets the standard and enables the order in 
economy by making the goods proportionate, the true determiner 
of quantities, the signifier of positions and middle points in every 
case is the divine law (namus-i ilahi) which was established by God 
in the order of universe.’22 in other words Tusi, like Miskawayh, 
names Aristotle’s natural law as divine law (namus-i ilahi), and 
accepts it as the origin of aU laws. Then he repeats the order and 
hierarchy of laws which was also attributed to Aristotle; first 
comes the divine law which is the exemplar of other laws, second 
law is an arbitrator, which must foUow the Divine law, and the 
third is the money.’23 Though the Namus-i Ilahi is not the same 
with Sharia and resembles the ‘natural law’ of Aristotle, it is
121 Nasir al-Din Tusi, The Nasirean Ethics, tr. G. M. Wickens, (London: George Allen & 
Unwin Ltd. 1964) p. 96.
c f  Aristotle, Nicomacheart Ethics, bk. 5 (6).
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sometimes called Sharia, and undoubtedly has a religious 
meaning. The difference between the two is that the Namus-i Ilahi 
is a collection of abstract and eternal principles determining the 
order of things and thus it is a subject of philosophy, whereas the 
Sharia which is also sometimes called Namus-i Ilahi speaks of the 
principles subject to change, and it is examined in the science of 
jurisprudence (ilm-i fiqh). The Sharia and the Manners and 
Customs {Adab u Rusum) find their bases in convention; in the 
latter the source of convention is the agreement of the community, 
whereas in the first one the cause of the convention is “the 
exigency of the opinion of a great man, fortified by divine 
assistance, such as a prophet or an imam”.'2'^
FoUovdng Miskawayh, Tusi maintains the view that there 
are three kinds of tyranny, and the “Most Monstrous Tyrant [cair-i 
azam] is the person who will not follow the Divine Law”, the other 
two tyrants are those who do not obey the arbitrator, and 
monetary law. 12s Moreover he adds the classification of virtuous 
and un-virtuous cities (madina-i fazila and madain-i gayr-i fazila) 
\vith reference to the positions of the cities vis-à-vis the Divine 
law. His definition of un-virtuous cities is largely inspired from the 
classification of al-Farabi, which was explained above, and he 
maintains to use the same terminology; Ignorant, Impious, and
123 ibid. pp. 97-8. When Miskawayh explains this order he says; “the law and the ruler 
(sharia and hakim) imitates, and originates from, the divine law (namus-i ilahi)!' 
Miskawayh, Tahzih al-Ahlak, p. 96.
Nasir al-Din Tusi, The Nasirean Ethics, p. 29.
125 ibid. p. 98.
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Errant (cahila, fasika, and dalla) cities are categorised among the 
un-virtuous cities. He was also influenced from al-Farabi in 
determining the role of the ruler in the virtuous city, which is to 
define the ways of felicity and to direct the people to these ways.*^  ^
Since the true possessor of divine law (sahib-i namus) i.e. the 
prophet, appears very rarely, the ruler of the virtuous city should 
have the ability to interpret the laws and produce new solutions 
appropriate for different times. “Such a person, in the terminology 
of the ancients, was called an Absolute King (Malik ala’l-itlak), and 
his judgements the Craft of Kiagship; the modems refer to him as 
the Imam, and to his function as the Imamate.”^^'^  It is interesting 
that though this statement was a reflection of Shiite belief -  




ibid. pp. 211-3. 
ibid. p. 192.
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CHAPTER 3: MIRAT AL-MULUK 
3 .1  AN ANALYSIS OF MIRAT AL-MULUK
The two traditions Amasi followed and merged in his work 
was dealt in the first section in broad Lines, and sometimes the 
direct references to Amasi’s work was given. In this section the 
sources which we think influenced Amasi’s work directly will be 
mentioned in some detail. These sources are Tusi’s Ahlak-i Naşiri 
and Al-GhazaU’s Nasihat al-Muluk.
The first part of Amasi’s work -a s he stated, was intended to 
be a summaiy of practical philosophy (ahlak) . In fact this part is 
a summaiy of Tusi’s Nasirean Ethics which depends largely on 
Miskawayh’s Refinement of Characater. But the verses, traditions 
and proverbs Amasi inserted in his book, were widely known 
among the learned men of the time, and they can be found in 
many different sources.
The expression of “ziUu AUah ala’l-anam” [2a] is a well 
known tradition *2® which can be found in almost aU of the mirror
128 “al-sultanu zillu Allah fi’l-arz” can be found in Abu Davud’s , al-Tirmizi’s, ibn- 
Mace’s Sunan, and in many others, see Muhammad b. Tulun al-Salihi (d. 953), Al- 
Shacara fi al-Ahadis al-Mushtahira, ed. Kamal Ibni, (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-Ilmiyya, 
1994) V. 1 p. 333. However modem scholars tend to criticise the authenticity o f this 
tradition; for instance F. R. C. Bagley says “These sayings cannot be authentic, as 
Muhammad would never have used the word Sultan” in Al-Ghazali, Nasihat, p. 14. And 
Isam Paris just says “[it is] groundless (batil)” Ibn al-Taymiyya, Al-Siyasa, p. 192. 
Whereas Ahmed Naim (Babanzade) accept the authenticity and adds that though the word 
‘sultan’ was not used to designate king (melik or imam) in the age o f  prophet, it was used, 
to refer to every person having authority, in Zeynuddin Ahmed b. Ahmed b. Abdilatif e ’z- 
Zebidi, Sahih-i Buhari Muhtasari Techd~i Sarih Tercümesi, tr. Ahmed Naim, (Ankara: 
Diyanet isleri Baskanligi Yayinlari, 1985, 8^  ^e d .), v. 2 p. 617.
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for princes books. Al-Ghazali transmits it in the beginning of 
second part of Nasihat al-Muluk, pointing out the necessity to obey 
the ruler. *29 He also cites the verse “Say, O God, owner of the 
sovereignty! You give the sovereignty to whom you will, and You 
take it away from whom You wiU. You strengthen whom You wUl, 
and You humble whom You wiU. In Your hand is the choice of 
what is best”. *30 SaaUbi quotes the same tradition in Adab al- 
Muluk, and ibn al-Taymiyya quotes this tradition together with 
many others indicating the necessity of a political authority for the 
good of religion in his Siyasa al-Sharia. Ibn al-Taymiyya quotes 
another tradition in the section “on the necessity of leadership 
{imara)”, reading “sixty years under the administration of a tyrant 
(imam al-cair) is better than the one night lacking a king”.*^ * 
Though Nizam al-Mulk did not include the same tradition in his 
Siyar al-Muluk, he strictly emphasised the ‘divine origin’ of 
kingship, and demanded the sultan to act in accordance with the 
sharia. *32 This notion can be traced back to the early days of the 
Umayyads who had began to use the term ‘God’s Caliph’ (Halifatu 
Allah), and i’ was developed in the Abbasids period by the famous 
jurists of the time. *33 According to Abu Yusuf, one of these jurists, 




Al-Ghazaii, Nasihat, p. 45, 
Koran 3/25, ibid. p. 46.
Ebu Mansur es-Sealibi, Adabu 'I-Muluk, p. 39. Ibn al-Taymiyya, al-Siyasa al-Sheha fi  
İslahal-rai va'l-raiyya, ed. Isam Paris, (Beirut: Dar al-Cil, 1993), p. 192.
Nizamu’l-mulk, Siyasetname, tr. into Turkish, Mehmet Altay Koymen, (Ankara: 
Kultur ve Turizm Bakanligi Yayinlari, 1982), pp. 2,11-13.
Vecdi Akyuz, Hilafetin Saltanata Donusmesi, pp. 74, 94. First Caliphs were bearing 
the title o f “Khalifa al-Rasul Allah” i.e, the successor o f the prophet.
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and given them a light to illummate for the subjects those of their 
affairs which are obscure to them to clarify those duties about 
which they are in doubt.”i34 But the neither jurists nor the authors 
of the mirror for princes books were accepting and developing the 
theory of ‘divine origin’ just in order to provide a legitimisation 
ground and an unlimited authority for the kings. On the contraiy, 
they were aiming to persuade the kings to accept that the divine 
law is the source of their authority and that their actions should 
be within the limits of this law. Without any exception, all of them 
stressed the ruler’s obligation of loyalty to the law in return of 
God’s mercy upon them. Law occupied a central place in the 
Islamic political thought, any sultan who had violated the law 
cannot be accepted as a legitimate ruler but as a tyrant 
(mutagalliba) only.
Fudayl bin lyad (d. 803), a famous sufi figure, appears twice 
in Amasi’s work [2b, 73a], and both of these appearances marks a 
characteristics of Amasi’s work. First, he states “If my prayers (to 
God] were answered, I would pray for nothing except [that we 
might have] a just Sultan; for in the well-doing of such a ruler lies 
the well-being of the world and the good ordering of the countries”. 
This quotation was also found in Al-Ghazali’s Nasihat (92), and he 
also included the other sayings on the subject; “Peoples are on the 
religion of their King”, and “Peoples resemble their age more than
134 Abu Yusuf, Kitab al-Kharaj, ed. I. Abbas, (Beirut; 1985), p. 71, cited in Patricia Crone 
and Martin Hinds, God's Caliph, (Cambridge: Canibridge University Press, 1986), p. 82.
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their fathers”. >35 Amasi cited them in Arabic [56b] to emphasise 
the importance of King’s actions, but without any elaboration. But 
it was one of the most important subjects of the mirror for princes 
literature, and it was repeated in the Ahlak books as well, though 
they mainly deal with the refinement of character and thus focus 
on individual. According to this view, the Sultan has a special 
position in the society; he is the source of every kind of change, 
whether good or bad'^s. And since there is a constant order and 
harmony in the universe (and, as it is stated before, the worldly 
affairs is in fact a mirror of celestial ones), this order and harmony 
can also be witnessed in the society if the Sultan’s acts are just. 
Political thought of Mirât is based on the view of an organic society 
consisting of complementary parts rather than the contradicting 
classes. The Sultan, as the head, is responsible from every action 
of the body, or he is at the centre, and everyone else just imitate 
him; if he departs from the right path, this will cause the 
corruption of the· whole society. So he should read the books and 
advises of old kings and respect them, he should act in accordance 
with the divine law established by God, and he should not depart 
from the traditions proved in time. Then, in this context, it 
becomes necessary to present a period of perfection where
’’’ Al-Ghazali, Nasihat al-Muluk, p. 60. Al-Ghazali explicitly rejects the idea o f  
submissiveness -or social determinism: “There is a saying current among the people of 
this present age that ‘We get the Amirs whom we deserve’, meaning that in so far as we 
are wicked, treacherous and dishonest, they are unjust like us. In our opinion this is
erroneous...” p. 62.
>36 “Yg İJJ, ijjj hâlde daht [iyi yada kötü ] muluke nazar kilurlar ve bunlanın slretine 
iktida iderler ” (56b).
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harmony and justice pervades the whole society, and the rulers 
and the ruled ones live in peace, abundance and co-operation. 
Amasi’s ‘Golden Age’ was the time of Anushirvan, and Caliph 
Omar, which in the later works of Ottoman writers will become the 
time of Mehmet the Conqueror or Suleiman the Lawgiver. ‘3?
The second thing that Fudayl bin lyad’s appearance marks, 
is asceticism, typical characteristic of medieval ages. But the 
asceticism of Fudayl was a civic one; it is in accordance with the 
idea that “man is by nature political (social)”[27b]. Like his 
predecessors Miskawayh and Tusi, Amasi rejects the ways of those 
who prefer to live alone outside the city with the claim of salvation. 
138 whüe he repeats the division of two kinds of death, voluntary 
and natural, he quotes Plato: “Die by wiU, and you wül live by 
nature.”'39 Asceticism is the key for the fear of death and for all 
kinds of ills in the soul and in the city. It provides a limited 
potential for a peaceful co-operation of mankind in the cities, but 
is not enough since all people does not behave in the same manner 
(53a). Though different people have different ends, and this 
contributes to good of society in the last instance, an arbitrator 
becomes necessary to sustain the harmony and keep justice in the
’ ’’ Interestingly, some stories about the justice o f Anushirvan found in Al-Ghazali’s 
Nasihat al-Muluk, were repeated later on in the Ottoman sources but this time as the 
examples o f Mehmet the Conqueror’s justice, see Nasihat al-Muluk, pp.61,83-4.
Amasi, 54b-55a., Miskawayh, Tahzib..., p. 96, Tusi, Nasirean Ethics, p. 194. Amasi’s 
critic o f those who prefer to travel in mountains and countryside and despise the civic life, 
reminds the tension between the two type o f  mystic circles in the Ottoman world: 
conformist, and non-conformist ones, as described in Halil Inalcik, “Dervish and Sultan: 
an Analysis o f  the Otman Baba Vilayetnamesi” in Manifestations of Sainthood in Islam, 
ed. Grace Martin Smith, (Istanbul: The ISIS Press, 1993), pp. 213-15, 217, 219.
Amasi, 35a, Miskawayh, Tahzib..., p. 176, Tnsi, Nasirean Ethics, p. 138.
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society in order to avoid the dominance of some people over others.
But if the love had pervaded the whole society there would have
been no necessity for justice. Nevertheless asceticism forms a
central place in the political thought of Mirât, which treats the
discrepancy in the ends of different sects of the society as
compUmentaiy parts of a whole, serving for a common end, rather
than the contradictory and antagonistic ones. In this formulation,
when the people give up their selfish desires for power and profit,
and when they succeed in establishing an “agreement of the
opinions of a community who, in respect of co-operation and
mutual assistance, are like the members belonging to one
individual”, the tnae political union is achieved, otherwise it is just
‘domination’ (tagallub).‘4o And because of the same reason the
states corrupt and perish, Tusi’s words echoes Ibn Khaldun’s
cLsabiyya two centuries before:
“Most states have continued to grow, so long as their 
citizens have been steadfast in their determination, and 
have observed the conditions for agreement. The reason 
for their stagnation and decline has been the desire of 
the people for acquisitions, such as possessions and 
ennoblements, for power and insolence necessarily 
produce the desire to amass these two commodities.”'“”
In 2 b, Amasi states the reason for the name of the book; to 
submit a present -mirror, for the Sultan enabling him to watch his
Tusi, The Nasirean Eihics, p. 228, This difference between the two form o f  
government was slightly touched in AmasVs Mirai al-Muhtk, pp. 55b-56a. 
Tusi, Ihe Nasirean Eihics, p. 229.
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excellence in character.'■ 2^ Mirror figure was used in practical 
philosophy books to explain the nature of the soul, i.e. it is a 
substance {cevher) not matter, and so it does not perish. Though 
this subject occupies a large place in the works of Miskawayh and 
Tusi, Amasi does not treat the subject in the same detail, rightly, 
since his work was written in more practical purposes; to guide a 
prince. His work aims to shape the actions of Sultan, whose 
authority can be limited only in two ways: ethics and religion. 
Therefore in the first section Amasi gives a practical 
documentation of the teaching found in the ahlak books, then in 
the second section he carries on the same job with references to 
the religious teaching and past experiences. But, in fact, there is 
not a strict separation between the two; ethics was explained and 
supported by religious doctrine though with an emphasis on 
reason. And the same concepts were developed and followed in 
both of the sections; justice, expediency, asceticism and so on.
Amasi’s definition of philosophy as the “knowledge of things 
as they are, and actions as one should act” depends on the Tusi’s 
definition, who followed largely Ibn Sina’s school in his philosophy. 
As stated before, Amasi followed Ibn Sina’s tradition in the 
classification of sciences as it is found m Tusi’s Ahlak-i Naşiri. 
Almost all of the first section of Mirât al-Muluk was taken from 
Tusi’s Ahlak more or less with the same words, and in the second
The religious, mystical and philosophical connotations o f the term mirat or speculum. 
in the Middle East and Western world, was expressed above, in the beginning o f section 
on Persian heritage.
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section Plato’s testament was taken from the last section of Ahlak-i 
Naşiri. Amasi included almost aU parts of the Ahlak-i Naşiri in the 
contents of the first part of Mirât al-Muhik (kism-i evvel), while he 
omitted some sections and passages dealing with more theoretical 
discussions. For instance in the first article (makale-i ula) he did 
not include the section of Ahlak-i Naşiri on the refutation of those 
who have different idea on the perfection of human soul. And he 
omitted the six sections of Ahlak-i Naşiri, though he summarised 
the contents of these sections, in the second division of the first 
article. Then, he included all of the second article bearing the 
same title “tedbir-i menzir, and he neglected an important section 
of Tusi’s Third Discourse: on Politics, in which Tusi transmits al- 
Farabi’s divisions of societies and the sorts of un-virtuous cities. 
The other two sections of this part, Amasi ignored, was on the 
friendship and on the love which occupies an important part in 
Ibn Sina’s philosophy.
As Amasi stated in several places, he tried to avoid 
theoretical discussions, but nevertheless he briefly Usted the 
conclusions depending on these discussions, and so Mirât al- 
Muluk included all the ideas found m the practical philosophy 
books. This aspect of the work is apparent especially in the first 
article where he explains the principles (mebadi) of this science. 
Before the discussion of principles, he states that the “principles of 
this science is connected with the natural sciences” (ilm-i tabii,4h) 
without any elaboration. Whereas this statement signs a
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significant aspect of medieval Islamic philosophy; emanation 
theory and unity of sciences. As Tusi repeated in the beginning of 
his work, aU sciences have principles some of which are self 
evident and some of which are demonstrated by a higher science. 
And aU sciences culminate in the noblest science: Metaphysics -  
the highest science of speculative philosophy. Natural science is 
the third branch of speculative philosophy and it has several sub­
divisions. All the principles of practical philosophy such as four 
humours of body, three partition of soul, and four cardinal values 
are derived from the sciences of natural philosophy, since man is 
the minor cosmos.
Another point that Amasi did not clarify much, is the reason 
for his general and abstract définition of political system. His 
interpretation of the ‘just political system’, or his description of 
the just form of government’ remains largely vague and abstract 
depending on the key concepts of ethics: justice, golden mean, 
expediency. The reason for this attitude lies in the subject matter 
of practical philosophy: eternal, unchanging principles of virtue, 
(and as we see in the Mirât al-Muluk these universal principles are 
not great in number). Whereas the principles or laws decisive in 
defining ‘what is virtuous’, but subject to change were established 
by convention {vaz, p. evza). And they are examined in other 
sciences such as jurisprudence (ilm-ifiqh), (as explained before in 
the context of Tusi’s philosophy). Though Amasi did not mention 
this separation, his description of the politics of kings depends on
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the aforementioned concepts. In (54a-b) he describes the 
legislative function of Sultan who is distinguished with the 
confirmation of God (tayid-i ilahij; the role of Imam in the politics 
of kings (siyaset-i muluk) is the ‘determining judgements’ (takrir-i 
ahkam) in accordance with the principles (takdir-i evza) laid down 
by the Namus
The second section was dedicated to the demonstration of 
soul’s immortality; real foundation of Muslim ethics. Though the 
same idea was accepted in Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics, it was 
developed and became the backbone of Muslim ethics in 
Miskawayh’s Tehzib, and it was discussed in the same lengthy 
sections by Tusi. Immortality of soul was not a constitutive part of 
Aristotelian ethics, whereas Muslim ethical theorists employed it 
in the demonstration of their view on the perfection of human soul, 
benefiting from the Platonic and Neo-Platonic arguments. The 
fourth section which deals with the hierarchy of ‘existents’ or 
‘circle of existence’ was also an extension of this understanding. 
The idea of ‘Circle of existence’ was defended in the teaching of the 
Brethren of Purity (Ihvan al-Safa) in the tenth century to explain 
the prophecy, and it was included in all of the ahlak books since 
Miskawayh. In this scheme the existents of the world, which had 
been emanated from the One, was hierarchically categorised, and
Here Namus is used to refer to Prophet. Though “to be distinguished with Divine 
Sign” is a Shiite conviction on true Imamate, as it is seen, it was accepted by Amasi as 
well as others in the Ottoman world. A major military victory was being accepted as the 
sign o f  God’s favor o f  Sultan, and as "" Tayid-i lla h i\ see Halil Inalcik, “State and 
Ideology...” p. 78.
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the hierarchy ends with the man who achieved the association 
with God, with the help of his actions in conformity with Divine 
Order {Namus). Though this mystical theory was followed and 
developed mostly by sufi orders, the authors of ahlak books found 
it useful in the demonstration of a virtuous Life of man who finds 
his perfection in ‘civic’ life. And they firmly rejected the virtue of 
uncivilised mystical paths. They followed the Aristotehan view that 
“man can achieve felicity in this world as well as in the 
afterlife”! 15b) rejecting the Platonian idea of the impossibility of 
felicity without being free from body.
Amasi’s view on the essence and limits of the character of 
man (hulkin haddi ve hakikati) is in conformity with Aristotelian 
tradition and Islamic teaching. He rejects the deterministic 
approach of two classes who believe in the total or partial 
determination of man’s character by the nature. As he states “[if 
we accept that] the man can never change his character, then the 
rational faculty, practical philosophy and the divine laws should 
be of no use, and this means that the order of the society and the 
survival of mankind is impossible” (19b). This conclusion coincides 
with the sunni theory of fate, and man’s accountability from his 
actions. Though this conclusion renders an optimist approach for 
man’s capability to change or to rule his own fate, Amasi’s tliought 
is not marked with an unlimited individual freedom to direct his 
life; sometimes he agrees with the ancient fatalist culture of orient, 
as it is expressed in the proverbs and traditions in the page 51a.
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Justice and the other virtues were defined in the second 
section of the second article as the extension of three powers of 
human soul. Similarly Amasi defines the political justice as an 
extension of the same concept. In this case, justice is resembled to 
the preservation of equity in the classes of society. And the true 
Sultan who was called Imam in Mirât, is placed above and outside 
of this classification; he is above the four classes of society which 
look Uke the four elements of nature. Imam’s function is to be at 
the same distance to all of these classes, i.e. he should try to 
distribute the welfare of country equally among the classes (58a), 
his politics should be the politics of all (55b), and he should guide 
the subjects in the attainment of true happiness. As stated before, 
he, as a distinguished person from the others by tayid-i ilahi, has 
the legislative function as well as judiciary one namely takrir-i 
ahkam aiming to direct the subjects to their perfection. But his 
judgements should be in conformity with the enactment {evza) 
laid down before by a person who was distinguished by divine 
inspiration (ilham-i ilahi).
In the third article of the first part Amasi explains the 
principles of domestic economy (tedbir-i menzitj which deals with 
the regulation of wives, children, servants and property. As stated 
above, he did not omit any section of Ahlak-i Naşiri in this part and 
he summarised all its content, except a subtitle; on “the manners
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of wine-drinking”. I'*'· About marriage he shared Tusi’s idea that 
one should prefer monogamy if he is happy with his wife. And in 
the education of children he stresses on the importance of 
discipline, and urges to prevent the children from learning the 
immoral poems of Imr al-Kays and Abu Nuwas (46 b).
It was noteworthy that the four classes of the society was 
the only thing that are not defined in a hierarchical relationship in 
the philosophy of Mirât al-Muluk. Imam should care for the 
problems of each class in the same degree, which means the 
justice, and so he can preserve the ideal society due to the 
balanced combination of the four classes (58a). Otherwise one 
class dominate the others and this causes the corruption of the 
whole society. Whereas justice provides the group feeling and 
solidarity among the classes of society, and this is the most 
important thing for the politics of Sultan. He should tiy to unite 
the friends in the home and divide the enemies abroad (te'elliif-i 
asdikSiivA tenazw-i a‘ds, 57b). Though the Aristotelian conception of 
justice requires proportional equality instead of absolute 
equalityi' s^  ^ and Muslim philosophers followed his conception, 
they did not accept discrimination among the classes, instead they 
have emphasized the reward and punishment on the basis of
Later on, Kmahzade Ali Çelebi (1510-1572) maintained this attitude and did not 
include the same subject in his Ahlak-i Alai, though he had also followed Tusi’s work as 
his model.
As Aristotle states; “...in many cases reciprocity and rectificatory Justice are not in 
accord; eg . (I) if an official has inflicted a wound, he should not be wounded in return, 
and if some one has wounded an official, he ought not to be wounded only but punished 
in addition.” Nicomachean Ethics, bk. 5 (5).
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merit. The only thing that Sultan should take into account in his 
judgements is the virtue or wickedness of the person; he should 
reward and exalt the virtuous ones, preserve and encourage the 
ordinary people, and he should punish or banish the wicked 
people (59 b). Amasi discusses the different types of punishments 
and he opposes the punishment of death, he urges Sultan not to 
use this punishment as far as possible.
About war, Amasi’s attitude is not different from his 
position in the case of death punishment. He insists that Sultan 
should try to avoid the state of war as far as possible and try to 
find peaceful solutions for international problems. “He should be 
enthusiastic in pursuing reconciliation and gaining the 
sympathy of enemy”. W a r  is justified only for good purposes or 
for religious motives, not for d o m i n a t i o n . B u t  if war becomes 
inevitable, Sultan should appoint a commander for the army 
rather than leading the army himself, -an idea Amasi repeats 
remaining loyal to Tusi’s Ahlak-i Nasiri though it is not in 
accordance with the Turkish traditions. Although his anti-war 
statements are also a summary of Tusi’s views, they conform the 
conditions of Ottoman Empire in the turmoüing atmosphere after 
the defeat of Ankara (1402). Another principle in the decision of
“...ve düşmâna istimalet ve taleb-i muvafakat kilmakda cehd ide ta haddi ki hiç 
mukateleye ve muharebeye ihtiyaç olmaya.” For the conformity o f  Ottoman policy to this 
principle see Halil Inacik, “The Ottoman Turks and the Crusades 1329-1451” in A 
History o f the Crusades, Kenneth M, Setton, gen. ed., (Madison: University o f  Wisconsin 
Press, 1969), v. 5 p. 233 ., and Halil Inalcik, '"Ottoman Methods of Conquest”, Studia 
Islámica, II, p. 103, 106.
“gerek ki garazı hayr ve talcb-i din ola lağallub've tefevvuk niyyet kılmaya” 61a.
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war is “to be like a merchant, the losses and the profits should be 
observed, then only if the profits is bigger than the losses Sultan 
may take the conduct of war (61b). But Sultan should not forget 
that his care of people is more important than the power of his 
army in the protection of his kingdom.
According to Amasi, Sultan should possess seven qualities, 
first of which is patemality (ubuvvet). It enables “people’s 
sympathy for the sultan and it also inspire respect and awe in 
their eyes”.'“^^  Since father-sultan analogy was widely used in the 
Ahlak and Mirror for Princes literature, it is possible that ubuvvet 
denotes Sultan’s paternal behaviour towards his subjects. But as 
it is understood from Tusi’s work, ubuvvet refers to “good descent”, 
and it is this “genealogical relationship [that] easily bring about 
the inclinations of men’s hearts and inspire respect and awe in 
their eyes.”*5o Needless to say, this meaning was totally in 
accordance with the Turkish state tradition as well as the Persian 
one. The common feature of remaining five qualities is that they 
are necessary to establish sultan’s personal authority, or 
charismatic leadership, and the seventh and last qualify is 
“upright assistants”.
148 fikrin bir lahza tedbir-i memlekelden hall kılmaya zira ki padişahun fikri 
memleket şaklamakda leşkerler kuvvetinden °a^mdür; şöyleki eğer temettu'^a ve 
te lez^ ze meşğol olub memleket tedbirin iğfal iderse memlekete halel gele ve nizâm 
kalmaya.” (60b).
“übüvvet ki mllcib-i mahabbetdür, ve halk gözüne mehabeldür asanhğıla” 56b.
Tusi, Ahlak-i Naşiri, p. 221.
’’ ’ But stili, these six qualities does not include sultan’s military competence which bears 
the utmost importance in charismatic leadership. '
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Second part of the Mirât al-Muluk exhibits the 
characteristics of late Adab tradition with its emphasis on religious 
duties; it narrates the principles of good government in the form of 
short anecdotes from the exemplary life of famous Sasanian kings 
and aphorisms of wise rule. Although these anecdotes and 
aphorisms would be found separately in various Adab books 
mentioned above, aU of them were included in Al-GhazaH’s Nasihat 
al-Muluk. And since Amasi follows Al-Ghazali’s style in the 
organisation of these anecdotes, surely Amasi’s source was Al- 
GhazaH, though he never mentions his name or his book in Mirât 
al-Muluk.
The majority of the stories (hikayets) of this part were 
related with the concept of justice and its branches or degrees 
(meratib) as defined by Al-Ghazali. In that sense this part is an 
extension, and complimentary part, of the first one where justice 
had been defined with philosophical terms. The other anecdotes 
were taken to illustrate the necessity of some virtues for Sultan 
such as awesomeness, self-discipüne, firmness of opinion and 
generosity. In the beginning, Amasi adheres Al-GhazaH’s definition 
of justice and its ten degrees, and he reports the first three degree 
(meratib) of justice, then he ignores remaining seven and continue 
with a section on vizirate.
The first degree of justice is the recognition of Creator’s 
rights over man, and in our case over sultanate. Since the second 
most important blessing (nimet) of God after faith is authority
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(vilayet), the sultans are the most fortunate men. Therefore their 
justice begins with the awareness of their obligations before 
God.’52 And from the first emanates the second degree of justice; 
sultan should respect the ulema and ask them for advice (72a). 
Thirdly, he should know that he is not only responsible from his 
misdeeds but also from the misdeeds of his officials. Though 
Amasi did not quote the remaining seven branch of justice, he 
reported the hikayets corresponding to these branches. For 
instance the anecdote on the Sasanian Kings’ firmness to accept 
the subjects’ right of petition even if it is against the King himself 
(79a) was a good example for the sixth branch of justice; sultan 
should not disregard the attendance of petitioners. Similarly the 
other degrees of justice, Al-Ghazali enumerated, attempt to set the 
limitations on the absolute authority of sultan by referring to 
Islamic teaching or the lessons of history.
The last section of this part includes Plato’s testament 
(vasiyyet) to his pupil Aristotle, and the advises of Arab and 
Persian sages. Plato’s testament was in fact apocryphal, but widely 
circulated in the Muslim world. It was quoted by Miskawayh in 
his Javidan-i Hirad, and Tusi added the same quotation at the 
end of his Ahlak-i Nasiri.'^^ Following Tusi, Amasi and Kinalizade 
repeated the testament at the end of their works. As stated before.
152 c f A]-Ghazali, Nasihat al-Muluk, p, 14. Though when Al-Ghazali transmits the hadith 
that “sovereignty endures even when there is unbelief, but will not endure when there is 
injustice.” he implicitly accepts that faith is not a part o f  justice, p. 46.
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Plato was seen like a prophet in the MusUm world, and his 
testament alone would be adequate to explain the reason.
Lastly, Amasi’s transmission of an advise of Arab sages is 
illuminating for his view on the relation of the reason and religion 
and the design of Mirât al-Muluk on two parts;
“Arab sages transmit that Gabriel had appeared 
before some prophets and asked: ‘I brought reason, 
religion, and science. Which one do you prefer?’ They 
replied: We prefer reason’. Then Gabriel said to the 
religion and science: ‘go! leave I’ They replied: ‘ we are 
not allowed to dissociate ourselves from reason!’
'5'i(86a-b).
Franz Rosenthal, “On the knowledge o f Plato’s Philosophy in the Islamic World” in 
his Greek Philosophy in the Arab World -A Collection o f Essays, (Great Britain: 
Variorum, Gower Pub. Co. 1990), p. 394.
“hiikema-i ‘Arab rivayet kıldı ki ba'zi enbiyâya fetişte geldi eyitdi ki: "Saña ‘akl 
ve din ve rilm gelürdüm. Kankısın kabul idersin?" liyitdi: "‘Aklı ihtiyar [86b] 
kılurum". Pes ferişte ‘ilm ile dine eyitdi: "götürilüfi gidüñ!". İkisi dahi eyitdi: "Bize 
şöyle emr olundı ki ‘akıldan aynı olmayavuz"”.
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Ib: Kitab-i Mir'at'ü-l Müluk
Telif Ahmed bin Hüsâme’d-dln el-Amâsî
Hamd-i bı-ğayet ve şükr-i bı-nihayet birle mahşoş kıluruz ol vacibü’l- 
vücüd ki malikü’l-mülk ve melikti’1-mülûkdur, mtibdi'-i ktill-i mahlokat 
ve mtibdi‘-i enva'-ı maşnü'at oldur. Huşüşan nev'-i insan ki "va lakad 
karramna bani adam" hikatı birle mtihezzeb ti mutarraz ve isti'dad-i 
tahammtili’l-emanet-i rabbani ve kabiliyyel-i ntiztil-i vahy-i rahmani birle 
mtikerrem ti mu'azzez kıldı. Ve şalavat-ı bi-hadd ve tahiyyat-i bi-'add ol 
server-i mtiltekin ve rel.s-i ehl-i yakin Muhammed-i resol-i emin tizerine 
[2a] olsun ki, kamile’l-halkı ve’z-zat ve mtihezzibti’l-ahlak ve’ş-şıfat ve 
deli İti’1-halkı ila’n-nüri mine’z-zulumat dur "va 'ala alihi ve aşhabihi 
tasllman kaşiran".
Amma ba'd şöyledir; muharrir-i bu risale ve mukarrir-i bu makale 
"anşafu 'ibadillahi’l-mukırrlna bi’l-ma'âşl"’' '  Aluned bin Htisame’d-din 
el-Amâsi ki, bu bende-i za'lf ve du'a-gtiy-i nahif mtiddel-i medld 
hamilti’z-zikr ve hamidti’l-fikr beyne’l-ctihhal ve’l-kefere ve zir-desl-i 
a'vani’z-zaleme olub kalmış idi, bi-'avn’iİlahi ve 'inayetihi ufk-ı
sa'adetden vticüd-i sultânu’l-İslam zıllu’l-llâhi 'ale’l-enam sultan bin 
sultan Mehemmed bin Bayezid Han -hullide devletuhu- tulU'-ı kerameti
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birle ferec ü ferah bulub hazrel-i [2b] 'aliyesine vesTİe-i vusul diledi. Ve 
du'âdan evla ve enseb vesile bulamadı. Şöyle ki Fuzayi bin 'İyaz didi; "lav 
kana du'al müstacaban lam ad'u ligayri’s-suliani’l-'adil li-annahu şalahu’l- 
'ibadi ve amnu’l-bilad."'·^ ** ve ba'de’d-du'a 'ali dergahına; "inna’l-hadaya 
'ala kadri muhdiha."'^’ mücebince bir risale cem'in kaşd kıldı 'ilm-i 
ahlakda eğerçi ol hazret-i 'aliye mühezzebü’l-ahlak bi’l-hulkadır. Lâkin 
bu "biza'atin müzcatin"'^^ be-meşabe-i mir’at ola ki 'inde’n-nazar kemal-i 
cemalin müşahede kıla ve bu ma'nii mülahaza kılub bu risaleye Mif'atü’l- 
Mülük ad virildi. Ban 'azzehu ismehu dergahından mercûdur ki 'ayn-i 
rıza birle manzor ve makbul olub şeref-i mütala'asında [3a] olana 
mücibu’d-de'avat. Makşod-ı risale münhaşırdur iki kısımda:
1) kısm-ı evvel tehzib-i ahlakdadur ve ol müşlemildür üç makaleye:
a) makale-i ula mebadidedür; ve ol müşlemildür altı fasıla;
b) ve makale-i saniye makaşıddadur ve ol müşlemildür üç
fasıla;
c) ve makale-i şalise tedbir-i menazil ve siyaset-i müdündedür ve ol 
müşlemildür sekiz fasıla
Allahın kullarından en günahkar olanı
‘Şayet duam makbul olsaydı adil sultandan başkası için dua etmezdim, zira o kulların 
kurtuluşu ve ülkelerin emniyetidir.’
‘muhakkak ki hediyeler hediye verenin imkanıyla orantılıdır.’
‘ehemmiyetsiz sermaye’. Yusuf suresi; 88. Ayetin tamami şöyledir: ‘Bunun üzerine 
vakta ki huzuruna girdiler ‘ey şanlı aziz’ dediler ‘Bize ve iyalimize zaruret messetti pek 
ehemmiyetsiz bir sermaye ilede geldik. Yine bize tam ölçü ver ve bize tasadduk buyur. 
Çünkü Allah tasadduk edenlere mükafatını verir. ’
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2) kısm-ı saniye neşâyıh ve hikayat ve vaşayadur.
Kjsm-i Evvel:
Tehzib-i ahlakdadur ve ol müştemildür üç makaleye;
makale-i ula; mebadidedür ve ol müştemildür altı fasıla:
Faşl-ı evvel; bu nev'ün mevzO'u ve mebadisi ve şeref-i 
beyanındadur. Bilgil ki çün bu risalede matlob ki tehzibdür ecza'-i 
hikmetden bir cüzdür. [3b] Pes gerekdür ki takdim kılına mamî-yi 
hikmet ve taksim kılına bi-haseb-i mukteza-yı makam.
Amma mami-yi hikmet ehl-i ma'rifet katında bilmekdür her 
nesneyi şöyle ki var, işlemekdür her işi şöyle ki gerekdir bi-hasebi vus' ve 
takat. Pes Hikmet iki kısım ola; birü rilm ve birü 'amel. Evveline hikmet-i 
nazari ve şanisine hikmet-i 'ameli dirler ve bu kitabdaki mallub kısm-ı 
şanidendür ve kısm-ı evvelin akşamı keşirdür ve bu kitabda zikri 
müstağnien-'anhdır. Pes terk olundı, ta ki tatvil olmaya.
Amma hikmet-i 'ameli ki nev'i insanlnün hareket-i iradisi ve ef'âl- 
i şına'lsi meşalihin bilmekdür şol veçhile ki mü eddi ola anun ahvali 
nizamına ma'aşmda ve laleb-i kemalinde iki kısımdır: birisi oldur ki her 
nefse münferiden raci' ola ve birisi cema'ata [4a] müşareket ile raci' ola. 
Ve kısm-ı şani dahi iki kısma münkasımdur: zirâ cema'at arasında 
müşareket ya menzil ve darda ola veya şehir ve vilayet ve iklimde ola. Ve
kısım kısım her nesnenün kendi kısmı olur. Pes hikmet-i 'ameli üç kısım
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ola: bu i'tibar i le kism-i evvele tehzíb-i ahlak dirler ve kism-i saniye 
tedbir-i menazil dirler ve kism-i şalise siyaset-i müdün dirler. Ve ıştılah-ı 
ehl-i ma'rifetde kism-i evvele hikmet-i hulki ve saniye hikmet-i menzili 
ve şalise hikmet-i medeni dirler.
Amma her dlmüñ mevzOnn bilmek gerek ta ki ayruk d İmden 
temyiz olunan ve hem ol 'ilme şurü' kdan basiret üzerine ola ve mevzü'-i 
'ilm oldur ki ol Mimde anuñ a'raz-i zatiyyesinden bahş olma meşela [4b] 
beden-i insani gibi Mlm-i tıbda. Ve çün bu kitabda şurO' kılınan Mim şunı 
bildürür ki nefs-i insani nice hulk kesb itmek gerek ki andan iradetile 
sadır otan ef'al mecmü'u cemll ve mahmod ola. Pes bu Mlmüñ meviol'i 
nefs-i insani ola. Ve amma mebadi-yi her Mim oldur ki ol Mlmüñ mesáyili 
anı bilmeğe mevkuf ola ve bu Mlmüñ mebadisi Mtm-i tabiMyye 
müte'allıkdur. Pes şol mikdar ki bu muhtaşarda zikri layıkdur beyan ola, 
inşaallahü tapala.
Ve amma bu şamat eşref-i şına'atdur zira bu şarnat ışlah-ı nev'-i 
insani içündür ve nev'-i insani bu 'alem mcvcüdatinuñ eşrefidür. Şöyle ki 
'ulom-ı nazaride müberhendür. Ve hem ma'lûm olmışdur ki her hayvanuñ 
kemali ve noksanı aña mahşüş [5a] fi'l şudUruna müte'allikdür şöyle ki 
'ala-vechi’l-etemm olursa kamil ve 'ala-vechi’l-kuşOr olursa nakıs bil ki bu 
tefavüt her sinifuñ eşhâşı arasında bel eşnaf-i namiyat ve cemâdat arasında 
mevcoddur. Meşela tazi at kevden palam at ile ve hindi kılıç ken demür
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ile bir olmıya. Ve eşhaş-ı beni âdem arasında dahî ziyadedür, nice ki kavl- 
i şadr de gelmişdir: Şi'r:
"va kam ara amşali’r-ricâli tafavatat
lada’l-macdi hatta mdda alfun bi-vahid."'^^
Pes bir şan'at ki anun sebebiyle bir adem ehass-i hayvanat iken mcratib-i 
melaikeye ve 'illiyyine erişe la-cerem ol eşref-i şına'at ola.
FaşJ-ışSnf, ma'rifet-i nefsdedür. Bilgil ki nefs-i insani ki ana nefs- 
i natıka dirler cevher-i basitdür, ve anun şanından budur ki [5b] idrak-i 
ma'külat bi-zatihi kıla, ve bedende tedbîr ve tasarruf bi-vasıta-i kuva ve 
alat kıla. Pes bu ta'rifde bir kaç nesne beyan kılmak gerek: evvelâ 
işbat-i vücüd-i nefs, ve saniyen cevheriyyet-i nefs, ve şalisen bisâtat-i nefs 
ve rabian şol ki nefs müdrik-i bi’z-zât ve mutasarrıf bi’l-alâtdur.
Amma işbat-ı nefs hiç delile ihtiyaç yokdur. Zira 'akil katında 
kendü zatı ve haklkatından evzah ve ezhar nesne olmaya ta haddi ki nayim 
nevminde ve sekrân sekrinde ve uyanuklık ve ayıklık hâlinde her neden 
gerekse gafil olur amma kendüden gafil olmaz.
Amma cevheriyyet-i nefs; her mevcüd ki ğayr-i vacibü’l-vücüddur 
amma cevher ve amma 'arazdır la-ğayr cevher oldur ki kayim bi-nefsihi 
[6a] ola cism gibi ve 'araz oldur ki kayim bi-ğayrihi ola sevâd gibi ve
159 ‘İnsanlar arasında öyle farklılıklar gördüm ki / soylulukda bin tanesi eşildi bir kişiye.’
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'araz ki kayimdür cismile. Pes zat-ı insan 'araz olmağa yaramaz zira ki 
mahmul ve makbül-i gayr olsa gerek ve zat-i insan hod hâmil ve kabil-i 
şuver-i ma'kulai ve me'âni-yi müdrikatdır ve bu münafl-yi 'araziyyetdür. 
Ve çün 'araz olmaya elbette cevher ola, zira mevcud bu ikide münhaşırdur, 
niteki bilindi.
Amma besatat-1 nefis; her nesne ki kabil-i tecziye değildir aña 
basit dirler. Nefs-i inşânı kâbil-i tecziye olmağa yaramaz zira nefs ma'ni- 
yi vahidi tasavvur kılur pes ma'nl-yi vahid anda hal ola ve inkısâm-ı 
mahalden inkısâm-ı hal lazımdur. Pes ma'nl-yi vahid dahi ki anda hâl olur 
kabil-i inkısam ola ve bu muhaldir, [6b] zira kabil-i kısmet olan vahid 
olmasa gerek. Pes ma'lum oldu ki; ya nefs munkasım olmasa gerek ya 
ma'ni-yi vahid tasavvur etmese gerek, kısm-i şani batıl. Pes matlub-ı hak 
ola vc bisâtat-ı nefis budur.
Amma ol ki nefis müdrik-i bi’z-zât ve mutasarrıf bi’l-alatdur; 
anm iıjün ki nefs-i insani kendüyi bilür ve bilür ki kendüyi bilür. Ve 
yazmaz ki kendüyi bildüği bir aletile ola ki ol alet kendüyile zatı arasında 
mütevaşşıt olmuş ola, ve mutaşamf bi’l-alât olduğu zâhirdür; zira ki 
havas ile ihsâs kılur ve 'azalât (adeleler) ve a'şâbile tahrik kılur ve bunun 
tafsili 'ilm-i tabl'lde mukarrerdür ve dahi bilgil ki nefs-i natıka mahsus
biM-havas değül zira ki havas cismâniyatdan ğayrın [7a] idrâk kılmaz ve 
nefs ne cismdir ve ne cismâni, şöyle ki mukarrerdür. Pes bu sözlerden 
ma'lum oldu ki nefs cism ve cismânl değül ve bir mahalde hal degül, belki
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cevher-i mücerred kayim bi-nefsihidür. Pes fena anuñ üzerine tan olmaya 
belki larayan-i fena hükema katında ya şoret ya 'araz üzerine olur ve nefis 
ba'de inhilali’l-beden bakı kalur ve bunuñ burhanı 'ale’t-tafşil film-i 
tabinde mukarrerdür ve bu beyandan garaz budur ki beden alet- i nefsdir; 
şunna' ve ehl-i hırfet aleti gibi; ba'zılar tasavvur kılduğı gibi değül ki 
beden nefsüñ mahalli ya mekânıdur didiler zira zikr olundı ki nefs ne eism 
ve ne cismanidür. Pes anuñ mekanı ve mahalli olmaya. Pes beden [7b] fevt 
olmak nefse nisbet şunnamfi alatı fevt olmak gibi ola.
Faşl-ı ş â liş ; ta'did-i kuva-yı nefsdedür. Bilmek gerekdür ki enfüs-i 
insâninün kuvvetleri vardur. Şol ki bu bahse müte'allıkdur §ol kuvvetdür 
ki sayir nüfos-ı hayvani arasında nev'-i insaniye mahşüşdur ve aña kuvvet- 
i nutk dirler. Ve ol kuvvetüñ haşıyyeti idrak-i bl-alet ve temyizi beyne’l- 
müdrikatdur. Ve her gah ki anuñ teveccühi manifet-i hakayık-ı mevcudata 
ve aşnaf-1 ma'külata ola, aña 'akl-ı na?:arl dirler. Ve her gah ki anuñ 
teveccühi ePal arasında masalih ve mefasid temyiz kılmaklığa ola ve ya 
istinbat-ı şına'ata ki tan?;lm-i umOr-ı ma'a§ içün ola aña 'akl-ı 'ameli 
dirler. Ve insanuñ iki kuvveti dahi sayir hayvanata [8a] müşareket ile 
vardur birisi kuvvet-i şehevi ki mebde'-i cezb-i menafi'dir; meakilden ve 
meşaribden ve menakih ve gayrından, ve birisi kuvvet-i gazabı ki mebdc'- 
i def'-i mazârr ve ikdam-ı ile’l-ehval ve şevk-i tasallut ve teraffu'dur. Ve 
gah olur ki bu üçine tesmiye kılurlar; evveline nefs-i melekl, ve saniye
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nefs-i seb'i ve şalise nefs-i behimi. Ve kuvvetler tafsili çokdur; şol ki bu 
risalede kafldür zikr olundı.
F aşl-ı râ b r  ; şunun beyanındadur ki insan eşref-i mevcodatdur. 
Bilgil ki ecsam-ı labl'i şol cihetden ki cismdür mecmü' müsavidür, ve 
ihtilaf ve tebayün ki ba'zınun ba'zı üzerine şerefin mücib ola imtizaç ve 
terekküb-i 'anasır ile olur. Ve her mürekkebün i'tidâli hakikiye kurbı 
mikdarınca [8b] şerefi vardur. Mesela cemadatdan her ne ki kabol-i surete 
mutâvi'rakdur i'tidal-i mizaç cihetinden ol gayrından eşrefdür. Ve her ne 
ki kuvve-i kabül-i nefs-i nebatiyesi vardur eşrefdür şundan ki bu kuvve 
olmaya. Ve şol nebat ki anda züküret ve ünüşet mamîsi ola eşrefdür şol 
nebâtdan ki bu mami anda olmaya. Mesela hurnıa ağacı çok havaşda 
hayvanat ile müşarikdür. Şöyle ki hararet-i ğarizisi anun mevzi'-i 
mu'ayyenindedür, sayir hayvanatun yüreği menzilesinde ve likah gibi ki 
irkekden dişiye çaşni komakdur ve yüklü olmak gibi ve gayri zalik, ta 
haddi ki eğer başı kesilse veya başı suya gark ola elbette kurur. Ve ba'zı 
aşhab-1 felahat hurma ağacında 'aceb hasiyet dirler ki cempinden 
a'cebdür; [9a] ve ol oldur ki ba'zı hurma ağacı ba'zışına şöyle meyi ider 
eğilür ki ayruk ağacdan ne kadar telkih iderlerse andan artuk ağacdan yük 
tutmaz. Bu hasiyet ülfet-i mahabbet ve 'aşkdur ki hayvanatda olur. Ve bu 
ağacda havas çokdur hayvanatdan farkı hemin hareket idüb ğıda taleb 
itmedüğidür. Ve lihaza ahbar-ı nebevide gelmişdür ki: "akrimo 
'ammatukumu’n-nahla fa-innaha hulikat min bakıyyat-i lin-i adam
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'alayhi’s-salsm."'^^ hemin bu ma'niye işaretdür. Bu makâm gâyet-i kemâl- 
i nebâtatdur. Ve çünki bu mertebeden geçe mertebe-i hayvânâtdur. Bu 
dahi bi-haseb-i meraiib birbirinden zâyid ve nâkısdur. Mesela evvel 
mertebe-i hayvanat oldur ki ot gibi tezevvüc ve tevellüd olmadan hâsıl 
ola; şol doprakda [9b] düriyen haşerât ve kurtcuğazlar gibi ki yilun ba'zı 
faslında çıkar ve ba'zı faslında ki ol faşla muhalifdür yine helak olur. 
Bunlarun şerefi nebat üzerine hareket-i iradi ve ihsâs iledür. Ve bu 
mertebeden yukaru şol hayvanatdur ki anlarda kuvvet-i gazabı ola ta 
münafiden ihtiraz kıla ve bu dahi mütefavitdir. Şol mikdâr ki te'emmül 
kılınsa ba'zı hayvanatda ilham ile ri'âyet-i maşalih kemâ yenbağl kılurlar; 
izdivaç ve taleb-i nesi ve hıfz-ı veled gibi ve enva'i yuvalar ve inler 
düzmek ve ihtiyat ve firaset kılmak gibi şöyle ki 'âkiller mütehayyir 
kalurlar. "subhanallazi a'ta kulla şayin halakahu şumma hada".'^' Ve 
bunlardan eşref hayvânâtda oldur ki idrâki ve kiyaseti bir mertebeye [lüa] 
irişe ki kabil-i te'dlb ve ta'lim ola mesela mü'eddeb atlar ve toğanlar ve 
itler gibi, ve ğâyet-i mertebe-i hayvanât budur. Ve hayvânatun bu 
mertebesi insânun evvel mertebesine muttaşıldur ve anlar şol ademlerdür 
ki dünya 'imaretinün etrafında sakin olurlar; karalar gibi, ve gayri ânufi 
gibiler. Bunlarun ef'âli ve harekatı hayvanat gibidir ve bu mertebeden 
şonra merâtib-i kemal ziyade ve nokşanda bi-hasbi reviyyet ve kuvvetdür. 
Mesela şol kimseler ki 'akl ve kuvvet-i hads vesilesiyle şerif şamatlar ve
“halanız hurma ağacına saygı gösterin çünkü o Adem aleyhisselam' dan artakalan 
kandan yaratılmıştır.”
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dakik hırfetler tertib kılalar ânun şerefi ve fazileti ziyade ola şunun 
üzerine ki bu ma'ni anda kaili ola. Ve bunlardan fayik şol eema'atdur ki 
'ukül ve efkar şarf [10b] idib ve çok te'emmül ve tefekkür kılub ‘ulo 
mda ve masarif ve fazayilde tasnifler kılalar ve bunlardan ada mertebe 
şunlarundur ki vahy ve ilham ile ma'rifet-i hakayıka bi-vasıta telakki 
kılalar ta tekmil-i halkda ve tanzim-i umür-ı ma'aşda ve ma'adda sa'adet-i 
ehl-i akalım olalar. Ve bu mertebe nihayet-i medaric-i nev™-i insanidür, ve 
bu menzile ibtida’-i ittişaldür 'alem-i eşrefe ve melaike-i mukaddes ve 
'ukol ve nufûs-ı mücerrede mertebesine. Bilgi 1 ki bu meratibi 'add
itmekden garaz ta ki hileler fıtrat-ı insan mertebe-i vusta vaki' olmuşdur. 
Kayinat arasında iradet ile kabildür mcrtebe-i a'laya, ve tabi'atıyla 
mertebe-i ednaya. Zira ki insanun kemali ve şerefi fazileti 'akl [İla] ve 
fıkr ve reviyyete havale olunmuşdur. Ve sa'adeti ve şekaveti ve tamam ve 
naks-ı kifayetine müfevvezdür. Şöyle ki eğer "'ala vafkı’l-maşlaha"'^’^  
kaide-i müstakime üzerine hareket kılub 'ulûm ve ma'arif ve adab tarafına 
meyi ve teveccüh kılursa şol şevk ki neyl-i kemal içün tabl'atında merkü 
zdur, anı kaşd-ı mahmüd ile 'ale’t-tedric mertebeden mertebeye 'inayet-i 
rabbaniyle mele-i a'la mücaveretine irişdürür ta hazret-i İlahi 
mukarreblerinden olur ve eğer mertebe-i aşllsinde ikamet ihtiyar kılursa 
kendü anı menkûs ve ma'küs kılub rûz-be-rüz ve sa'aten-fe-sa'at noksan 
ve inhitat galebe kıla, şol taş mesabesinde ki yukarudan aşağa bırakilur




[11b] sehl müddet içinde derece-i edna ve mertebe-i ehassa irişe, ve bu 
makam-1 şeka ve helak. Pes bu cihetden ki Âdem evvel-i fıtratında bu iki 
halete müstedddür. La-cerem ihtiyaç olur ki eyü mu'allimler ve 
mü’eddibler ba'zısı lutf ile ve ba'zısı mnf ile anı canib-i şekavete ve 
hasarete meyi etmiş iken döndüreler, anı makam-i 'aliye irürmeğe vesile 
olalar. "vaffakana Allahu lima yuhibbu va yarza va cannibna 'an ittiba'i’l- 
havâ".'“
F aşl-i M m is  ; anun beyanındadur ki nefs-i insanlnün kemali ve 
noksanı vardur ebhaş-i sabıkadan ma'lüm oldu ki nefs-i insanlnün kemali 
ve noksanı vardur. Ve hem bilindi ki anun kemali kuvvet-i idrak ve 
temyiz ve reviyyetledür. [12a] Anunıla ccmil kabihden ve mahmüd 
mezmümdan fark ider, ve bu kuvvet sebebiyle muttaşıf olur sa'adet ve 
şekavet ile. Pes her ki bu kuvveti kema-yenbagi isti'mal kıla fazilet 
sa'yinde ve 'ulüm-i hakiki ve ma'arif-i külli talebinde ve tahsilinde cidd 
ve cehd kıla hayyir ve sa'ld ola ve kim ki bu ri'âyeti ihmal kıla ve bu 
tarafun zıddın ihtiyar kılub kesel ile muttaşıf ola şirrir ve bed-baht ola ve 
kendü mertebesinden munhatt olub behayim ya dahi edna mertebede ola 
ve anun a'la’-i himmeti ve nihayet-i rağbeti lezzat-i bedeniyye ve şehvat-i 
nefsaniyye ola yimek içmek ve cima' itmek gibi ki ğalebe-i şehvet 
neticesidür ve ya kahr ve intikam ki [12b] kuvvet-i gazabı neticesidür pes 
'akil nice razı ola şol sıfata eğer te'emmül kılsa bu m'anide ekser hayvanat
“Allah bizleri sevdiği ve razı olduğu şeylere eriştirsin, ve heveslerimize uymakdan 
uzaklaşdırsın.”
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kendüden kamilrakdur şöyle ki müşahede kilunur itüft hırsı yimekde ve 
hınzırun hırsı şeğaf-i cimâ'da ademden ziyadedür. Ve 'akil-i şahib-i 
himmet kaçan razı ola ki il ile ve hınzır ile beraber ya dahi ednâ ola ve 
hem-çünan kuvvet-i ğazablde dahi şöyle ki kendüyi bir kemler aslancuğa 
nisbet iderse andan ğazab ve kahırda ziyade gele. Pes bilmek gerek ki 
fazilet-i adem kuvvelden fide şol vaki gelür ki bunuñ gibi nakayış ve 
rezayilden pak ola şol şabbağ meşeli ki bir pare bizi yağdan ve çirkden 
pak kılmayınca [13a] aña boya kabul itdüremez, ve ba'dehu lalib ola 
meratib-i kemale ki müeddıdür şahadete ve mülk-i bakiye bel şol lezzetlere 
ki "la 'aynun raat va la uzunun sami'at"'*^ ve civar-i rabbi’l-'alemin ve 
müşahede-i cemal-i celal-i na'lm mukim içinde ki elezz-i lezzat ve 
ekmel-i şahadet oldur. Ve kim ki mahdO'-i tabPat-i hasise olub bunuñ gibi 
mevahib-i şerife-i ebediyyeden i'raz idüb şunub gibi hasayis-i gayri 
şabiteye lalib olursa ki hakıkatde "kasarabin biki'atin yahsabuhu’z- 
zam’anu mâan"'*^ dür layık-i maki ve ¿azab-i ban celle ve 'azze ola ve 
ahirelte müslehıkk-i haserat ve 'ukubet ve veyl ve helakel ola "a'azana 
Allahu ve iyyakum min zalik bi fazlihi ve rahmalihi"'^’^’
fa şl-i s sd is  ; [13b] hayr ve sa'adet beyanındadur ki kemale 
irmekden matlob oldur. Bilgil ki hükemâ-i mütekaddim hayr iki nev'dür 
dimişler; hayr-i mutlak ve hayr-i bi-izafet. Amma hayr-i mutlak ol 
ma'nidür ki mevcodatuñ vücûdundan makşûd oldur ve ceml'-i ¿ayetlerüñ
“ne göz görmüştür nede kulak duymuştur.”
“bir engin çölde serab gibidir, susayan onu bir şu zanneder.” Bu ifade Nur Suresi, 
39'dan alınmıştır.
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ğayeti oldur. Ve hayr-i bi-izafet ol nesnelerdür ki aña irişmek ğayetde 
nafi' ola tevzih budur ki hayr-i mutlak bir mamrdür ki cemP-i eşhas anda 
müşlerekdür. Zira her hareket ve her fıdl ki fâ'ilden sadır ola elbette bir 
huşol-i garaz içün olsa gerek ve ol garaz hayr olsa gerek ve illa 'abes vaki' 
olmuş. Pes ol garaz eğer kendü nefsinde hayr olursa hayr-i mutlak oldur 
ve eğer bir hayr olursa hayr-i mutlak oldur, [14a] ve eğer bir hayr-i ahar 
huşolüne sebeb olursa ki anuñ hayriyyetinde hayr ziyade ola bu hayr-i bi- 
izafet ola ve ol hayr-i mutlak ola çünki cemi'-i 'ukalanuñ şan'atı ve 
reviyyeti bu hayra râci'dür. Pes hayr-i mutlak ceml'inde bir ma'ni ve ol 
ma'ni bilmek vacibdür tâ ki her kişi himmetin ve talebin aña .şarf ide, 
perakende ve izafi hayırlardan ihtiraz kıla.
Ve amma sa'adet hem hayr kabılindendür, lâkin her şahsa 
nisbetdür ve ol oldur ki her şahıs kendü hareket-i iradl-yi nefsânisiyle 
maksuduna irişe. Pes sa'adet-i her şahıs gayr sa'adet-i şahş-i ahar ola, ve 
hayr ceml'-i eşhâşda yeksan ola. Bilgil ki hükema-i mütekaddim hayrı ve 
sa'âdeti bir kaç kısma taksim kıldılar; [14b] amma aksâm-i hayr üçdür; 
hayr-i şerif, hayr-i memduh, ve hayr-i nafî'. Hayr-i şerif oldur ki anuñ 
şerefi zatı ola ve gayrına şeref andan 'arız ola ve ol iki hayırdur: 'akıl ve 
hikmet. Ve hayr-i memduh enva'-i fazâyil ve efal-i cemiledür. Ve hayr-i 
nafi' şol nesnelerdür ki li-zatihi matlub olmaya belki şeyin ahar sebebiyle 
matlub ola servet ve miknet gibi. Ve hayrı bundan ziyadeye taksim 
itmişler amma bu makamda bu mikdar kafidür.
166 « fazlı ve rahmetiyle Allah bizleri ve sîzleri bundan korusun”
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Ve amma aksam-i şahadet; hükemâ-i mütekaddim cempi bunuñ 
üzerinedür ki: sa'âdet nefse raci'dür; bedenüñ anda hazzı ve nasibi yokdur. 
Ve ceml'-i hükemanuñ râyi şunun üzerinedür ki; sa'âdet dört cinse 
müştemildür ki aña ecnas-i fazayil dirler; hikmet, [15a] ve şeca'at, ve 
‘iffet, ve ‘adalet. Şöyle ki ikinci makale bunuñ şerhine müştemildür ve 
dimişlerdür ki bu fazayil sa'âdete kafidür. Ayruk fazayile bedeni ya ğayr- 
i bedeni ihtiyaç yokdur, ta haddi ki bu fazayilüñ sahibi eğer hamilü’z-zikr 
ola ve ya derviş ve ya maraz ile mübtela olub nakış ola anuñ sa‘adetine 
mazarrat irmeye, meğer bir maraz ola nefis kendü fi'linden men‘ ide fesad- 
i ‘akl ve redaet-i zihn gibi ki anuñ huşüli mani‘-i kemaldür.
Bilgil ki hükema ihtilaf kıldılar ki sa‘adet-i ‘izami ki insana haşıl 
olur hal-i hayatında bi’l-fi‘il haşıl olur mı? Yahad ba‘de’l-mevt? 
Hükema-i kadimden bir tayife ki bedenüñ sa'adetden hazzı yokdur [15b] 
didiler şöyle dirler ki madem ki nefs-i adem muttaşıl ola bedene ve küdu 
rat-i tabPat ve necaset-i cism ile mülevveş ola, ol sa‘ld-i mutlak olmaya 
çün ki bu küduratdan müfarakat kıla ve cümleden pak ola ve şafa-i 
cevher sebebiyle kabil-i envar-i ilahı ola, sa‘id-i mutlak ola. Pes 
bunlaruñ katında sa‘adet-i hakiki ba‘de’l-mevt ola.
Ve Aristatalis ve aña mütaba‘at kılan cema'at şöyle didiler ki şcni‘ 
ve kablh ola bir şahş bu ‘alemde mu‘tekid-i ara-i hak ola ve a'mali hayra 
mülazım ve muvazıb ola ve enva‘-i fazayili cem‘ idib kamil-i bi’z-zât ve 
mükemmil-i ğayr ola bu cümlesiyle şaki ve nakış ola.
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Çünki müteahhirler bu iki tanka na/ar kıldılar şöyle didilcr ki 
[16a] çün âdem fazllet-i rtihanf sebebiyle mümkindür ki münasib-i 
melaike-i kiram ola. Ve küdOrat-i cismanf sebebiyle müşârik-i behayim 
ola, la cerem iktisab cihetinden şol ki mücib-i kemal-i cüz-i rtihantdür 
cüz-i ci.smanl birle bir zaman bu 'alem-i süflide mukim olub iktisab-i 
fazayil ile anı 'imaret kıldıkdan sonra cüz-i ruhani sebebiyle 'alem-i 
'ulviye intikal kıla. Pes ademe bu 'alemde ism-i .sa'adet ıtlak kılmak 
cayiz ola şol şartıla ki bu iki fazileti cem' ide.
Pes bilgil ki sa'adct-i insani iki mertcbedür; mertebe-i a'lâ ve 
mcrtebc-i ednä. Mertebe-i a'la şol cema'atun ola ki mertebc-i rühanfyatda 
olalar ve ol canibün sa'adeti [16b] bunlara bi’l-fi'il haşıl ola ve istikmal-i 
hakayık ki matlüb-i akşâdur iltifatları bi’z-zat ola ve tanzlm-i umUr-i 
'aleme bi’l-'araz ola ve mertebe-i edna şol cema'atun ola ki mertebe-i 
cismaniyatda olalar ve bu larafun hışaline meşgul ve muvazıb olalar. Pes 
sa'adet-i tam evvel mertebe ehlinün ola ve sa'âdct-i nakıs şani mertebe 
ehlinün ola ve çün bilindi ki sa'adet şol vakt haşıl olur ki anun şahibi 
'ilm ve hikmet lezzetinden behremend ola. Zira her kimsenün lezzeti 
kendü matlubuna irmekdedür; lezzet-i 'âdil 'adaletdc, ve Iczzct-i hakim 
hikmetde, ve fazıl nefsinün ğayet-i matlubu neyl-i fazâyildedür. Pes 
sa'adet ceml'-i nesneden elezz ola.
Pes [17a] beyan-i lezzet ki su'adaya haşıl olur gerekdür ki bu
bahislere munzamm ola. Bilgil ki lezzeti iki nev' kılmışlardur ; fi'll vc
infi'all lezzet. Fi'll lezzet zükür mesabesindedür ve lezzet-i infi'all lezzet-
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i inas meşabesindedür; ve lezzel-i saniye seiru’z-zevaldür. Zfra larayan-i 
ahval ile muhtelif ve mütebeddil olur. Ve lezzel-i fi'lr bi’z-zat dur. Zlra 
infral cihetinden imtina' olduğıçün müteğayyir olmaz. Pes lezzel-i 
hayvani ve hissi 'ale’l-itlak lezzet-i infi'all kabilinden ola. Zira ki zeval 
ve inkıza ve tebeddül aña tarldür. Ve lezzet-i sa'adel ki aña muhâlifdür 
lezzet-i fi'li kabilinden ola ve bu mamidür hükema didüği ki lezzel-i sahih 
sahibin noksandan tamâma, ve marazdan [17b] sıhhate, ve rezlletden 
fazilete irişdürür. Ve bu iki sınıf lezzetüñ hali bidayette ve nihayette 
muhtelif düşmişdür. Amma lezzet-i hissi mebde de tabl'at katında merğub 
olur ve şevk bi-hascb-i islila'-i kuvvct-i hayvani terakkide olur la haddi 
şöyle olur ki bi-hascb-i kuvvet-i ğarlzel kabih müstahscn ve şeni' cemll 
görinür. Çünki nihayete ire ve basiret nazarı anuñ fazihatın ve kubhun 
izhâr ide ve 'akibelinüñ gayetini endişe idüb nazar kıla, ol lezzetüñ hiç 
i'tibarı olmaya. Ve lezzet-i 'akli mebde'de ve me'adda bu lezzete muhalif 
olur şöyle ki ihtidada tabi'al anı kerih görür halta ki şabr ve riyazat ve 
mücahcdeyle haşıl olur ba'de [18a] huşOİi’l-keşf anuñ hüsni ve şerefi ve 
fazileti zahir olur ve lezzeti ki cemi' lezzctden fayikdür haşıl olur. Ve 
bundandur adem 'ömr-i tazeliğinde ata ana Ic'dlbine muhtacdır andan 
şohra siyaset-i şeri'ata ve ba'dehu tehzib-i 'akldete ve lakvlm-i tarikata 'ala 
vefkıM-hikme.
Çünki lezzet-i sa'adet lezzet-i fi'll kabllindendür ma'lüm olaki 
lezzet-i infí'allnüñ ta'allukı ahz ve kabüledür ve lezzet-i fi'llnüñ ta'allukı 
i'ta ve bezledür ve bundan ma'lüm olur ki .sa'âdet müslelzim-i cüddur. Zira
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ki ğayct-i lezzct-i sa'âdcl izhar-i fazilet ve hikmetdedür. Şöyleki hatiaiuñ 
ğayet-i lezzeti izhar-i kitabda ve hoş-avâzufi lezzeti izhar-i elhan-i 
tayyibededür [18b] <^ ;ünki lezzet-i sa'adet hâli madom oldu, pes anuñ zıddı 
dahi madom ola ki elem-i şekavet ve hasret’^ ’ ve nedametdür şunun gibi 
keramet fevt oldugına
m a k â le - i  sa n iy e : makaşıddadur; ve ol müştemildür üç faşla
fa şl-i evvel: hulkuñ haddin ve hakikatin beyan ider ve dahr anı 
beyan ider ki tağyir-i ahlâk mümkindür. Bilgil ki hulk meleke-i 
nefsaniyyedür ki iktiza kılur bir fid şudûrun inşândan bi ihtiyae-i 
tefekkür ve reviyyet. Ve hikmet-i nazarîde madüm olmuşdur ki keyfiyyat- 
i nefsanîden şol ki seri'ü’z-zevaldür aña hâl dirler ve şol ki bati u’z- 
zevaldür aña meleke dirler. Pes meleke keyfiyyet ola keyfiyyât-i 
nefsâniyyeden [19a] ve bu mâhiyyet-i hulkdur.
Amma limeyyit-i hulk'^’*^ yami anuñ vücüd-i sebebi nefisde iki 
nesnedür; birisi tabrat ve birisi 'âdet. Kudema ihtilaf kıldılar ki her 
şahşuh hulkı labri midür ki mümtenim’z-zeval ola; hararel-i nâr gibi, ya 
gayri tabl'T midür. Bir güruh didi ki ba'zı ahlak tabî'îdür, ve ba'zı esbab 
ile hadis olur. Ve bir kavim didi ki; eemp-i ahlak tabf'îdür. Ve bir eema'at 
didi ki; hiç, bir hulk ne tabî'ldür ve ne muhalif-i tabî'atdur. Bil ki ademüñ 
hilkati şunuh üzerinedür ki her ne hulk ile dilerse mütehallik olur. Amma 
süholet ile eğer tabi'atına muvafık olursa veya şu'Obet ile eğer muhalif
167 haserret seklinde harekelenmiş.
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olursa ve mc/heb-i hak budur. [19b] Zira müşahede kıluru/ ki oğlaneıklar 
ve yek diğerler terbiyetle ve eyü ya yo/ hulklu âdemlerle muşâhabel ve 
mücâleset kılmağla ânun hulkm tutarlar ve evvelki iki mezheb mü'eddidür 
şuha ki kuvvet-i temyiz ve reviyyet ve envâ'-i te'dlb ve siyaset ve ahkâm-i 
şerâyi“^ bâtıl ola ve bu muktezi'dür ki nizâm-i 'âlem ve bekâ'-i nev' 
olmaya. Pes bu iki mezhebiñ fesâdı zahir ola çün sabit oldu ki eşrâr te'dlb 
ve siyaset ile ahyâr olur.
Bilmek gerek ki her cemâ'ate mü'eddib-i evvel nâmu.s-i ilahldür, 
'ale’l-'umom ve mü eddib-i şânl ehl-i temyizdür. Pes ataya ve anaya vâcib 
ola ki oğlına evvel te'dlb ve ta'lim kıla envâ'-i te’dlb ve siyâsetile gâh zarb 
ve tevbihile [20a] ve gâh mevâ'id-i hasen ve keramet ile bi-haseb-i 
mülâ'emet her şah.ş fi’l-eümle bunları iebar ve ihtiyar ile edeblere ve eyü 
'âdetlere ve mu'tâd kılalar tâ ki bunlara meleke ola, ve hüve’l-velî.
fa şl-i sam  : eenâs-i fazâyil haşrındadur ki mekârim-i ahlâk andan 
'ibâretdür. Bilgil ki 'ilm-i nefsde mukarrer olmuşdur ki nefs-i insânlnün 
ü(^ · kuvveti vardur. Mütebâyin ki ol kuvvetler i'tibârmca maşdar-i ef'âl ve 
âşâr-i muhtelife olur irâdet müşareketiyle. Çünki bu kuvvetlerden birisi 
gayr üzerine ğâlib ola anlar mağlüb ya mefküd olalar. Birisi kuvvet-i 
nâlıkadur ki aña nefs-i melekl dirlcr. Ve ol mebde'-i fikr ve temyiz ve 
şevk-i [20b] nazardur hakâyık umurda. Ve ikinci kuvvet-i ğazabrdür ki 
aña kuvvet-i sebi'l dirler ve ol mebde'-i ğazab ve cüret ve hevl-nâk
168 <‘limaiyyet-i hulk” olmali; Hulkun mahiyeti, nedeni. Tusi, The Nasirean Ethics, p. 74.
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ilklere ikdam kılmak vc şevk-i tasallut vc tcraffu' vc lalcb-i câh dur. Vc 
üçünci kuvvet-i şehvânfdür ki aña nefs-i behtml diıier ve ol mcbde’-i 
şehvet ve laleb-i gıda ve şevk-i lezzet-i meakil ve meşârib ve menâkihdür.
Pes fazayil-i nefs bu kuvâ medidiyle haşıl ola şöyle ki nefs-i 
natıka her gâh ki iHidal ile hareket kıla anuñ şevki iktisâb-i ma'arif-i 
yakinde ola ve bu hareketden fazllet-i 'ilm hadis ola ve bu fazilet 
teb'iyyetiyle hikmet lazım gele. Ve her gah ki nefs-i seb'i i'tidal ile 
hareket kıla ve nefs-i 'akileye münkâd ola ol hareketden nefse [21aJ 
fazTİet-i hilm haşıl ola ve bu fazilet teb'iyyetiyle şeca^at lazım gele. Ve 
her gah ki nefs-i behlml ididal ile hareket kıla ve nefs-i 'âkileye mutavi' 
ola ol hareketden fazîlet-i 'iffet haşıl ola, ve bu fazilet teb'iyyctiyle saha 
lazım gele.Çünki bu üç cins fazilet müetemi' ola vc üçi birbirine 
mümtezie ve mütesalim ola bu üçünüh terekkübünden bir haleti 
müteşabih haşıl ola ki ol fazayilüñ tamamı ve kemali anunıla ola; ve 
aña fazilet-i 'adalet dirler. Vc bu cihctdcndür ki cemi'-i hükema ittifak 
kıldılar ki ecnas-i fazayil dörtdür : Hikmet, ve Şcca'at, ve 'İffet , ve 
'Adalet.
Ve hiç kimse müstahıkk-i medh ve mufaharat olmaya illa bu 
dörtden birisiyle [21b] veya mecmU'iyla. Vc bilgil ki bu fazayilüñ şahibi 
müstahakk-i medh oldugı şol şartıladur ki kendüden ğayrıya ta'addi kıla 
ki eğer kendüye mahşuş olub gayrine sirayet kılmazsa müstahakk-i 
medh olmaya. Mesela şahib-i sahavet ki sahası kendüden tecavüz 
kılmasa aña minfak dirler, sahi dimezler. Ve şahib-i şecâ'at dahi bu şıfat
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ü/erinc olsa aña gayur dirler şücca" dimczlcr, ve şahib-i hikmet dahi 
böyle olsa aña mustabşır dirler hakim dimezler.
Bilgil ki ecnas-i fazayil tahtında envâ'-i keşfre vardur, amma şol ki 
meşhurdur zikr olundu. Amma enva'-i hikmet; zeka, sürat-i fehm, sühü 
let-i ta'allum, tehaffuz, tezekkür. Amma enva^-i şecâ'at; himmet, sebat, 
hilm, [22a] tahammül, tevazu', hamiyyet, rikkat. Amma enva'-i 'iffet; 
haya, rıfk, şabr, kana'at, vakar, vera', hürriyet, saha. Amma enva'-i 
'adalet; sadakat, ülfet, vefa, şefkat, mükafat, teslim, tevekkül, 'ibadet. Ve 
bu eenas-i fazayilüñ ezdad-i ecnas-i rezayildür; birisi cchl ki zıddı 
hikmet dür, ve ikinci cübn ki zıddı şeca'atdur, ve üçünei şereh ki zıddı 
'iffetdür, ve dördüncü eevr ki zıddı 'adaletdür.
Bilgil ki (,’ün ba'zı ademden cf'al sadır olur ki müşabih-i ef'al-i 
ehl-i fazayildür, pes temyize ihtiyaç ola tâki fazileti gayr-i faziletdcn 
ma'lûm ola. Amma hikmetde ba'zı cema'at olur ki mesayil-i 'ulüm cem' 
ve hıfz iderler, ve eşnâ-i muhaverede ve münazarada nükteler beyan 
iderler [22b] be-tank-i taklid ve talakkun ki müstemi'ler ta'accübe 
kalurlar, ve ulu 'alim ve fazıl deyü tanukluk virürler. Amma haklkatde 
vüşük-i nefis ki şemere-i hikmetdür bunlaruñ zamirinde menkoddur. Ve 
ma'rifetlerinüñ haşılı şübhe ve hayretdür. Ve bunlaruñ meşeli takrir-i 
'ulumda şol ba'zı hayvanat gibidir ki ef'al-i insanı muhakat kılur, tüti gibi 
ve gayri gibi. Ve ma'lüm oldu ki hakikat-i hikmet oldı ki nefsden sadır 
olaydı.
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Ve amma iffetde ba'zi halk olur ki ^afifler 'amelüñ kılurlar, amma 
'afif değüller. Şol cema'al gibi ki şehevat ve lezzal-i dünyaviyyeden i'raz 
iderler, amma 'acil-i dünyayiçün ve amma 'acil-i ahiretiçün, ve amma ol 
lezzâtdan hiss ve idraki olmaduğiçün şol [23a] şehirden 'ırak dağlarda ve 
sahralarda kopmuş ademler gibi, ve amma sükon-i şehvet sebebiyle ki, 
aşl-i fıtratda ola ve ya ihtilal-i terklb ve bünyede hadis olmuş ola veya 
sebeb-i aharla ola belki 'afif-i hakikî oldur ki dffetüñ hududun ve huko 
kun şaklaya bir garaz üzerine mebni olmaya cerr-i nef' ya def'i zarr gibi.
Ve amma sahada dahi hemcünan ba'zı ademler bezl-i mal kılurlar 
amma riya içün ve amma taleb-i ean ve kurb-i padişah içün ve amma 
def'-i şer içün kendü nefsinden ve malından ve hariminden ve amma mal 
kadrin bilmemekden şöyle ki eline asanlığıla girmiş ola, ta'b-i kesbden ve 
şu'Ubet-i cem'den bl-haber olmuş ola; mesela miras yiyenler gibi ve gayri 
gibi ve illa [23b] ihtiyâc-i mal zarüridür tedbir-i ma'aşda, ve mekasib-i 
cemile kallldür, ve anun tahsili ahrara'^’*^ mütc'azzirdür. Amma ğayr-i 
ahrar ki bî-bakdur keyfiyyct-i iktisab aña asandur ve bu sebebdendür ki 
ekseri ahraruñ malda hazzı nakışdur, ve bahtı ve tali'den dayimâ 
şikayetdedür, ve bunlaruñ azdadı ki hıyanet ile ve zulm ve sirkat ile mal 
cem' iderler hoş-'ayş ve ferah-dest olurlar, lâkin 'akil 'ırzını kubh-i 
hıyanetden ve zulm ve 'âr ve levmden şaklamağı fevayid-i dünyaviyye 
üzerine işar ve tercih kılur belki sahl-yi hakiki oldur ki sahaya ki cemil li-
169 dürüst, şerefli insanlar anlamında.
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zalihidür ğaraz-i ahar halt ilmiye vc eğer ğaraz-i nef'-i gayr olursa bi’l- 
'araz vaki' ola.
Ve amma [24a] şeeâ'atda ba'zı şahı.şdan şeeâ'ate müşabih nesneler 
sadır olur hâl budur ki bu sıfat anlarda mefküddur. Meselâ hurüb ve 
balarlara ba'zı adem eüret ider maliçün ve 'abid ve eevâr ve merğob 
nesneler içün. Ve bufia ikdam itmeğe ba'iş tabPat-i şereh ve hırşdur, 
tabPat-i fazilet değül. Zira nefs-i şerifi mi'raz-i batarda komak ve 
mekarihet ve mehalike ilka itmek maliçün ya mişl-i maliçün ğâyel-i 
hasâseti ve nihayet-i zekâket-i tab' ola ve hemçünan 'ayyârlar ki fazilelde 
eemP-i halkdan ednadur şol mikdâr eüret ¡derler ki 'ukobat-i sultân ve 
zarb ve kaP-i a'zâya ve aşnaf-i eirâhatlere rıza [24b] virürler şol garaz 
içün ki ebna-i einsleri ve şeriklerinüfi emsali olub şöhret haşıl ideler ve 
hemeünân 'âşıklar ma'şok talebinde kendüleri mahuf vartalara 
bırakurlar, ve mevti hayatları üzerine ihtiyar kılurlar. Lâkin şüeeâ'-i 
hakiki oldur ki kubh ve şenP fi'il işlemekden terk-i rüh afia ehven ola 
ve fikri dayim bu ola ki bu 'âlem-i fânide bir ka<^· ma'dud ve mu'ayyen 
vakt olub ahir ser-encam ölümdür deyüb ka.şdı ve garazı mahabbet-i hakk 
ve talebi fazilet ve himayet-i din ve müslümanlar üzerinden zalimler ve 
müteğallibler elin ref' itmek ola. Ve Cihadda ki garaz i'la-yi kelimetullah 
ola, kaçmakdan 'âr ide ve şöyle tasavvur ide ki eebân kaçmak [25a] 
ihtiyar itdiğinüfi netleesi laleb-i hayâtdur ki hiç halde şebâtı ve bakası 
yokdur. Pes şüeeâ' katında ta'ell-i mevt şecâ'at faziletiyle ve eyü adı 
kalmak ve şevab-i ebedi haşıl olmağıla mahbubrak ola şundan ki bunea
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'ayb ve afeti le aña le hír-i mevt ola ve emrre’l-müminín 'Ali bin Ebi Talib 
SÖZİ ki ‘mahz şeca'atdan sâdır olmuşdur’ bu ma'nl tasdik ider şunda ki, 
didi; "ayyuha’n-nâsu innakum la taktulü temüto va’l-lazf nafsu’b-ni abl 
talibin bi-yedihi laalfu zarbatin bi’s-sayfí 'ala’r-ra'si ahvanu min miyyitin 
'ala’l-firaşi".
fa sl-i s a tis ; şeref-i 'adalet sáyir fazâyil üzerine ve anuñ ahvalin ve 
akşamın beyan ider. [25b] Lafz-i 'adalet mebnidür ma'nl-yi müsâvatdan 
ve müsavatı ta'akkul kılmak vahdeti i'tibar kılmadan mümteni' dür. Pes 
niee ki vahdet mertebesi meratib-i kemalde derece-i a'ladadur her ne ki 
vahdete akrabdur ol gayrinden eşrefdür. Ve li-haza 'ilm-i musikide 
mukarrerdür ki hiç nisbet müsavat nisbetinden eşref yokdur, şöyleki 'ilm-i 
ahlakda ma'lüm olur zira ki vasat-i hakiki 'adaletdür. Ve anuñ gayri aña 
etraf vaki' olmuşdur ve ceml'inüñ merci'l oldur.
Pes çünki 'adalet i'tibar kılına şol umurda ki muktezidür nizam-i 
ma'işeti ve hem iradetüñ anda medhali vardur, ol üç. nev' ola: birisi oldur 
ki kısmet-i emvale [26a] ve keramâta müte'allık ola ve ikinei kısmet-i 
mu'âmelata ve mu'avazata müte'allık ola, ve üçünei kısmet-i te'dib ve 
siyasete müte'allık ola. üilgil ki her nesnede evsatı ta'yin kılıcı, ki ol 
evsaiı bilmek sebebiyle her fi'il ki işlene i'tidal ile vaki' ola, Namus-i 
İlahidür. Ma'nisi Aristatâlis kavlince tedbir ve siyaset ve aña beñzcr 
nesneler dimekdür. Pes haklkatde vâzi' tesavi ve 'adalet Namüs-i İlahi ola
170 “Ey insanlar! Şüphesiz sizler savaşmazsanız da [eninde sonunda] öleceksiniz. Ve Ebi 
Talibin canını elinde tutan Allah'a yemin ederim ki başa isabet eden bin kılıç yarası bile
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zira menba'-i vahdet oldur celle vc 'ala. Ve 'adil §ol kimse ola ki münasib 
ve müsavi kıla şol nesneleri ki mulesavi ve mülenasib olmaya, şöyle ola 
ki tabl'ati vasat üzerine vakıf ola ta etrafun [26b] ziyadesin ve noksanın 
ve sekilin ve hafifin vasata redd idüb ta'dil kıla ta ki, tesavi haşıl ola. Ve 
Aristatalis dimişdür ki; ‘her kimse ki Namüs-i İlahi ile mütemessik ola 
müsavat-i tabl'atıyla 'amel kıla zira Namüs-i İlahi eemll ve hayrdan 
gayri nesneye emr itmez’. Pes imam-i 'adil hakim-i tesviyet ola fesadları 
def' ve ibtal kıla ve hıfz-i müsavatda hallfe-i Namüs-i İlahi ola. Hayratı 
kendüye ayruklardan ziyade virib ve şurürı anun 'aksin kılmaya. Ve hem 
dimişdür ki; ‘tavassut-i 'adalet sayir fazayil tavassutu gibi değil zira ki 
'adaletin iki tarafı eevr düşmüşdür ve hic; bir faziletün iki tarafı rezılet 
vaki' olmamışdur’. [27a] Beyanı bunun oldur ki eevr hem taleb-i ziyade 
ola ve hem laleb-i noksan zira ki cayiz şol nesnede ki kendüye nafi'dür 
ziyade taleb eder ve ayruklara noksan, ve şol nesne ki zarrdur kendüye 
noksan diler ve ayruklara ziyade. Çünki 'adalet tesavidür; tesavinün iki 
tarafı ziyade ve noksan olur, pes 'adaletün iki tarafı eevr ola. Ve her- 
çend ki her fazilete tavassut cihetinden i'tidal lazımdur, amma 'adalet 
ceml'-i i'tidalata 'amm u şamildür.
Vc Şahib-i Namüs 'azze vc celle işarct-i külli kılmışdur ki kendü 
fazlı ve 'inayeti birle 'anâşır-i erba'a’i kuvvetde vc keyfiyyctde mütekafi 
ve mütesâvi kılmışdur ki eğer 'anasır mütekafi olmayaydı [27b] sehl
yatakta ölmekten daha hafiftir.”
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müddet içinde 'alem yoğ olaydı. Ve Şahib-i Şerratun 'â[leyhi’s-sela]m 
işareti bu ma'nlyedür ki didi: "bi’l-'adli kamati’s-samavati va’l-arz".'^'
Ve çün ki ‘ademu madani bi’t-tab'’*^  ^ ve anun ma'lşeti te'avünsüz 
olmaz mümkin değül şöyle ki zikr olmısar. Ve te'avün mevkufdur şuna ki 
ba'zı adem ba'zısına hidmet ide ve ba'zısmdan ala ba'zısına vire ta ki 
ta'adül ve müsavat ola. Pes zaruri vasıtaya ihtiyaç ola ve ol dinardur. Pes 
dinar halk arasında 'adil ve mütavassıt ola lâkin 'adil-i şamit ola pes 
'adil-i natıka ihtiyaç ola ki eğer şamit ile ta'avün ve istikamet haşıl 
olmaya'adil-i [28a] natıkdan isti'anet dilene ve ol dahi dinara i'anet kıla 
ta nizam bi’l-fi'il mevcud ola. Ve ol 'adil-i natık insandur pes bu 
cihctden bir hakime ihtiyaç ola.
Pes halk arasında 'adalet bu üç nesnesüz olmaya ya'ni namos-i 
ilahi ve hakim-i insani ve dlnar-i ma'dcni. Bilgi 1 ki 'adi 1ün mukabili 
cayirdür, pes cayir dahi üç ola cayir-i a'zam ve ol şol kimse ola ki Namus- 
i İlahiye münkad olmaya, ve cayir-i evsat ve ol şoldur ki hakime 
mutâva'at kılmaya, ve cayir-i aşgar ve ol şol ola ki dinar hükmi üzerine 
yürimeye. Ve fesad ki bu cevrden hâsıl ola ğaşb ve nehb-i emval ve enva'- 
i hıyanat ola. Ve ol fesad ki evvelki iki mertebeden haşıl ola bu fesaddan 
a'zam ola. [28b]
Ve amma aksâm-i 'adaleti hükema üç kısım etmişler; birisi oldur 
ki adem gerekdür ki Allahu Te'alâ hakkın ri'âyet kılub edasına kıyam
171 ‘Gökler ve yer adalet içinde yerleştirilmiştir.’
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göstere zira ki vahib-i hayrat ve müfiz-i kerâmat oldur belki sebcb-i vücu 
d-i her ni'met oldur, İkincisi hukuk-i ebna-i cinsde ve ta'zîm-i ru'esa ve 
eda-i emanat ve inşaf-i mu'amelatda kıyam göstermekdür, ve üçünci eda-i 
hukuk ve infâz-i vaşaya ve ne ki bunlarun emsali ola rivayet kılmakdur.
Ve ba'zı hükema didi ki kıvam-i mevcudat ve nizam-i kayinat 
mahabbetiledür, ve halayık 'adalet faziletin kesb itmeğe muhtaç ve 
muzlar oldukları şeref-i mahabbet fevt olduğundandur. Şöyle ki eğer ehl- 
i mu'amelat birbirinün mahabbetiyle mcvsum [29a] olalardı 
aralarında insaf haşıl olub hilaf mürlefi' olaydı ve nizam ve te'adül zuho 
ra geleydi. Ve mahabbet bahsi keşirdür, amma bu muhtasarda bu mikdar 
kafldür. ‘Vallahu valiyyu’l-kifaya’.'^ ·^
fa şl-i : mu'alece-i emraz-i nefs beyanındadur. Bilgil ki; hıfz- 
i şıhhat-i nefs bahsinden ba'zısın bu cbhaş üzerine takdim kılmak 
mühimdür. Çünki kanUn-i hıfz-i şıhhat-i beden tıbda mülayim mizaç 
isti'mal kılmakdur, hem-çünan kanün-i hıfz-i şıhhat-i nefis dahi oldur ki 
hafız-i şıhhatün mu'aşercti ve muhalatası şol kimseler ile ola ki hışâl-i 
hamidede anunıla müşakil ve müşarik olalar, zira nefse hiç nesnenün 
tesiri hcm-nişin te'şirinden ziyade dcğül.[29b] Ve hem-çünan ihtiraz kıla 





İnsan tabiatı icabı medenidir.” 
mevsum. a. nişanlanmış, damgalanmış, işaretlenmiş. 
“Dost olarak Allah yeterlidir.”
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Ve hafız-i nefs gerekdür ki kcndü 'uyubun bilmekde talib ve 
mücidd ola. Şöyle ki Calinus dimişdür; ‘çün her kişi ki kendü nefsin seve 
'uyüb anuñ katında mahfî ola eğerçi zahirse dahi’. Ve anuñ halel-i 
tedbirinde didi ki; hafız-i nefis gerekdür ki bir fazıl-i kamili yar ihtiyar 
kıla ve anuñila çok zaman muvaneset kılduğından .şohra aña diye ki senüñ 
benüm ile şıdk-i mahabbetüñ ve meveddetüñ şundan bilem ki baña kendü 
nefsüm 'ayıbların haber viresin ve bu babda anuñila 'ahdin muhkem idüb 
mübalağa kıla ve sende 'ayıb yok didüğine razı olmaya [30a] belki ilhah 
ziyade kıla çünki 'uyûbun izhar ide şol nesneler ile ki ol 'uyObu mahv u 
kal· idicidür, anuñ mu'alecesine meşgul ola ve eğer bunuñ gibi dost 
'azlzü’l-vücod olub bulunmaz ise mümkin ki düşman bu babda dostdan 
dahi enfa' ola zira ki düşman kişinüh ceml'-i 'uyübun izhar itmekde hiç 
taksir itmez belki ol bildiği mikdara kani' olmaz ziyade 'uyüb ve iftira 
zam ider. Ve hemin bu ma'nidür ki Calinus didi; ‘ademlerüñ eyüsine 
düşmandan intifa' vardur’. Ve çün ki nefsinüñ 'uyübuna muttali' ola anuñ 
izaleti ve mu'âlecesi tedbirinde ola.
Ve bilgil ki mu'alece-i emraz-i beden lıbda nice ki zıddıyla 
kılunur hem-çünan nefisdeki [30b] rezayil dahi hem ezdâdıyla izâlel 
kılmak gerekdür. Ve nice ki kanün-i tıbda ecnas-i emrazı teşhis idüb 
esbab ve 'alamâtına nazar kılmak gerek, hem-çünan mu'alece-i nefsde 
dahi evvel kubh-ı rezllet ki anuñ izaleti matlobdur ma'lom kılalar ve 
anuñ fesadına ve ihtilaline umOr-i dünyevi ve uhrevide vakıf olalar eğer
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bununıla makşüd haşıl olursa "fabihâ va ni'ma"'^\ Vc illâ; şol fazilete 
meşgul ülalar ki ol rezîlet mukabelesinde ola. Eğer bununda dahi ol 
maraz-i nefs zayii olmazısa nefsi levblh ve tağyirle ol fi'l-i kabih üzerine 
melamet ve mezemmet kılalar. Ve eğer bununda dahî olmaz ise iki 
kuvvetden birisin ki ğazabl [31a] ya şehevidür birisi üzerine isti'mal 
kdmağda la'dil ve teskin kılalar zira birisi ğâlib olıcak birisi mağlüb olur 
ta bu ikisi mütekâfi olıcak kuvvet-i nutkiyyeye mecal olur ki temyiz ve 
ta'akkul kıla. Vc eğer bununda dahi haşıl olmazısa envâ'-i 'ukübât ve 
teklif-i ef'âl-i şa'be ve taklld-i a'mâl-i şâkka birle tedib ve zecr kılmak 
gerek ki "ahiri’d-devâi el-kcyyu".'’ ’^
Emraz-i nefs keşirdür, amma şol ki lâyık-i makamdur zikr olunur;
n lâc-i cch! ; cehl ya basitdür, ya mürekkcb. Basitdür oldur ki 
'ilimden 'arl ola 'ilmüm var dcyu i'tikâd ide ve bu eehl evvelde mezmüm 
olmaya zirâ bunun neticesi [31b] şol ola ki bilürem deyü za'm idüb 
ta'allümden fariğ ola ve fıtrat-i insan hod bunun üzerine amma bu cehl 
üzerine baki vc sabit olub ta'allüm tarikine hareket kılmamak mezmü 
mdur ve bu hâlete rızâ virmek cdnâ-i rezlletdür. Vc tedblr-i 'ilâç budur ki 
adem haliyle sâyir hayvanât haline nazar kıla ki, inşân nutk ve temyizle 
sâyir hayvanât üzerine mufazzaldur vc câhil ki fa^let-i 'dm anda yokdur 
hayvânatdan 'add olunur. Ve bu kclâmun mişdâkın şol kim.se müşahede 
kdur ki meclis-i 'ilmde ki bahse şurü' kılmışlar ola hâzır olub göre ki
175 fabiha va ni ma;(bu durumda) ne güzel.
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‘alim bahş ider ve câhil sukol ider aña tenblh haşıl olur ki ol câhil [32aJ 
ğayr-i meclis-i ‘ulümda söyledüği şol canavarlar çagırduğına benzer ki 
eğer nutka benzese bu cemâ'at arasında dahi söyleyeydi.
Ve cehl-i mürekkeb oldur ki nefs ‘ilimden hâli ola ve i‘likâd-i bâtıl 
kılmış ola ki ‘âlimüm deyü cezm ide ve hiç bundan akbah rezilet olmaya. 
Ve bu cehlüñ enfa‘ tedbiri bu ola ki sahibini tahriz ideler ‘ulom-i riyazi 
kesbine hendese ve hisâb ve bunlaruñ berâhini gibi eğer bunlara havz idüb 
lezzeti yakinden haberdâr olursa ve şerâyit-i insaf ri'âyet kdursa ednâ-i 
müddet içinde i'tikádinuñ haleline vâkıf ola ve cehl-i basit mertebesine 
irişe. Pes ta'allüme .şur0‘ kıla.
‘//ac-/ ü azab  ; ğazab harcket-i ,[32b] nefsiyyedür ki anun mebde'i 
şehvet-i intikâmdur bu hareket çünki ‘unfile ola ğazab odi yanar ve yürek 
kaynaya dimağ ve şiryânât dubandan karagu ola. Pes ‘akıl mahcüb olub 
fi‘l za‘if ola bu haletde bu tağayyürün mu'âlecesi ve itfası müte'azzirdür, 
zira ne mikdâr ki itfaya meşğül olalar dahi işti'âl ziyade olur. Ve bu halet 
bi-hasebi eşhas muhtelif olur ba'zınun terkibi kibrit terkibine münâsibdür 
ki edna sebeb ile mültehib olur ve ba'zı yağ terkibine ki artuğrak sebeb ile 
mültehib olur. Hakim İnsifratis’’  ^ dimiş ki ben ümldvârum şol gemi 
selametliğine ki katı yeller ve dalgalar anı enginlere bıraka ki içinde ulu
“Son çare yarayı dağlamaktır ” Tusi’de bu ibareyi Arapça kullanmıştır. The Nasirean 
Eihics, p. 125.
Miskaveyh’in Tehzibu’l-Ahlak’inda Arapça nüshasında Bukratis (Hippocrates, 
[aslında sadece ‘Bukrat’ şeklinde bilinirdi] ) ’tan rivayet edilerek yer almıştır (121),
Türkçe çevirisinde Sokrat olarak geçiyor (173). Fakat Amasi’nin kaynağının Tusi olduğu 
anlaşılıyor; hemekadar orada da bir muğlaklık sözkonusuysa da, ‘İnsukratis’ yada 
‘İsukratis’ (Isocrates) şeklinde kullanılmıştır. Ihe Nasirean Eihics, p. 129, 295.
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[33a] tağlar ola amma bir ğazbân-i müllehibden selamet kurtılmağa 
ümidvar değülüm. Zira mümkin dür ki gemiciler envâ'-i hileyle anun gibi 
gemi kurtaralar. Amma hiç hile bunun gibi gazabı teskin kılmaya, çendan 
ki va'z u nasihat ve tazarru' ve meskenet kılalar ziyâde ola. Ve tedblr-i 
'ilâç budur ki şart-i 'adalet ri'âyet kılına, ve bu hulkı kendüye meleke 
kıla, zira ğazab eevrdür, ve i'tidâlden çıkub taraf-i ifrata girmekdür. Ve 
lihazâ hataya hami olundu şol kimseler ki katı ğazab erlikden ve 
şecâ'atdendür didilcr zira nice fazilete nisbet oluna bir hulk ki maşdarı 
ef'âl-i kabiha ola ve kendü nefsine ve ashabı ve akranına ve hâdem ve 
haşemine cevr ola [33b] şöyle ki her birine ednâ sebebile elin ve dilin 
uzadıb eza ide, incide. Ve emlrü’l-müminın 'Ali -kerrcmallâhu 
vechehu- didi ki; ‘Al-hiddatu nav'un mina’l-cunoni lianna şahibahu 
yandamu fain lam yandamu facunünahu mustahkamun’ . Ve eğer 
cevher-i ğazabda reda'et ifrat ile olursa bu mertebeden geçüb dilsüz 
hayvanât ile ve cemâdât ile dahi hemin bu mu'âmele kıla; il ve sığır, ve 
çetük öldürmek ile ve kab kaçak atmağıla teşeffl bula; belki ba'zısı bulut 
ve yel ve yağmur hâtırmca olamasa söne ve talaşa. Pes bunun gibi kimse 
müstahıkk-i suhriyye ola erlik ve şeeâ'atıla müstahıkk-i medh olmaya. Ve 
şâhib-i şeeâ'at çün hilm ile bu labratı kahr ide ve 'ilm ile bunun 
esbabından [34a] i'râz kıla gerek ki her hâlde 'afv ve iğmaz kıhb İcrk-i 
mu'ahezet ve intikam kıla, ve şart-i 'adalet ki muktezi-yi i'tidâldür ri'âyet 
kıla.
178 , Hiddet deliliğin bir çeşididir, çünkü hiddetlenen sonunda pişman olur, şayet olmazsa
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İskender’den hikáyetdür ki; bir kimse aña 'así ve bagl club çok 
fesâd işlemişdi, esir kılub kendüye getürdiler. İskender añi 'afv idüb 
şalivirdi. Nedimlerinden birisi ğazab idib didi ki; ‘eğer ben senmissem 
bunı öldürürdüm’. İskender didi ki; ‘çün ben sen degülem ben ânı 
öldürmezem’.
‘îlâ c -i H avf-i m evt ; Bilgil ki mevt 'ibâretdür nefs âlât-i bedeni 
isti'mâl itmemekden. Şöyle ki yukaru işaret geçdi ve hem zikr olundıydı 
ki nefs cevheri bakldür inhilal-i beden ile fâni [34b] olmaz. Pes 
ölümden korkmak eğer şol sebeb ile olursa ki nefsün malı ve ma'âdı 
nereye varaeakdur. Anuñ korkusu sebcb-i cehl olmuş ola korkusu 
ölümden olmaya. Ve 'ulemâ ve hükemâ hod bu cchlden hazer kılub 
zahmetler çekdiler, ve terk-i lezzat-i cismâni ve râhat-i bedeni kıldılar ta 
ki bu cehl marazından kurtıldılar çünki râhat-i hakiki bunuñ gibi 
marazdan kurtulmağıladur. Ve maraz-i hakiki cehidür. Pes râhat-i hakiki 
'ilm ola, çün 'âlimler beka'i, ebedi rahatı 'ilmde buldular, ve sürat-i zevali 
ve envâ'-i hümüm ve 'ana'ı umür-i dünyeviye mukarin buldular la- 
cerem dünyadan şol kadar ki zarûrldür kanâ'at kıldılar. Zira fuzül-i 
dünyavi ne mikdâra irerse dahi ziyadeye mü'eddldür. Pes [35a] haklkatde 
ölüm bu hırs ola, ol hazer kıldukları olmaya. Ve li-haza hükemâ mevt iki 
nev'dür dimişler birisi iradi ve birisi labi'i ve hem-çünan hayat dahi. Ve 
murâdları mevt-i iradiden şehvat öldürmek ve aña ta'arruz kılmağı terk 
itmekdür. Ve mevt-i tabl'lden mufârakat-i nefsdür bedenden. Ve hayat-i
deliliği kalıcı demektir.”
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iradiden [kastedilenj hayat-i dünyavi fani ki eki ve şürb ile mukayyeddür, 
ve hayat-i tabi'iden [kastedilen] sürür ve ğıblabirle'^*  ^beka'-i câvidanidür. 
Eflatun didi ki; ‘mut bi’l-iradati tahayy bi’l-tabl'ati’.
Pes 'âkil gerekdür ki noksandan mustevhiş ola ve kemal ile 
müste'nis ola ve hemîşe talebi şol nesne ola ki tamam ve baki ola. [35b] 
Ve madom kıla ki cevher-i şerif-i ilahi çünki cevher-i keşif-i zulmaniden 
halas bula sa'adet-i ebediyye ve 'alem-i melekot ve civar-i rabbi’l- 
'alemlne vasıl ve mülhak olur. Pes bundan madûm olur ki bez-baht (bed­
baht) şol kimse ola ki anuñ nefsi müfarakat-i bedenden ileru alat-i cismani 
ve şehevat-i nefsaniye mayii ve müştak ola. Pes zaruri anuñ 
müfarakatinde hayif ola. Amma şol kimse elbette ölüm zarüridür deyü 
mütenebbih olsa lâkin beka'-i ebedi arzu kılmasa belki ğayet-i lul-i 
emelinden uzun 'ömür mümkin olduğı mikdar arzu kılsa aña tenblh 
kılmak gerekdür ki uzun 'ömre rağbet itmek [36a] haklkatde nokşan-i 
hararet-i garizaya ve butlan-i rutübet-i aşll ve za'f-ı a'za-i reiseye ve alat-i 
hezm ve za'f-ı cemi' kuvaya razı olmakdur, ve her ne ki bu halete tabi'dür 
emraz ve alam ve mevt-i chibba ve fakd-i aşhab ve huşül-i fakr ve enva'-i 
şiddet taleb itmekdür, (jünki aña yakın haşıl ola ki mevt şoldur ki zat ve 
hulaşa-i insan beden-i mecazi 'ariyetden ki, tabayi'-i erba'adan mürckkeb 
olmuşdur halas bulub hazreti ilahiyyeye ki, menzil-i ebrar ve daru’I-karar- 
i ahyardur mülhak ola ta fena ve istihaletden emin ola. Pes hemin bu
hemm -  humum: a., sıkıntı, hüzün; ‘and': a., dertler, tasalar, 
ğıbta: a., mutluluk.
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haletlerde kendüye ruhşal-i meyi ve rağbet viımeye [36bJ ve te hire ve 
ta'clle bak tutmaya.
‘İ lsc -i H üzn  ; ğuşşa , elem-i nefsanidür ki fakad mahbûb ya fevt-i 
matlob sebebiyle haşıl ola bunun sebebi hırs dur, şehevat-i bedeniyye ve 
hasretdür. Anun fıkdanına ve bunun gibi maraza mübtela olan gerek ki 
isti'mal-i 'akl kılub şart-i insaf şaklaya ve bile ki bu ‘âlem-i kevn ve 
fesadda her ne var ise bekası muhaldür. Ve sabit ve bakr §ol nesnelerdür 
ki 'alem-i 'akıldadur. Pes muhali lama' kılmaya ve çünki lama' kılmaya 
tevakku' ile ğuşşalu olmaya belki himmetin baki nesneler talebine sarf ide 
ve şundan ki muktezi-yi fesaddur ictinab kıla. Ve her neye ki haceti ola 
zaruret mikdanna kâni' ola [37a] iddihar ve istikşar ki mOcib-i mübahat 
ve tefâhurdur vacibu’t-terk bile ta anun mufarakatiyle müte'ellim ve 
zevaliyle müle’essif olmaya. Şi'r : ‘va man sarra an lâ yara ma yaso'uhu / 
fala yattahiz şey'en yahafu lahu fak da’.
Ve Sokral’dan hikayetdür ki sordular; ‘sentin neşâtun ve kıllel-i 
hüznün nedendir?’ Eyitdi ki; ‘ben gönlümü bir nesneye virmezem ki 
elümden gidicek ğuşşalu olam’. Ve 'akil gerek ki bile her ne ki meta'-i 
dünyadur Allahu Te'alanun vedayi'idür cemf'-i halkı anda müşterek 
kılmışdur, ve vilayet-i istirdadına kudret elindedür ne vaki iradet kılursa 
alur. Pes şol kişi ki kendü ihtiyâriyla 'ariyeti terk eylcye ve lama'in ve
bak; f., korku, 
iclibab yazılmış.
“kim ki onu üzecek şeyi görmemekten mutluluk duyar / kaybetmekten korkacağı 
hiçbirşey yoktur.”
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emelin [37b] kat' ide aña melamet ve 'ar ve mezemmet müteveccih 
olmaya. Ve eğer emanet alınduğma melûl ve mahzun olursa müstahikk-i 
melamet ve 'ar belki küfran-i ni'met olmuş ola zirâ ki edna mertebe-i 
şükür şol ola ki 'ariyeti hoş goñül ile sahibine redd ideler ve icabet 
kılmakda müsara'at kılalar huşuşan şunda ki mu'ir virdüği 'ariyctüñ 
efzalin koya ehassin taleb ide muradu bu efzalden 'akl ve nefsdür, ve şol 
fezayildür ki müteğallibler eli aña erişmeye ma'a-an ki bu chass ve erzel 
ki bizden giru alma hem bizüm cânibimüz rkayet kılınub 'adalet-i meri 
olmuş olur ebna-i cins arasında ki ‘al-mu'minu kalllu’l-mu’nati’.'**·*
‘İ lsc -i H aseâ, Hased [38a] oldur ki gayet hırşdan di leye ki ccmi'- 
i fcvayid ve mcnafi'le cbna-i cinsdcn mümtaz ola, ve himmeti anuñ 
üzerine ola ki ayrukdan zayii olub kendüye mahşüş ola. Ve bu rczllctüñ 
sebebi cehl ve şereh ve hırşdur. Zira ki ceml'-i hayrat-i dünyevi bir kişiye 
mahşüş olmak muhaldür, çünki hasüduñ matlubu mümteni'u’l-vücüd ola 
la- cercm anuñ haşılı elem ve ğuşşadan artuk nesne olmaya ki ‘larahata 
liM-hasüdi’."*'
Kindi dimi' ki: "Hased ccmr-i merazlardan kabihrakdur ve sâyir 
şurürdan şcnl'rakdur zira bir kimseye ki hayr irişduğin dilemeye şer 
dilemiş olur ve gayet şirrir oldur ki ğayr-i düşmana şer dileye". Pes [38b] 
hasüd mecmü'-i halkdan şirrir ola, dâyimâ ğuşşa andan munkati' olmaya 
zira ki ehl-i 'alemden hayır munkati' değül. Ve enva'-i hasedüñ kabihrağı
“mümin tutumludur (idarelidir).’ 
“kıskanç için rahatlık yoktur.”
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oldur ki 'ulemâ arasında ola. ‘na'Ozu billahi min zâlik’ Zira bir şahıs 
bir ni'metin temeltu'uyla mahşûş olucak ayruğı andan mahram olur ve 
'ilm bu şayibeden münezzehdür, hal budur ki 'ilm infâk ve haraç ile ve 
ebna-i cinsi anda müşarik kılmağla muktezl-yi ziyâde ve kemaldür. Pes 
'ilimde hased tabPatda şerr-i mullakdandur.
Bilgil ki ğıbta dahi hased ma'nisine karibdür amma fark hased ile 
ğıbta arasında budur ki hasedde temenni-yi zeval-i ni'met mahsoddan 
şartdur ve ğıbtada şart degül ve ğıbta [39a] dahi iki nev'dür; mahmod ve 
mezmüm. Ğıbta- i mahmûd oldur ki şevk müteveccih ola fazayil ve 
sa'âdet canibine ve mezmüm oldur ki şehevat ve lezzat canibine.
M a k a le - i S â liş  ; Tedblrdedür; ve tedbir iki şmıfdur; evvel 
tedblr-i menzildür ve ikinci siyaset-i müdündür. Amma şmıf-i evvel 
müştemildür beş faşi;
F aşl-i E vve l·, sebeb-i ihtiyac-i menzil ve ma'rifet-i erkanu beyan 
kılur. Bilgil ki adem tebkıye-i şahı.şda gıdaya muhtacdur ve ğıda-i nev'-i 
insani tedblr-i şma'Isüz olmaz; ekmek ve bi<;mek ve dikmek gibi ve 
öğütmek ve yoğurmak ve bişürmek gibi. Pes bu esbabı temhid [39b] 
itmek mu'avinsüz ve alat ve edevatsuz olmaz hilaf-i sâyir hayvanât ki 
bunlarun ğıdası bi-hasebi tabi'at ki illâ 'alef ve şudur müheyya 
olmuşdur. Ve çün adem hacet mikdârınca her günlük ğıdası vazifesin bir 
günde tamam kılmak muhaldür. Pes bu cihetden esbab-i ma'işet
186 <‘bundan Allaha sığınırız.’
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iddihannda ve hıfzında ebna-i cins müşareketine muhtacdur. Ve hem 
hıfzında dahi bir mekâna muhtacdur ta ki fasid olmaya ve nevm ve 
bizarlık halinde hayin eli irmeye. Pes menazil düzmeğe hacet ola ve şol 
şına'ata ki bunlarun tertibine ve tahsiline müştemildür meşgul oluna bu 
ihtiyaç bi-hasebi tebkıye-i [40a] nev' dahi bir zevceye ihtiyaç vardur ki 
tevalud ve tenasül haşıl ola ve oğlan dahi ata ana terbiyyetinsüz olmaz.
Çünki cema'at çok ola bunlarun küt-i tedbirinde ve mcşalihinde bir 
şahş yalnuz kıyâm göstermek düşvardur. Pes a'van ve hademe ihtiyâcu 
zahir ola. Bu bahislerden madüm oldu ki erkan-i menazil beşdür; ata ve 
ana ve oğul ve hadim ve kut. Pes müdebbir-i menzil gerckdür ki bu 
cema'atin kutı ve erzakı ve tertib-i umor-i ma^âşı ve siyaset-i ahval-i 
meşalihine kıyam göstere kah terğlb ve terhlb ve va'd ve va'ldle ve kah 
zecr ve teklif veya nfk ve lutfıle. Bilmek gerek ki murad menzilden [40b] 
bu makamda ev değül ki balçıkdan ve kiremitden yapıla belki şol ülfet-i 
mahşoşadur ki er ve 'avrat ve ata ve oğul ve hadim ve mahdum ve mal 
arasında olmuşdur. Pes şma'at-i tedbir-i menzil bu ccma'atun haline ve 
meşalihine 'alâ vechi’l-'umüm nazar kılmak ola ve çün eşhaş-i ncv'-i 
insani kim melik ve kim radyyet ve kim fazıl ve kim mefzüldur ve cemid 
bu te'llfe ve tedbire muhtaç ve her kişi kendü mertebesinde bir cema'ate 
raodür ve anlar radyyetdür şöyle ki Şahib-i Şer 'aleyhi’ş-şalatü ve’s-selâm
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buyurdu: ‘kullukum radn ve kullukum mas ulun 'an ra'iyyatihi Pes bu 
'ilmüñ fevayidi 'am ola hem dinde ve hem dünyada.
F aşl-i Ş sn T , [4 la] siyâset-i emval ve akvat beyan ider. Ebhaş-i 
sabıkadan ma'lom oldu ki dinara ve iddihar-i akvai ve erzaka ihtiyaç 
vardur umûr-i ma'aşda. Pes bilmek gerek ki; ahval-i malda nazar üç 
nesnede gerekdür; birisi bi-i'tibar-i dahi, ikinci bi-i'tibar-i hıfz, üçüncü bi- 
i'tibar-i haraç. Amma dahi ya tedbire ve kifayete mevküf ola şına'at ve 
ticaret gibi ya tedbir ve kifayete mevküf olmaya mevariş ve 'ataya' gibi. 
Aksam-i şına'at ve ticaret çokdur şol mikdar ki bu muhtasara muvafıkdur 
zikr olundu. Bilgil ki hiç rüzlu ve gani olmak gibi zinet yokdur ve gına 
sebeblerinün yiğrcği bir şan'atdur [4tb] ki 'adalete ve 'iffete ve 
mürüvvete karlb ola, ve şereh ve tama'dan ve irtikab-i fevahiş ve tegallüb 
ve zulüm ve 'ar ve bednamlığıla haşıl olan maldan ırak ola.
Ve amma hıfz-i mal dahi üç şartile gerek. Evvel oldur ki ehl-i 
menzilüñ ma'lşetine halel olmaya ve ikinci diyanete halel gelmeye ehl-i 
haceti mahrüm itmek ile ve üçünci rezilete mürtckib olmaya buhl ve hırş 
gibi. Pes şartları ri'ayet kılıncak gerek ki haracı dahlc mukabil olmaya ve 
ziyade dahi olmaya belki haraç eksük ola. Ve 'akil gerek ki emval ve 
akvât zahire kılmakda gafil olmaya ta zaruret ve ta'azzir kcsb vakitlerinde 
ve kaht ve hastalık eyyamında [42a] şarf ide ve dimişlcrdür ki evla budur
187 “Hepiniz çobansınız ve hepiniz sürünüzden (idareniz altındakilerden) sorumlusunuz.’
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ki malınun birazı nakcl ola ve birazı ecnâs ve emti'a ve birazı emlak ve 
mevâşi ola ta ki eğer bir sarfı helak olursa iki ^rafdan anun eebri ola.
Ve amma harae ve infak gerek ki evvel ihtirazat rivayet kılına ve 
saniyen maşârıf. Amma ihtirazât gerek ki ehline takirr-i nafaka kılmaya 
ve israf ve lebzir kılmaya ve şehevat ve lezzaiı zayideye sarf kılmaya ve 
vechi vacibden ziyâde riya ve mübahat içün sarf itmeye ve amma maşarıf- 
i mal üç şınıfda mahşordur. Evvel li-vechillah-i te'âla sarf oluna; sadakat 
ve zekat gibi, ve ikinci sahavet ve bezi vechiylc olandur; hedaya [42b] ve 
tuhaf ve şılat gibi, ve üçünci zaruret vechiyle sarf olınandur; maşlahat-i 
menzil gibi ki meakil ve melabis ve bunun emşâlidür, veya def'-i mazarrat 
gibi ki zalcmeye ve süfehaya virilür.
F aşl-i ŞâUş : siyaset ve tedbir-i ehlin beyan ider. Bilgil ki; 
te'ehhülle ba'iş iki nesnedür; hıfz-i mal ve talcb-i nesi, da'iyc-i şehvet ya 
ğaraz-i ahar değül. Şaliha 'avrat kişinün şerlkü olur malda ve 
kedhüdalıkda ve tedblr-i menzilde ve nâyibi olur ğâyib olduğı vakit. 
'Avratun eyüsi şoldur ki 'akl ve diyanet ile ve 'iffet ve fıtnat ve haya ve 
şefkat ile ve rikkat-i kalb ve kütah-zeban ve muti'-yi şoher olmağıla 
muttaşıf ola. Ve âzad 'avrat câriyeden ve bikr [43a] şeyyibeden 
yiğrekdür. Ve eğer bu evşafıla cemal ve nisbet ve servet dahr mukarin 
olursa envâ'-i mahasini müstecmi' olmuş ola ve hiç. andan yiğrek meta'-i 
dünya olmaya. Ve eğer bu evşâfdan ba'zı ma'küd olsa bulunmasa gerek ki 
'akl ve 'iffet ve hayâ elbette mevcüd ola ve gerek ki 'avratun cemali ba'iş
188 tİki nüshada da ecnâ yazılı, fakat Tusi’den alınan ibarenin aslı ecnâs. The Nasirean
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olmaya hıtbesine zira ki 'iffetle az bulunur bu eihetden ki eemrle 'avrata 
tâlib, râğıb çok olur. Ve 'avratlarun za'f-i 'aklı bâ'iş-i inkıyaddur ve hem- 
çünan 'avratun mâlı dahr muktezl-yi rağbet olmaya zira 'avrat malın er 
tasarruf kılmak 'avratun tasallutına sebebdür.
Ve çün erile 'avrat [43b] arasında 'akd-i muvasalat tamam ola erün 
'avrat üzerine siyaseti üç nesneyile gerek; evvel heybet, ikinei keramet, 
üçüncü §uğl-i hatır. Amma heybet şoldur ki kendüyi 'avrat gözine mehib 
göstere ta ki anun hükmüne her nesnede muti' ola ihmal kılmaya ve amma 
keramet oldur ki 'avreti mükerrem tuta şol nesnelerle ki mOcib-i mahabbet 
ve şefkat ola ta ki ol nesnelerün hevesi ânun gönünden çıka. Ve umur-i 
menzilde ihtimam kıla şöyle ki hey eti ve libası eyü ola ve ev meşâlihinde 
anunıla meşveret kıla şol veçhile ki itâ'at tama'ina bırakmaya ve ev 
içindeki ni'mete ve hidmetkarlara mutaşanıf kıla. Ve eğer anun eyüliğin 
[44a] ve kendüyc muvafakatin ihsâs kılursa üzerine bir 'avrat almaya 
eğerçi cemalde ve her nesnede andan yiğrek dahi olursa. Zira ki 'avratlar 
tabl'atında gayret merkûzdur ve nokşân-i 'akl bunları kabayiha ve 
fazayiha ve yaramaz nesnelere ba'iş olur ve bu müeddidür fesad-i menzile 
ta haddi mülok dahi ki, bunlara ziyâde nesl-i 'akiblerinde matlübdur ve 
'avratlar bunlarun hizmetinde kul mesabesindedür ruhsat virmemişlerdür 
bunlara dahi ihtiraz evladur dimişler. Ve ammâ şuğl-i hatır şoldur ki 
'avratun gönlüni daima ev meşalihi ve eşğaliyle meşgul kıla mu'atlal 
kılmaya zira ki nefs-i inşânı ta'tile râzı olmaz eğer bu şuğl ile
Ethics, p. 159.
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[44b] meşgul olmasa zaruri şol nesnelere meşgul olur ki müeddfdür 
fesad-i menzile zinet gibi, ve evden <;jık;mak ve teferrüce gitmek, ve na­
mahrem görmek ve bunun emsali gibi.
Ve gerek ki 'avrat siyasetinde er üç nesneden ihtiraz kıla; evvel 
izhar-i mahabbet kılmak ki 'avrat müstevli olmaya, ikinci meşalih-i 
küllide 'avratile meşveret kılub mahnun mikdarına ve esrarına muttali' 
kılmak, üçüne! melahi ve na-mahremc bakmakdan ve erenler hikayetin 
dinlemekden men' itmek gerek ta haddi ki, Yusuf kıssasın dinlemckdcn 
men' gerek dimişler ve karı 'avratlar ki erenler meclisine irişürler ola hem- 
nişin kılmayalar dimişler ve hükema-i 'Arab [45a] dimişler ki: "Beş 
'avratdan hazer kılmak vacibdür; hannâna, mannana, 'annâna, kayyiatu’l- 
kafa, hazrau’d-diman". Amma hannana ol 'avratdur ki ayruk erden 
oğlanları ola bu erün malıyla ol oğlanlarına şefkat ide ve amma mannana 
şol 'avratdur ki maldar ola malıyla erine minnet ide ve amma ’annana 
oldur ki evvel erün hali hoş idi ya dahi yiğrek hâllü er görmüş idi dayima 
bu halden şikayet ve enin ide ve amma kayyiatu’l-kafa oldur ki mesture 
olmaya her meclisde erün kafasında töhmet ideler ve amma hazrau’d- 
diman şol cemile 'avratdur ki bed-'aşl ola anun gibi 'avratı şol mezbelede 
biten [45b] çemene teşbih itmişler.
F a şl-iR a b r : Oğul, kız, ve ata, ana tedbirinde ve siyasetindedür, ve 
ahir-i faşi adab-i külli beyanındadur. Çünki oğlan vücuda gele evvel cyu 
ad komağıla ibtida kılmak gerek ki afrnıak ve ma'lol olmaya. Zira yaramaz
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'âdet oğlana ekser dâye'**'^  südinden sirayet ider çünki razâ' (rada%rida') 
tamam ola te'dîb ve tehzib-i ahlaka meşğül olmak gerek yaramaz hulk ve 
bed 'adet tutmazdan ilerü. Zira ki oğlan sebebiyle müstes'id olur, yaramaz 
holara’^ *’ artuk meyi ider bilmek gerek. Her oğlanuh tehzib-i ahlakında 
labPata iktida kılmak gerek ya'ni her kuvvet ki oğlanuh binyetinde arttık 
ola [46a] ol kuvvetüñ tekmilin mukaddem tutmak gerek ve evvel nesne 
ki kuvvet-i temyiz aşarından oğlanda zahir olur hayadur. Pes anı şaklamak 
gerek ve ibtida'-i te'dîb oglanuñ oldur ki anı ezdadiyle ya'ni tabi'atına 
muhalif oğlanlar ile muhtelit kılmayalar, zira ki tabl'atı sadedür her 
labi'atı akranından tiz kabul eder. Pes aña evvel 'akl ve temyiz ve diyanete 
müte'allik nesneler ta'lim ideler nesebe ve mala müte'allik nesneler ta'lim 
kılmayalar yimek, içmek ve fahir libaslar geymek rağbet itdünneyelcr. 
Kulağına şöyle bırakalar ki mülevven ve münakkaş kaftanlar geymek 
'avratlara lâyıkdur, ulu kişilerüft ve hüner ehlinüñ libâs geymege iltifatı 
yokdur diyeler ba'de haza [46b] mu'allime vireler eş'ar ve ahbar ki adaba 
müştemildür hıfz itdüreler ve yaramaz şi'irlerdcn ki tağazzül ve ta'aşşuk 
ve şürb-i hamra müştemildür men' ideler İmrü’l-Kays ve Ebu Nuvâs şi'iri 
gibi. Ve ta'am yimekde ve libas giymekde ve söz söylemek ve durmak ve 
oturmak âdabın şöyle ki ahir-i fasılda zikr olunısar ta'lim ideler.
Ve gerek ki anuñ mu'allimi 'âkil ve dindar ve halûk ve şirin-zeban 
ve vakarlu ve heybetlü ve mürüvvetlü ve nazif ola ve ahlâk-i mülükdan ve 
anlaruñla mücâleset kılmakdan ve her mertebelü ademler ile muhalata ve
189 dâye: peh., sül ana.sı, dadı.
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muhavere kılmakdan haberdar ola. Ve evlâ oldur ki oğlanun tabi'alına 
nazar kılalar teferrüs ideler ki, kâbiliyyeti [47a] ve isti'dâdı ne şamata ve 
ne 'ilmedür. Pes anı ol nesnenün kesbine meşgul ideler, zira her şahş 
cemi'-i şamata kabil değül. Çünki oğlan şamatı kesb ide evla oldur ki anı 
evereler ve tecemmülatın ayıralar ve Fürs padişahlarınun 'âdetleri 
şöyleymiş ki oğlanların hadem ve haşem arasında terbiyyet itmezlermiş 
belki bir i'timad itdükleri adem ile bir tarafa gönderürlerimüş ta ki katı ve 
haşin dirlik ile yimekde ve giymekde neşv ü nemâ bulalar ve tena'uum ve 
tecemmülden hazer kılalar ve ehl-i islamda dahi rüesa-i Deylem 'adeti 
böyleymiş.
Â d sb -i ickellüm  ; gerek ki (jok söylemeye ve kimsenün sözin kal' 
itmeye, ve kimse [47b] hikayet söylese ol hikayete kendü dahi vakıf olsa 
ol hikayeti tamâm itmeyince vukufun bildürmeye. Ve bir nesne ki anun 
ğayrından şoralar kendü cevâb virmeye ve eğer cemâ'atdan şorsalar 
anlardan sebkat kılmaya ve eğer bir kişi cevâba meşğol olsa kendü dahi 
yiğrck cevaba kadir olsa şabr ide ta ol sözin tamâm idincc. İki kişi 
söyleşür iken ânı sözde müşarik kılmadan dahi ilmeye, ve ulular ile sözi 
kifayet ve zabt ile s öyleye avazın yüce eylemeye ve aheste dahi eylemeye 
belki i'tidal şaklaya. Ve her sözü ki söylemek dileye hatırında tamam 
mukarrer kılmayınca söylemeye ve sözü mükerrer kılmaya [48a] meğer 
ki hacet ola ve mizâc-i münker ve lecâc kılmaya huşüşan ulular ile ve 
münazara ve muhaverede laraf-i haşm ğalib olsa inşâf ide ve oğlanlar ve
190 hü: f., huy.
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'avratlar ve delüler ve mestler muhatabasından mâ-emken ihtiraz kıla. Ve 
gerek ki söylemekden diñlemek artuk ola bir hakimden sordular ki niçün 
istima'uñ nulukdan ziyadedür. Eyitdi ki zira ki bize iki kulak ve bir dil 
virildi, ya'ni iki sözüfl mikdannca dinle.
Â daba  ’l-E k l; Evvel sofraya oturıcak elin, yüzün ve ağzın yuya. 
Pes tedenniyle yemeğe başlıya isti'cal ile yemeye. Ve parmakları ucuyla 
yeye. Ve lokmayı büyük eylemeye ve tiz yudmaya ve çok ağzında [48b] 
tutmaya belki i'tidal şaklaya ve elin ve barmağın yalamaya. Ve önünde 
elvan-i ta'am olsa her birine bakmaya ve eyü nefis ta'am az olsa hırs 
göstermeye belki üleşdüre ve kimseyile bile yirse aña nazar kılmaya ve 
öüün arı tuta şöyle ki bir kişi anuñ öüünden bakiyye-i ta'am alsa, yi,sc 
nefret tutmaya ve ağzından nesne çıkarub etmek üzerine veya sofra içine 
komaya ve halkdan ileru elin la'amdan çekmeye eğer doydıyise yir gibi 
ola ve halkdan sonra kendü yemiye ve dişin halk içinde arıtmaya ve 
diliyle dişinden çıkarduğın yudmaya, bıraka.
Â d a b -i H idm et-i V alideyn  : Şeref-i 'adalet bahislerinden bu adab
icmalen ma'lûm olur, amma [49a] tarik-i tafsil budur ki çün yukaru zikr
olundı ki mukteza-yi 'adalet oldur ki Allahu Te'alanun ni'metleri
mukabelesinde şükr ve 'ibadet vacibdür bi-hasebi istita'at. Pes Allahu
Te'ala ni'metlerinden soñra hiç. ata ve ana hayrı gibi yokdur zira vücod-i
veledüñ esbâb-i mülaşıkmda evvel sebeb atadur ve ba'dehü sebeb-i
terbiyyet ve kemâl ve fevayid-i cismani ki neşv ü nema ve ta'ziye ve herne
ki beka-i şahş-i beni ademdür anadur ve ba'dehu tedblr-i nefsani ve
kemalat ki edeb ve hüner ve şına'at ve 'ulûmdur ata sa'yi ve cehdi
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sebebiyledür ve saniyen anadur ki iblida-i vücûd-i veledde atayile 
sebebiyetle müşarikdür, ve doku/ ay [49b] hamlinde ve bunea batar ile 
ve alam ile viladette mahşüşdur. Pes Allahu Te'alâ hukukun eda 
itmekden sonra hiç ata ve ana hukükun rivayet kılmak gibi fazilet olmaya 
ve li-haza Kur'anda idiraf-i vahdaniyyete ihsanı mukarin kıldı ve her 
makamda anlanan hukukun merlebe-i saniyede kıldı.
Bil ki ala ve ana hukükun ri'âyet kılmak üç nesneyile olur; evvel 
halis dostluk gönül ile ve bunlarun rızasında kavi ile ve fi'l ile eehd ve 
•sa‘y kılmak, ta'zim ve ita'at ve hilm ve tevazu' ve bunlarun emsali gibi, ve 
ikinei bunlarun nafakasında müsa'ade kılmak gibi taleb kılmadan şöyle ki 
şayibe-i minnet ve taleb-i 'ivaz [50a] olmaya, ve üçünei bunlara hayr 
sanmak’*^' dünyalarına ve ahiretlerine zahiren ve batman ve vaşiyyetlerin 
yerine getürmek, dirliklerinde ve öldüklerinde. Bilgil ki bu fazilelün zıddı 
ki rezlletdür 'ukok-i valideyndür. Ol faziletün üç kısmı mukabelesinde 
bunun dahi üç kısmı ma'lUm olur ve şol kimiseler ki ata ve ana 
mesabesindedür dedeler ve 'ammüler ve dayılar ve ulu kardeşler hem 
ri'ayet-i hukokda anlarun gibi olalar, "va Allahu al-muvaffık."''^^
F aşl-iH sm is : Siyaset-i 'abid ve hadem beyan ider. Bilgil ki hadem 
ve 'abid evde kişinün eli ve sayir a'zası mesabesi ndedür, zira her 
maslahat ki kişinün kendü a'zasıyla işleneeekdür bunlar kayim-i makam 
olub [50b] işlerler ve eğer bunlarun vücüdı olmasa ebvab-i rahat eeml'i 
mesdüd olaydı ve kişinün mehabeti ve 'izzeti ve vakarı olmayaydı. Pes
191 sanmak ; dilemek, istemek.
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salâhından ümíd kat' ilmeye ve eğer ısrar iderse tizcek nefy ide ve ib'âd 
ide ta ki ânun fesadı ayruk hadime sirayet kılmaya. Ve kul azad hadimden 
yiğrekdür.
Amma eşnaf-i hadem; 'Arab nutk ve zfrekliğe mevşüf olur, amma 
cafr ve şehvani [52a] olur ve ‘Acem ‘akl ve nezafet ile mevşofdur, amma 
muhil ve hariş olur, ve Rum vefa ve emanet ve şefkat ve kifayet ile mevşü 
fdur amma bahll ve lelm olur, ve Hind kuvvet-i hiss ve hads ve fehm ile 
mevşofdur amma mütekebbir ve bed-niyyet ve mekkar olur, ve Türk 
şeca'at ve hidmet ve hüsn-i manzar ile mevşofdur, amma gaddar ve 
kasiyü’l-kalb olur, ‘va Allahu’l-hadı ila a’ş-şavab’’' \^
Amma şmıf-i şani; siyâsel-i müdündür, ve ol müştemildür ü<,· faşi;
F aşl-i E v v e l : İnsanufi temeddüne ihtiyacın beyan ider. Yukaru 
geçdi ki her mevcüduñ kemali vardur ba'zisinuñ kemali bi’z-zatdur 
ecrâm-i semavi gibi ve ba'zısınun kemali [52b] vücudundan 
müte'ahhirdür. Pes nesnenüñ ki, kemali vücûdundan müte'ahhir ola 
elbette aña noksandan kemale hareket gerek ve ol hareket bi-ma‘unet-i 
esbab olmağa yaramaz. Pes nev'-i insani ki eşref-i mevcOdat-i ‘alemdür 
kendü nev'inün dahi ayruk envamñ mamneline muhtaç ola amma ayruk 
envâ'a ihtiyacı zahirdür bu makamda anuñ beyanı lazım değül. Ve amma 
kendü nev'ine ihtiyacı budur ki eğer her kişi kendü ğıdâsı ve libası ve 
meskeni ve silahı tertibine meşgul olsaydı her şamalı ‘alâ-haddihi öğrenüb 
tamâm ideydi ta âlat-i zlrâ'at ve haşad ve tahn ve ‘acun müheyya kılaydı.
195 , 'Doğruya ileten Allahtır.’
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Pes bu eşğalde ánuñ ömrü [53a] gıda haşıl idince ğıdâsuz fam olaydı ve 
bu mamldür ki ahbarda dirler ki Âdem 'aleyhissclam çünki dünyaya geldi 
ve gıda taleb itdi biñ şamat işledi ta ki etmek bişdi ve bift birinci şan'at 
oldı ki şovutdu, yedi. Pes ihtilaf-i sanayi' hikmetu’-l-llahdur ki her birini 
bir işe meşgul kıldı ve her birini kendü işine hoşnüd kıldı ve çünki vucud- 
i nev' mu'avinsüz müyesser değül ve mu'avenet dahi ictima'suz 
muhaldür.
Pes nev'i insani bi’t-tab' ictima'a muhtaç ola ve bu nev' ihtiyâcına 
temeddün dirler iştikakı medinedendür ve medine her mevzi' dür ki halk 
anda cem' olub envâ-i şına'at ile [53b] birbirine mu'avin olalar ta ki 
sebeb-i ma'lşet ola. Ve hükema didüği ki ‘al-insanu madaniyyun bi’t-tab'’ 
muradı budur ki ve <^ .ünki eşhaş-i insanuñ bu ictima'da makaşıdı 
muhtelifdür kiminüñ huşül-i lezzet ve kiminüñ tahşil-i keramet eğer 
bunları kendü tabî'tlarına korlar ise bunlaruñla te'avün müyesser olmaz. 
Zira ki müteğallib cemi'in kul ve hidmctkar idinür, ve harisi cemi'-i 
fevayidi kendüye haşr ider; çünki irâde münâzi' ola biribirinüñ ifsadına 
meşgul olur. Pes bi’z-zarüre bir tedbir gerek ki herbirisin kendü menziline 
ve mertebesine ve hakkına kani' kıla ve her birinün birisi üzerine 
ta'addisin ve zulmüñ def' ide ve bu tedbire siyâset dirler. Pes bu tedbir 
[54a] eğer bir kânun-i hikmet vaki' olursa müeddi ola kemâle aña 
siyâset-i İlâhi dirler ve eğer şey-i ahar vâsıtasıyla olursa ânı izafet kılalar.
Ve aksâm-i siyâset envâ'dur, ve bu makamda matlüb iki nev'dür
biri siyâset-i ilahi, ve ikinci siyâset-i melik ve ol oldur ki tedbir-i cemâ'at
ola şol vech ile ki bunlara nizâm-i umur haşıl ola şol kânun üzerine ki
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Nâmüs-i İlâhı vaz' itmişdür. Pes takdîr-i evzâ'da bir şahsa ihtiyaç ola ki 
ilham-i ilahiyle ayruklardan mümtaz ola ta ki aña münkad olalar ve ol 
şahsa kudemâ 'ibaretinde namOs didilcr ve anuñ evza'ina ve ahkâmına 
nâmOs-i ilahı didiler ve muhaddişler ve fukaha 'ibaretinde aña [54b] şâri' 
didiler ve anuñ evzâ'ina şerf'at didiler. Ve takrir-i ahkâmda bir şahsa 
[ihtiyaç] ola ki te'yid-i ilahiyle ayruklardan mümtaz ola ta anlan tekmil 
kıla ve bu şahsa kudemâ 'ibaretinde melik-i 'ale’l-itlak dirler ve anuñ 
ahkamına şanâ'at-i melik dirler ve muhaddişler ve fukahâ 'ibaretinde aña 
imâm dirler ve anuñ fí'iline imâmct dirler. Pes ma'lüm oldı ki, her kamda 
ve her zamanda bir müdebbire ihtiyâç varmış ki ánuñ vilayet-i tasarrufu 
ola ccmi'-i cüz'iyyâtda ve bi-hasebi namus ikamet-i merasim ve tekalif 
kıla.
Ve çünki te'lif-i ehl-i 'âlem uşbunuh üzerine mukarrer olmuş ola
şunlar ki bu te’lifden taşra olalar ve vahdet ve infirad ihtiyar kılalar
fazlletden [55a] bl-naşlb olalar zira ki ebnâ-i ncv'uñ mu'âvenetinden i'iâz
idüb 'uzlet ihtiyar kılmak bunlara ihtiyâç var iken cevr ve zulmü mahz ola
ve çünki 'uzlet ve vahşet sebebiyle şol rczâyil ki bunlaruñ tabt'atında bi’l-
kuvve mevcoddur zuhüra gelmez. Pes şol kimseler ki kâşıru’n-nazardur
bunları ehl-i fazâyil şanub i'tikad kılurlar bu tevehhüm haiadur, zira 'iffet
ol değül ki terk-i şehvet-i batn ve fere kılalar bi’l-külliye belki şoldur ki
her nesnenüñ hududun ve hukokun şaklaya ve ifrat ve tefritden ictinab
kıla ve 'adalet ol değül ki görinmeyen ademe zulm itmeyeler belki halkıla
ma'an insaf kâ'idesi üzerine ola. Ve illa [55b] bir kimse ki, halk arasında
muhtelit olmaya sahavet andan nice sâdır ola? Ve ya hevl-nâk ve hatarlu
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yirlere düşmese ânun şecâ'ali neden madam ola? Ve çün bir müşteha suret 
görmeye eşer-i dffel nede zahir ola? Ve eğer te emmül kılsalar bu ta'ife'i 
cemadata ve emvata teşbih kılalar ehl-i fazilete teşbih kılmayalar; "va-
196Allâhu adam."
F a şl-iŞ sn i\ Siyaset-i melik ve adab-i muluk beyan ider. Bilgil ki, 
siyaset iki kısımdur; birisi siyaset-i fazıla ve ana imamet dirler ve ol 
siyaset cemid siyasatıdur ve garaz andan tekmil-i halk ve neyl-i 
sa'adetdur*'^’. Ve ikinci siyaset-i nâkışadur ve ana tağallub dirler ve 
garaz andan istib'ad-i halk ve neyl-i şakâvet [56a] ve mezemmetdür. Ve 
şahib-i siyaset-i fazıla ki, imamdur temessük kılur 'adalet ile ve re'ayayı 
dostlar menzilesinde görür ve şehir ve vilayeti env3'-i hayrat ile doldurur 
ve kendüyi malik-i şehevât kılur. Ve müteğallib temessük kılur cevr ile ve 
radyyeti hadem ve 'abld mesabesinde kılur ve şehir ve vilayeti şurur-i 
'ammeyi Ic doldurur ve kendüyi memluk-i şehevat kılur.
Ve hayrat-i 'âmme emn ve sükundur ve birbiriyle meveddetdür ve 
'adi ve lutf ve vefa ve bunlarun emşalidür ve şurur-i 'âmme havf ve ızdırab 
ve tenazu' ve cevr ve 'unf ve ğadr ve hıyanet ve bunlarun emşalidür. Ve 
halk bu iki [56b] halde dahi muluke nazar kılurlar ve bunlarun sirctine 
iktida iderler ve bundandur ki dirler; ‘a’n-nasu 'ala dini mulukihim, va’n- 
nasu bi-zamanihim eşbehe minhum bi-abaihim’.'*^**
Bilgil ki talib-i memleket gerekdür ki yedi haslet cem' eyleye; 
birisi übüvvet ki mUcib-i mahabbetdür, ve halk gözüne mehabetdür
196 .‘En doğrusunu bilen Allahtır.’
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asanlığıla, ikinci 'uluvv-i himmetdür ki lehzlb-i kuvvet-i nefsanryle vc 
ta'dil-i gazab ve kal'-i şehvet ile haşıl olur, ve üçünei meianet-i reydür ki 
nazar-i dakik ve fikr-i sahih ile ve teearüb ile haşıl olur, ve dördünci 
'azimet-i lamam ki aña 'azmü’r-rieal ve 'azmü’l-mulok dirler, ve bu 
fazilet sebat ile ve rey-i şahlh ile haşd olur [57a] ve meliklerüñ ahlakında 
bundan yiğrek yokdur.
H ik a y e t; Me'mün Halifeden ki aña kil yimek arzusu zahir oldu, 
ve anuñ ziyanı anuñ cisminde ğalib oldu. Ve bu marazuñ 'ilâcında etıbba 
müetemi' olub çendân ki mu'aleee kıldılar eseri zahir olmadı eemi'i 
bunuñ endişesindeyidi. Nagah nedimlerinden birisi gelüb bu hali 
müşahede kılub didi ki; ‘Ya amira’l-mu'minin fa-ayna 'azmatun min 
'azamâti’l-mulak’''^ '^  Pes Me'mün etıbbaya didi ki; ‘benüm mu'alecemden 
fariğ oluñ ki ol hale ben dahi 'avdet itmezem’ didi.
Ve beşinei şedayide şabr itmek ve talebde mülâzım olmak bi- 
melâlet [57b] ve altıneı gına ve şervetdür, ve yedinei a'van-i şalihdür.
Bilgil ki tedbir-i hıfz-i devlet iki nesneyile olur; birisi le’eilüf-i 
aşdika, ve birisi tenazu'-i a'dâ;
Hukemadaı. hikâyetdür ki çün İskender memleket-i Dara’ya galebe 
kıldı 'Acem tâyifesin katı (;.ok ve yaraklu ve müttefik buldı, ve hem bu 
tayife kâ'ide-i diyânelden ve ma'diletden hâriç idi. Pes havf itdi ki bunlar 
ittifak idüb Daránuñ intikamiñ kaşdideler fesada meşgul olalar deyü bu 
işde mütehayyir oldı. Hakim Aristatalis’e meşveret kıldı. Arislatâlis didi
197 sa^âtdur yazılmış.
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ki; ‘bunlarun ara ve tedbirin müteferrik kıl ta birbiriyle meşgul olalar, sen 
bunlardan feragat ve selamet [58a] bulasın’. Pes İskender dahi her yirün 
ve her tayifenün beğlerin yerlü yerine dikdi ol 'ahidden ta Erdeşir “^ahdine 
değin 'Acem tayifesi ittifak idemediler ki İskender’e zafer bulalar.
Pes padişaha vacibdür ki ra'iyyet hâline nazar kıla ve kavanin-i 
ma'dileti hıfz ide zira ki kıvam-i memleket 'adliledür. Ve şart-i evvel 
ma'diletde oldur ki cemi'-i eşnaf-i halkı mütekafı tuta ya'ni birbirinden 
tercih ve ziyade kılmaya belki aralarında i'tidal ri'ayet kıla nice ki emzicc- 
i mu'tedile 'anaşır-i erba'a tekafüiyle haşıl olur. Meselâ evvel ehl-i kalem 
ki 'ulema ve fukaha ve kuzat [58b] ve küttab ve hussab ve mühendisler 
ve müneccimler ve tabibler ve şâ'irlcr gibi ki kıvâm-i din ve dünyâ 
bunlarun vücUduyladur, ve bunlar su meşabesindedür tabâyi'-i erba'ada. 
Ve ikinci ehl-i silah ve mücahidler ve gaziler ve ehl-i şecâ'at ve a'van-i 
devlet ki nizam-i 'âlem bunlarun tavassutuyladur, ve bunlar od 
meşabesindedür tabâyi'-i erba'ada. Ve üçünci chl-i mu'âmelc ve tüccar ve 
ehl-i .şanâ'at ve hıref ve cubât-i haraç ve bunlar hava meşabesindedür 
labâyi'de. Ve dördünci ehl-i zer ve haredur ki akvat-i halk bunlarsuz 
müte'azzirdür ve bunlar toprak meşabesindedür tabâyi'de şöyle ki 
'anâsırdan birisi baki 'anâsır [59a] üzerine galebe kılursa inhirâf-i mizaç 
ve inhilâl-i terklb lazım gelür. Hem-cünan bu eşnâfun dahi birisi bakisi 
üzerine galebe kılursa emr-i içtimâ' münharif olur ve fesâd-i nev' lazım 
gelür. Ve hükemâ elfazmdan bu ma'nide gelmişdür ki ‘fazllatu’l-fallâhln
198 , İnsanlar meliklerinin dinindendir, ve babalarindan cok kendi zamanlarına benzerler.’
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huva’t-ta'âvuni bi’l-a'mâl va fazîlatu’t-luccâr huva’t-ta'avuni bi’l-amvâl, 
va fazilalu’l-mulûk huva’l-ta^avuni bi’l-ara'i vc’s-siyâsati, ve fazllatu’l- 
ilahiyyin huva’t-ta'âvunu biM-hikami’l-haklklyyeti şumma hum 
yata^avanüne 'ala 'imarati’l-muduni bi’l-hayrati va’l-fazayili’.^ '^ '^
Ve şarl-i sam ma'diletde oldur ki ehl-i medfnenün ef'aline ve 
ahvaline nazar kılalar mesela [59b] §ol kimseler ki hayyirdür ikram ve 
tebcil kılalar ve şol ki mütevassılu’l-haldür amin tutub hayra tahriz ideler 
ve şunlar ki şirrirdür enva'-i zeer ile te'drb ve ıslah ilmek gerek ve eğer 
müleeavizu’l-hadd olursa şerlerin izalet itmek vacibdür. Ve hükema 
ihtilaf itmişler ki anun katli cayiz ola mı yâhud olmaya mı? Ve ekşerinün 
re'yi budur ki a'zasından şol 'uzvun ki alai-i şcrdür eli ve ayağı ve dili gibi 
keseler katline teeasür kılmayalar. Zira ki tahrîb-i bina'u’l-llahdur ki Hakk 
eelle ve 'ala bunca aşar-i hikmeti anda izhar kılmışdur, ve anun ıslahı ve 
cebri mümkin değüldür ve bu 'akıldan [60a] ba'lddür.
Ve üçünci şart ma'diletün budur ki kısmel-i hayratda halk arasında 
tesviye ri'ayel ideler ve istihkak ve isti'dad i'tibâr kılalar ve hayrat-i 
müşterek selametdür ve emval ve kerâmât ve bunlarun emşalidür. Pes her 
kişinün ki bu hayratdan nasibi ve kıstı vardur ol mikdardan ziyade ve 
noksan kılmak cevr ola.
Bilgil ki kanün-i 'adi ri'âyetinden sonra tedblr-i memickctde 
ra'iyyete ihsan itmek gibi fazilet yokdur. Ve ihsanda aşl budur ki ma-
199 Ey müminlerin Emiri! Meliklerde bulunan kararlılık nerede?”
200 “Çjf^çjierjn erdemi işlerde yardımlaşmalarıdır, tüccarların erdemi mallarda 
yardımlaşmalarıdır, kralların erdemi görüşlerde ve siyasetde yardımlaşmalarıdır.
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emken hayratı kıdr-i vâeibden ziyade bunlara irişdüre ve gerek ki aşhâb-i 
hâcetden mahcob olmaya. Ve gammaz sözin beyyine sözi işitmeye [60b] 
ve dayim halk andan havf ve reca içinde ola ve zaleme def'inde ve yollar 
emninde ve hıfz-i şuğurda tehavün ve taksir kılmaya ve mücaleset ve 
ihtilat-i ehl-i re’yUe ve ehl-i fazi ile ola. Ve fikrin bir lahza tedbir-i 
memleketden hali kılmaya zira ki padişahun fikri memleket şaklamakda 
leşkerler kuvvetinden ‘azimdür; şöyleki eğer temettu'a ve telezzüze meşğû 
1 olub memleket tedbirin iğfal iderse memlekete halel gele ve nizam 
kalmaya. Ve gerek ki sırrın mestur tuta yaml ki meşvereti şahib-i 'akl ve 
şahib-i himmet ve 'aziz-i nefs kişilerle ola za'lfü’l-'akl kişiler ile ve 
'avratlar ve oğlanlar ile olmaya bunlara sırrın dimeye. [61a]
Ve gerek ki, dayim easOs ile düşman ahvalin ve tedbirin bile, ve 
düşmana istimalet ve taleb-i muvafakat kılmakda cehd ide ta haddi ki hiç 
mukateleye ve muharebeye ihtiyaç olmaya. Ve eğer ihtiyaç olursa gerek ki 
ğarazı hayr ve laleb-i din ola tağallub ve tefevvuk niyyet kılmaya. Ve 
muharebeye ikdam kılmaya illa zafere vuşokdan sonra, ve çeri ve hadem 
ve haşem müttefıku’l-kelime olmayınca harb itmeye. Ve padişah kendüsi 
muharebeye cür'et itmeye ve tedblr-i leşker içün bir kimse ihtiyar kıla ki 
üç nesneyile mcvşOf ola; evvel oldur ki şücca' ve bahadur ola ve bu sıfat 
ile tamam şöhret tutmuş ola, ve ikinci oldur ki rc'y ve tedbirle [61b] 
meşhur ola ve enva'-i hiyel ve hida' bile, ve üçünci oldur ki çok 
mümareset kılmış ola hurubda ve şahib-i tecarüb ola. Erdeşir dimiş ki
ilahiyatçıların erdemi gerçek bilgilere ulaşılmasında yardımlaşmalarıdır. Sonra onların
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‘şundaki 'aşa kifayet ide tâziyane urmayalar, ve şandaki taziyâne kifayet 
ide şimşir isti'mal kılmayalar’. Ve dimişler ki ribh-i tüccar iHibar kılmak 
gerek şöyle ki silah ve alat ve 'asker şakınmakda eehdi tamam kılmak 
gerek ta ziyade fayda bulamayınca ikdam itmemek gerek. Ve harb yerine 
nazar itmek gerek şöyle ki çeri duracak yer muhkem ola ve muharebeye 
muvafık ola ve hisar ve hendek isti'mal kılmaya illa meğer ki zaruret ola 
zira bu nesneler mûcibdür düşman tasallutun ve düşmanı [62a] hakir ve az 
görmemek gerek ve tamam 'udde ve yarak kılmak gerek ve çünki 
düşmana zafer bula tedbiri terk itmemek gerek ve esiri diri tutmağa meh- 
ma-emken sa'y idüb öldürmemek gerek zirâ esir kılmağun fayideleri 
çokdur ve zaferden sonra katle emr itmeye, belki 'afv ide zira ki düşman 
zaferden sonra memalik ve re'aya mesabesindedür.
tlik â y e td ü r  ki', Aristatâlis’e haber irişdi ki İskender bir şehre zafer 
bulduğından sonra üzerlerinden kılıç götürmedi didiler Aristatalis 'itab 
yazdı ki; ‘eğer düşmana zaferden ilerü 'afv itmekde ma'zûrisck zaferden 
sonra ne 'özrün vardur ki elün altındağiyi öldürürsin?’ didi [62b] ve 'afv 
itmekde mülûk evladur gayrinden zira ki 'afv ba'de M-kudret görklü oldu, 
didi.
F a şl-iŞ â liş ■, siyaset ve adab-i ittiba'-i mültik beyan ider. Bilgil ki 
'amme-i halk mülûk ve ru'esa ile mu'aşeret kılmak şöyle gerek ki bunlara 
nasihat ve gönülden heva-darlık ide bunlarun mahamidinden ve setr-i 
'uyûbundan ğâyet-i cehd kıla ve bunlarun evamirinde ve nevahisinde
hepsi şehirlerin erdemlerle ve iyiliklerle imar edilmesi hususunda yardımlaşırlar.”
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tíbet-i hatır ile ve inşirah-i şadr ile imtisal göstere kerahet ve inkıbaz
göstermeye ve bunlaruñ ihtişamın ve heybetin şaklamakda mübalağa kıla
ve bunlara bir hal ve melalet 'arız olsa eanın ve malın diriğ itmeye ve şol
kimse ki mülok hıdmetin itmemiş ola [63a] evla oldur ki bunlara kurb-i
taleb itmeye zira ki sultan sohbetin oda girmeğe ve aslan ile küstahlık
itmeğe teşbih itmişler ve her kimsenüñ ki bunlarunla ma'rifeti ola ve
bunlaruñ kurbında ve civarında ola 'ömr-i ma'işetinde ve tcmettu'unda
lezzeti olmaya. Ve amma şol kişi ki bunlaruñ hidmetine meşğol ola tariki
oldur ki her ne işde ki ta'yin kılmışlar ola ol işde mülazım ve mücidd ola
ve cehd kıla ki her ne vakit taleb iderse ğayib olmaya hazır buluna. Amma
şol mülazemet ve huzur ki melalete müeddi ola andan ihtiraz kıla ve her
ne ki mahdumdan sadır ola hadim anı medh ide [63b] şöyle ki her işüh
bir vech-i cemili olur. Pes ol veçhe havale kıla ve eğer kendü mahdo
munuñ işi ve meşalihi aña müfevvez olmuş ise şöyle ki anuñ veziri veya
kethüdası olsa tarik oldur ki her maslahat ki anuñ re’yi hilafındadur ve
mutazammm-i fesaddur anı def' itmek lutf ve tedbir tankıyla gerekdür emr
ve nehy vechiyle itmemek gerek. Zira müloki teşbih etmişler şol dağ
üstünden dökilen sel ki anı bir kimse bir def'ile meyi itdürmek dilesc
helak olur amma evvel bir tarik ve medar ile tclattuf kılub bir tarafın
haşak ile sedd itse bir tarafına dahi hem <^ :are kıla ve tedriç ile evkat-i
[64a] halvetde ve muvânesetde ge<,;enlerüñ emsalin ve hikayatın ve latif
hilelerin naki idüb beyan kıla ve kitman-i sımnda ma-emken cehd ide ve
bilmek gerek ki mülukuñ himmetleri vardur ki anuñ ile münferid
olmuşlardur. Ve ol oldur ki ol himmet ile ceml'-i halkdan istihdam ve
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ta'abbud isderler ve kendüler ol işde ve sâyir umurda muşib bilürler ve 
bunun sebebi oldur ki halkun bunlara medhi çok olur ve her ne ki işlerler 
ise ve ne re'y ve tedbir kılurlarsa şavab ve müstahsen görürler ve 
bunlardan her ne cürm sadır olursa bunlara havale kılmaya eğerçi ki [64b] 
bunlarınla ğâyet-i inbisâtı dahi olursa ve eğer kendüyle anun arasında bir 
hal vaki' olsa ki anun kubhı ikisinden birisine 'ayid olsa cehd ide ol kubhu 
kendüye raci' kıla anı tenzih ide fi’l-cümle şol nesne ki mahdum katında 
mekruh ve mezmum ola anun ri'ayetinde nazar diriğ kılmaya ve gerekdür 
ki mülük hıdmetinde olan bunlardan eezb-i menafi'de telattuf-i 'azim kıla 
elbette sual ve ilhah itmeye ve tama' ve hırs göstermeye ve gerekdür ki 
mülük ve ruesadan esbab-i menafi' taleb olma nefs-i menafi' taleb 
olunmaya ve bu sözün haşılı budur ki menfa'ati mahdumuna taleb kıla 
[65a] mahdumundan taleb kılmaya zira ki ululardan fayide tutandan 
melol olurlar ve bunlara fayide ideni 'aziz görürler ve eğer mahdumdan 
'itab ya sahat^ *^ ' görürse andan şikayet kılmaya ve 'adavet ve kin gönlünde 
tutmaya belki cehd ide anun gönlünden 'itabın zayii kıla her ne vech ile 
olursa.
'Adâb-i Ibni’l-Mukni'’de zikr itmiş ki ‘eğer sultan seni kardaşın 
idinürse sen anı hüdavendigar bil ve ne kadar ki seni yakın iderse sen 
anun ta'ziminde ziyade kıl ve eğer katında key menzilet ve mertebe 
bulursan mütevatir temellük ve tazarru' kılma ki ol vahşet ve yadlık 
'alametidir meğer halk [65b] arasında ola ki ol vakt la-büddür ve mülüke
201 sahat, suhut »sulıt: a. kızgınlık, memnuniyetsizlik.
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dimemek gerek ki benüm senüñ üzeründe hukükum ve sâbika-i hidmetüm 
vardur bil ki geçen hukuki ki, iştigâl sebebiyle pâdişâhufi hatırından 
gitmişdür bir hıdmet ile ki ol hukuku hatırına bıraka sa'y ve cehd ide.
Bilgil ki mülok hidmetinde vizâretden müşkil hidmet yokdur zira 
vezir mertebesine râğib çok olur ve ânun hussâdı sullânufi dostları olur ki 
cemPi menâzilde muşâhib ve mülâzım olurlar ve dâyimâ ânuü mansıbında 
tama' idiciler furşat gözleyüb hâzır olmuşlardur ve bu mertebede olanun 
silâhı ve kuvveti istikâmetdür sirran ve cehran^^ .^ Ve gerek ki bir hasıl 
duñ [66a] veya ğammâzufl mekrine vâkıf olursa zâhirde şöyle gösdere 
kendüyi ki hiç ol nesneden bâki yokdur. Ve anlara melik huzurunda 
hışm ve kin izhâr kılmaya tâ ki anlaruñ sozi mü'ekked olmaya. İbnü’l- 
Mukni' zikr etmiş ki ‘sultân meclisinde iki kişi birbirine sınile 
söyleşmişler zirâ ki sâyir halk arasında bu nesne mezmümdur huşOşan 
mülokde bu mamı dahi eblağdur, ve sultân bir kişiden su'âl kılsa sen 
cevâb virme ki saña hiffet, ve sâyil ve mesule istihfâfdur, ve sultân seni 
mukarreb kılsa hadem-i kadimden takaddümü isteme ki bu ahlâk-i 
süfehâdandur.
Âdâb-i İbnü’l-Mukni'’de zikr itmiş ki ‘şerâyit-i [66b] hıdmet-i 
mülük riyâzet-i nefsdür her mekruha ve bunlara muvâfakat kılmak kendü 
re yine muhâlefet kılmağıla ve cemP-i umuru bunlaruñ dileğince mukarrer 
kılmakdur, ve bunlaruñ sırrını örtmek ve rızâlan talebinde sa'y ve cehd
202
203
Ibni MukafFa’nın Adab-i K ebif \, kr. Tusi, Nasirean Ethics, 240. 
gizli ve aşikar.
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itmek ve kavillerin ve reylerin tasdik ve tahsin itmek ve me ünetlerin 
tahammül kılub kendü me'ünetin bunlardan tahfif kılmakdur.
K ıs m - i  Ş â n l : Naşâyih ve hikayat ve vaşayâdur, ve ol 
müştemildür üç faşi;
F aşl-i E v v e l ; naşâyih-i mulük beyan ider. Bilgil ki ey Padişâh-i 
İslam ki Allahu Te'âlanufi ni'am-i zahiresi ve ni'am-i batması çokdur ki; 
‘va in ta'uddu ni'matallahi la tuhşuha’^ *^  ve a'zam-i ni'am ve eeell-i [67a] 
sa'adat ni'met-i imandur ki ni'met-i müebbede ve sa^adet-i muhallededür. 
Pes Allahu Tc'alanuñ ni'meti mukabelesinde şükr vacibdür, ve şükr-i 
iman budur ki aña a'mal-i şal İha mukarin ola zira Kur an’da her ne 
makamda ki iman zikr olundu 'amel-i şalih mukarin zîkr olundu. Ve 
'amel iki kısımdur; birisi ‘ma baynaka va baynallahi’ dür,^ *^ '^  ve ol eda-yi 
ferayiz ve tecennübü 'ani’l-meharimdür. Ve ikinci ‘ma baynaka va 
bayna’l-halk’ dur . Ve ol halk arasında 'adi ve keff-i zulmdür.
Bilgi! ki 'adi mcratib üzcrincdür;
m ertcb e-i û ls oldur ki ba'de ni'meti’l-iman celayil-i ni'amda 
ni'met-i cesime ve keramet-i [67b] 'azime ni'met-i velayetdür. Kim ki 
anun hakkın ikamet iderse sa'adet-i ebediyye ve kcramet-i sermediyyeyc 
vasıl olur. Ve kim ki anuñ ikametinde tehavün ve taksir kılursa mcrtebc-i




şakavcte ki küfürdür karib olur. "al-‘ayazu b’i-llah".'”  ^ Ve vilayctün 
'izam-i kadrine delil Rasülullah kavlidür ki; ‘'adlu’s-sullani yavman 
vâhidan hayrun min dbadali sabdne sanatan’, ve kala "aleyhi’s-selam; 
‘kullu şalâtin yuşalllha’s-sultana’l-'adilu tu'âdilu sab'ine alfa şalatin’^ ®**. 
Ve vilayetin batarın dahi hem 'azimdür ve anun delili hem kavl-i ResO 
Idur; "man hakama bayna işnayni fazalama falamatullahi 'ala’z-zalimin", 
ve kavluho 'a[leyhi’s-sela]m. "vaylun li’l-umara vaylun li’l-ğuraba [68a] 
vaylun li’l-'avaniyya, ve kala 'a[leyhi’s-sela]m. yuti bi’l-vulati yavma’l- 
kıyamati fa-ya1çolu’-l-llahu tapala antum ru'atu halıkatı ve hazanati ve 
mamlakati fl arzı şumma yakülu li-ahadihim lima zarabta 'ibadl favka’l- 
haddi’l-lazi amartu fa-yakulu rabbi 'aşavka ve halafûka fa-yakulu ealla 
calaluh la-yanbağı an yasbaka ğazabuke gazabı şumma yakülu lilâhar lima 
zarabta 'ibadı akalla mina’l-haddi’l-lazi amartu fa-yakolu rabbı 
rahimtuhum fa-yakülu ealla ealaluhu kayfa takunu arhamu minnî huzu’l- 
lazl zada vallazl nakaşa fahşav bihima fl zavaya cahannam".^*’'^
“Allah korusun”
“Sultanın bir günlük adaleti yetmiş senelik ibadetten hayırlıdır”, ve yine o -üzerine 
selam olsun- dedi ki; “Adil Sultanın kıldırdığı her namaz (onun kıldırmadığı) yetmiş bin 
namaza denktir.”
“Kim ki [konu ne olursa olsun, herhangi] iki kişi arasında hüküm verip zulmederse; 
Allahın laneti zalimlerin üzerine olsun.” Yine o buyurdu ki; “Ümera’ya yazıklar olsun, 
Guraba’ya yazıklar olsun, Avaniyye’ye yazıklar olsun.” Ve a s. buyurdu ki; “Kıyamet 
gününde valiler getirilir, ve Allahu Teala buyurur ki; “Sizler yeryüzündeki hâzinelerimin, 
krallığımın, ve kullarımın yöneticileriydiniz”. Sonra onlardan birine der ki; “Niçin 
kullarıma benim emrettiğim mikdardan fazla vurdun?” Cevap verir; “Yarabbi sana ve 
halifelerine karşı geldiler.” Celle Celaluh ona derki; “Gazabının gazabımı geçmesine 
gerek yoktu.” Sonra bir diğerine döner; “Niçin benim emrettiğimden az vurdun?” Cevap 
verir; “Yarabbi onlara acıdım.” Celle Celaluh buyurur; “Nasıl benden daha merhametli 
olabilirsin? Götürün bu arttıranı ve eksilteni! ikisini de cehennemin köşelerinden birine 
bırakın!”
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Rivayctdür 'Abdullah bin 'Ömer’den ve anuñ ehl-i beyti 
eemH'atdan ki: "Allahu Te'Sİâdan dâyimâ dilerdük ki 'Ömer’i düşümüzde 
göreydük".[68b] 'Abdullah bin 'Ömer didi ki; "oniki yıldan şofira 'Ömer’i 
düşümde gördüm ki ğusl itmiş bir izare dolanmış. Eyitdüm ki:"Yâ 
emire’l-müminln! Allahu Te'âlâyı nice buldun? Saña kankı hasenatınla 
fazi itdi?" 'Ömer raziyallâhu 'anh didi ki: "Yâ 'Abdullah! Ben sizden 
mufarakat idelden ne mikdâr oldı? " Eyitdüm ki:"Oniki yıl oldı." 'Ömer 
raziyallâhu 'anh didi ki: "sizden mufârakat idelden hisâbdayidüm yakın 
oldı ki, helak olaydım eğer Allahu Te'âlânun 'afv ve keremi değülmise". 
İmdi hal-i 'Ömer budur ma'a-ân ki dünyâda anuñ hemin bir dırresi^**’ 
varidi.
H ikâyet ; Rûm padişahı Kayser 'Ömer raziyallâhu 'anha i İçi 
gönderdi ki ahvalin göre bile [69a] çünki ilçi Medine’ye girdi Medine 
ehlinden sordu ki; ‘kanı melikiñüz?’ didiler ki; ‘bizüm melikimüz yokdur 
bir hakimimüz vardur şehirden taşra gitdi’. Pes ilç.i i.sdcyu çıkdı gördi 
ki güneşde kum üzerinde yatmış uyur dırresüni başı altına yaşduk idinmiş 
elinden der akar şol mikdâr ki yiri ölütmüş çünki ânı bu halde gördi 
göhline korku düşdi eyitdi; ‘bir kişinüü ki hali bu ola ve cemi'-i 
pâdişâhlar anuñ heybetinden karâr kılmaya. Pes bunuñ sebebi 'adi ola Ya 
'Ömer 'adi itdüñ uyuduñ’ didi. ‘Tanukluk virürüm ki dinüñüz hakdur, 
amma ilçi olmasam müsülmân olurdum lâkin yine dönem müsülmân [69b] 
olam’ didi gitdi.
210 dırre; f ,  kamçı.
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Ey Padişâh-i İslam kısm-i evvelde zikr olundı ki nefs-i insanuñ 
fezayilinde hiç fazilet-i 'adi gibi yokdur ve aşl-i 'adalet oldur ki şehvetin 
ve gazabın 'akl u din üzerine tasllt kılmaya. Pes zuhür-i 'adi kemal-i 
'akıldan ola ve 'adlüñ faziletine delildür ki Reşülullah zaman-i 
Anuşürvan’da vücuda ve zuhura geldüğiyle iftihar kıldı didi ki ;‘vulidtu 
fl zamani’l-maliki’l-'adil’^ ' .^ Meliki’l-'adil anuñ içün didi ki anuñ 
himmeti 'imaret-i iklim ve rc'aya arasında 'adi idi.
H ikayet, şöyle naki olundu ki Anuşürvan kendüyi hasta bildürdi 
buyurdı ki etraf-i memleketde bir eski kiremüt bulalar [70a] getüreler ta 
ki hükema anuñ marazına anuñila 'Пае ideler. Pes cemi'-i vilayetin seyr 
itdiler geldiler Nuşürvan’a didiler ki cemi'-i vilayeti yüridük bir eski 
kiremüt bulunmadı. Nuşürvan ferah idüb şükr kıldı didi ki maksudum 
buyidi ki bileydüm ki iklimimde harab kanda var ki anı 'imaret kılaydum 
bi-hamdi’-l-llah ki umur-i memleket tamam oldı ve 'imaret derece-i 
kemale irdi didi.
Ve hükema ve 'ukala kavli dahi buña delildür ki didiler; ‘inna’d- 
dlna bi’l-maliki va’l-maliku bi’l-cundi va’l-cundu bi’l-mali va’l-malu bi-
213'imarati’l-biladi ve 'imarati’l-biladi bi’l-'adli bayna’l-'ibadi’.
H ikayet, Hindistan padişahı ilçi gönderdi Anuşürvan’a ki mülke 
ben evla ve ahakkum, [70b] vilayetüñ haracın baña gönder didi. Nuşürvan 
buyurdı ol ilçiyi kondurdılar pes ikinci gün erbab-i devlet ve a'yan-i
istemek: t., araştırmak, sormak, tahkik etmek.
“Ben adil hükümdar zamanında doğdum.”
“Muhakkak ki, din hükümdarla, hükümdar orduyla, ordu mal ile, mal ülkenin imarıyla, 
ve ülkenin iman adalet ile sağlanır.”
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memleketi eem' ildi ve buyurdı ilçiyi hâzır ildiler pes emr itdi bir şanduk 
getürdiler açdı içinden bir kabza keber^'^ çıkardı ilçinüfi eline virdi 
eyitdi; ‘sizüñ vilayetiñizde bu otdan var mıdur’ didi. İlçi eyitdi; ‘bizüm 
vilayetimüzde bu çokdur’ didi. Nuşürvân eyitdi; ‘dön imdi var hind 
melikine eyit ki safta vâcibdür mülküft 'imaret ilmek ki harabdur andan 
şoftra bir vilayete tama' itmek ki 'imaretdür eğer benüm cemt'-i vilayetümi 
seyr iderlerse bunuft gibi bir dib [71a] bulınmaz eğer bulınursa ol 
vilayetüft 'amilin aşarum didi. Pes meliğe vâcibdür ki siyer-i mülüku sora 
ve tariklerin bile anuft üzerine sülük ide ki anlara tecarüb ve i'tibar haşıl 
olmuşdır. Ve Nuşürvân şol kemal-i 'akl ve hüsn-i sirel ile mütekaddimler 
kütübün okurdı ve hikayetlerine müstemi' oluridi ve anlaruft tarik-i 
ha.senin ri'ayet kıluridi. Pes bu zaman padişahları ahakk ve evla ola ki 
ideler.
H ik sye i Nuşürvân bir gün veziri Yunan’a didi ki; ‘ilerü geçen 
melikler siretinden haber vir’ Yunan didi ki; ‘anlan üç nesneyile medh 
ideyim mi? yahud iki nesneyile [71b] yahud bir nesneyile’. Nuşürvân didi 
ki; ‘üç nesneyile’. Yunan eyitdi; ‘bir sözde ve bir işde aşla anlaruft yalanın 
bulamadum, ve anlaruft bir nesnede cehlin bulamadum, ve anları bir halde 
ğazablu görmedüm’. Pes didi ki; ‘iki nesneyile medh eyle’. Yunan didi ki; 
‘dayima hayır işlemekde iverlerdi ve şer işden dâyima hazer iderlerdi’. 
Pes didi ki; ‘bir nesneyile medh eyle’. Yunan eyitdi; ‘saltanatları ve 
cür etleri kendü nefisleri üzerine artuğıdı andan ki ayrukları üzerine’. Pes
214 keber: a. gebre otu.
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Nuşürvân bir ke s taleb kıldı eyitdi; ‘bu ke s sürür olsun ol pâdişâhlar 
mahabbetine ki bizden şofira geliserler ve bizüm tahtumuza [72a] ve 
tâcumuza mâlik olısarlar ve bizi âfiisarlar nice ki biz geçenleri áñaruz’.
M erteb e-i Ş sn iye  ; oldur ki 'ulemâya 'izzet ideler ve bunlarun 
naşâyihına müstemi' olalar ve murad şol 'âlimdür ki 'ilm mücebince 'amel 
kıla anuñ nasihati garaz-i dünyâvl olmaya ve lâlib-i câh ve manşıb 
olmaya.
H ik syet, Şakik-i Belhi bir gün Hâninü’r-Reşld katına geldi Hâru 
nü’r-Reşid didi ki; ‘Şaklk-i zâhid sen misin?’ Şaklk eyitdi; ‘Şakik bcnüm 
amma zâhid değülüm’. Reşld eyitdi; ‘vaşiyyet kıl’. Şaklk eyitdi; ‘Allâhu 
Te'âla seni Ebu Bekr-i Şıddlk yirine kodı senden şıdk istedi, ve 'Ömcr-i 
Faruk yirine kodı hakk ile [72b] bâtıl arasında fark itmeñ istedi, ve 
'Osman yirine kodı senden haya isdedi, ve 'Ali bin Ebl Talib yirine kodı 
senden 'ilm ve 'adi ve şecâ'ât istedi’. Hârunü’r-Reşld eyitdi; 
‘vaşıyyetünde ziyâde kıl’. Şaklk eyitdi; ‘bilgil ki Allâhun bir evi vardur 
ki aña cehennem dirler seni aña bevvâb kodı ve saña üç nesne virdi; 
beytü’l-mâl, ve seyf, ve savt. Ve saña emr eyledi ki bu üçiyle 'adi idesin 
katuña muhtâc gelürse beytü’l-mâldan viresin, ve kim ki Allâhu Tc'âlâ 
emrine muhalefet iderse savt ile te'dib idesin ve kim ki bir nefs öldürse 
seyfile kati idesin’. HârUn [73a] er-Reşid eyitdi; ‘ziyâde kıl’. Eyitdi; 
‘senüñ meselüñ şu biñán gibidür ve sâyir 'ulemâ meşeli dolablar gibidür, 
kaçan biñar bulanuk olsa dolab şâfı olduğı fay ide kılmaz didi’.
H ik sye t ; Hârünü’r-Reşld Abbas ile bir gicc Fuzayi bin 'lyaz
ziyaretine çıkdılar, çünki kapusına irişdiler işitdiler ki bu âyeti okur; ‘am
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hasiba’l-lazrna’c-tarahu’s-sayyi âti a’n-nac'alahum ka’l-lazina âmanü ve 
■=amilu’ş-şâlihâti’^ '\  ma'ni-yi âyet budur ki; ‘şunlar ki günâhlar kesb 
iderler mezmOm ‘ameller işlerler şanurlar mı ki âhiretde anlan 
mü'minlerle beraber idevüz ki ‘amel-i şâlih kılurlar [73b] ve hayrat kesb 
iderler’ yamî beraber kılmazuz. Hârunür-Reşld eyitdi eğer va‘z içün 
geldükse bu bize va‘z-i kâfldür. Pes ‘Abbas emr itdi ki; ‘Fuzayluñ 
kapusın kaka. ‘Abbas kapusın urdı aç kapuyı emirü’l-mü'minin geldi didi. 
Fuzayi eyitdi ‘emlru’l-mü'minin benüm katumda neyler’. ‘Abbas eyitdi 
‘emiru’l-mü'minine itâ'at kıl aç kapuyı’ didi. Pes çerâğ yanardı 
söyündürdü dahi kapuyı açdı Reşld girdi evi dolanurdı ki Fuzaylı ziyaret 
ideydi çünki eli eline erişdi eyitdi veyl bu nâzük ele eğer eehennem 
odından kurtılmaz ise ve didi ki yâ emire’l-mü'minin yaraklan Allahu 
Te'âlâ cevâbına ki seni [74a] mevkıfde her bir haşm ile tururub ‘adi ve 
inşâf isdesc gerek HârOnü’r-Reşld çok ağladı, ‘Abbas didi ki; ‘mehlcn yâ 
Fuzayi emlrü’l-mü'minini öldürdün’. Fuzayi eyitdi; ‘Yâ Hâmân 
kavmuñila sen öldürdüfi’. Ânı didi Rcşid eyitdi; ‘Yâ ‘Abbas seni Hâmân 
kılduğı beni Firavn kılduğıdur’ didi. Pes Reşld biñ dinar çıkardı ve didi ki 
al şunı vech-i helaldendür anam mihrinden ve mlrâşındandur. Fuzayi 
eyitdi ben saña emr iderüm ki Halikuña dön elüñdckiden elüñ götür. Pes 
Reşld çıkdı gitdi.
M ertebe-i Sâlise ; oldur ki pâdişâh kendü zulmi dcFine [74b] 
kâni‘ olmaya belki nuvvâb ve ‘ummal ve hadem zulmine dâhi razı olmaya
215 ,Casiye, 21. Yoksa o kötülükleri yapıp duran kimseler, kendilerini o iman edip salih
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ki anlaruñ zulmu dahi pâdişâhdan şonlur, Tevrâtda mezkurdur ki her 
melik ki 'ummâlinün zulmin bile sükût ide ol zulm aña mensûb ola.
H ik sy e t ; 'Ömer bin 'Abdü’l-'Azlziñ bir kulı varidi, beytü’l-mal 
üzerine hazinedar idi. Ve 'Ömerüü üç kızı var idi, 'arefe gün ataları katma 
geldiler eyitdiler; ‘ey ata bugün bayramdur, re'âya 'avratları ve kızları bize 
'id kutlulayugelürler bizi 'uryân görürler. İmdi ekalli birer akçe kaftan 
idiver giyelüm’ deyu ağladılar. 'Ömerün goñli dar ol hazinedar kulın 
okıdı, eyitdi; ‘baña bir aylık selef tonluğumdan [75a] vir ’ didi. Hâzin 
eyitdi ‘beytü’l-mal-i müsliminden bir aylık selef alursın bir aylık 'ómrüñ 
varıduğın bilürsen al’ didi. 'Ömer mütehayyir oldı eyitdi; ‘ey ğulâm eyu 
didiñ ‘baraka Allâhu leke” ’^^ , andan kızlarına didi ki varuñ goñlüñüz 
dileğin terk idüñ ki kimse cennete girmez illâ meşakkat ile. Pes ümerâ-yi 
'âdil sircti buyidi ve bademleri ve havâşileri kendüler kâ'idesi üzerine olur 
idi.
H ik sye t İsmâ'il bin Ahmed ki Horasan pâdişâhıydı, bir gün 
Hiriyeye vardı kondı. Her şehre ki gireydi yasağı ol idi ki çeri ra'iyycte 
zahmet kılmasun deyu nida kılurlar idi. Nâgâh bademden [75b] birisi 
vardı bir bostan içine girdi bir kavun üzdi yidi. Pâdişâha geldiler şikayet 
itdilcr, buyurdı ol şahsı hâzır itdiler melik eyitdi nidâyı işitmedüh mi? 
İşitdüm didi. [Melik eyitdi: ‘pes niçün ra'iyyete zulm itdün?’ eyitdi; ‘hatâ
ameller yapan kimseler gibi yapacağız mı sandılar?” 
“Allah seni mübarek kılsın.”
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kıldum.’]“ Melik eyitdi: ‘senüñ hatañ içün ben oda girmeğe kudretlim 
yokdur’ didi. Pes buyurdı elin kesdiler.
Bilgil ey padişah-i İslâm ki meşhur ve mütevâtirdür ki 'Ömer bin 
Hattabuñ 'adli ve siyâseti şol mertebeye irişmişdi ki oğlına ikâmeti hadd 
kıldı, şöyle ki oğlı ol hadden öldi, ve kaçan ki 'ummâlin bir 'amele 
göndereydi eydürdi ki; ‘Âlât [76a] ve eslihañuz kendü erzâkunuzdan aluñ 
müslümanlara elüñüz uzatmañ dirdi. Buzurcimihr’den şordılar ki 
pâdişâhlarufi kankısı halarlu ve heybetlü ve 'izzetlüdür? Eyitdi; ‘şol ki 
eyüler andan emin olalar ve suçlular andan korkalar’. Pes pâdişâh gerek ki 
şâhib-i siyâset ve mehabetlü ola huşOşan ki ibtidâ-i fetih iklimde ol 
vilayetüñ nüvvâbı ve 'ummali ve re'âyâsı evvel (ol ?) nazar ile görüb 
dâyimâ havf içinde olurlar ve iklim emn ve rahat içinde olur.
H ik â y e t; Ebu Süfyan bin Harbuñ bir oğlı varidi afta Ziyâd ibni 
Eblhi dirlerdi, zira ki eyyâm-i câhiliyyede doğdıydı Ebu Süfyan [76b] anı 
nefy idüb oğlum değül didi. Çünki Mu'âviye bu işi bildi Ziyâdı katına 
iletdi 'Irak iklimin afta virdi. Çünki 'Irak iklimine girdi gördü ki halkı 
katı fesad ehli uğurluk ve tarrarlık çok iderler. Pes Ziyad cum'a mescidine 
vardı, minbere çıkdı hutbe ok udi hutbeden şoftra eyitdi ki; ‘Vallahi gice 
'işâdan şoftra kim ki menzilden ve evinden taşra çıkarsa başın alurum’ 
didi. ‘Hazır ğayibe bildürsün’ didi. Münâdi bu hükmi üç gün nida kıldı, 
ve dördüncü gice Ziyad şülüş-i leyi geçicek bindi şehirde yürüdi, gördi 
bir mahallede bir [77a] bir a'rabl koyunın eğirib durur. Ziyad şordı;
217 Bu satır Esat Efendi (E) nüshasında yoktur.
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‘bunda neylersin?’ deyü a'rabi eyitdi; ‘yer bulamadum uşbu arada irte 
olunca dururum ki koyunum şatam gidem’ didi. Ziyad eyitdi; ‘bilürüm ki 
sen girçeksin amma seni şalivirürsem korkanım ki Ziyad didüğin işlemez 
diyeler, imdi saña cennet yiğrekdir uşbunda durmakdan’ didi, boynın 
urdí. Andan yürüdi her kim ki bulduysa başın kesdi çün sabah oldu başlan 
getürdiler biñ biş yüz kişinün başı kesilmiş ccml'in şehrüfi kapusı üzerine 
dizdiler halk cemp heybet aldılar. Pes gice ohcak yine çıkdı scyr itdi [77b] 
ü(,· yüz kişinün dahi başın kesdi. Pes bundan sonra gice olıcak kimse taşra 
çıkmadı çünki cum'a gün oldı Ziyad minbere çıkdı eyitdi; ‘kimse 
dükkanın ve evin gice kilitlemesün kimüñ nesnesi ugurlanursa ğaramcti 
benüm üzenime olsun’ didi. Pes ol gice kimsenün mecali olmadı ki 
dükkanın ve evin bağlaya çünki irte oldı bir şayrefi geldi eyitdi; 
‘dükkanumdan dört biñ dinärum uğurlandı’ didi. Ziyad şayrefiyc malı 
gitdüğine and virdi malın ödedi ve eyitdi ki; ‘bu sırrı kimseye dime’. 
Çünki cum'a gün oldı halk mesacide cem' oldı Ziyad minbere çıkdı eyitdi 
ki; [78a] ‘şayrefl dükkanından dört biñ dinar uğurlandı ceml'-i şchr 
cevami'de hazırdur eğer redd iderseñüz malı sahibine değmiş ola ve illa 
mümkin değül ki birünüzi taşra çıkaram emr iderüm cemí'uñuzi kati 
iderler’. Fi’l-hal kim ki serikayıla töhmet ideıierdi hazır kıldılar dinarı 
çıkardı virdi fi’l-hal boynın urdı. Pes şordı ki; ‘kankı mahallede fesad 
artukdur?’ Fülan mahallede didiler buyurdı ki ol mahallede bir nefis 
kıymeti ton asakodılar çok eyyam durdı hiç kimse yakına varmadı. Pes 
Ziyaduñ karayibi Ziyada didiler ki; ‘zihi hayırlu nesnedür siyaset [78b]
amma müslümanlara hiç terahhum kilmaduñ çok halk helak itdüñ’ didiler.
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Ziyâd eyitdi; ‘hücların '^*  ^ üç gün ilerüden ctdüm kendü 'amelleri §ü 
mından yığlınmadılar anlara irişen muhalefelleri şOmındandur’ didi.
Buzurcimihr’den naki olundı ki padişah gerek ki hıfz-i 
memleketde bir bostancıdan aşaga olmaya ki bostancı bostanı arasında bir 
ecnebi ziyanlu ot bulsa koparup gidermeğe isti'cal ider ta bositan 
kurımasun deyü.
Su'al itdiler bir padişahdan ki ânun padişahlığı elinden gitmiş idi 
ne sebebden devlet senden mütebeddil oldı ve memleket dünden çıkdı? 
eyitdi; [79a] ‘devlete ve kuvvete mağrur olduğum içün ve kendü 
rey'üme ve 'ilmüme ve 'akluma mağrur olub meşveret kılmaduğum içün 
ve ulu 'amelleri kiçi 'amillere tefviz kıldığum içün ve furşatı ve hileyi 
vaktinden geçürüb zayi' itdüğüm içün ve halk meşalihinde tevakkuf ve 
tekasül kılub kaza'-i hacet kılmaduğum içün.
H ik a y e t; resm-i mulük-i 'Acem şöyleyidi ki yılda bir gün eyyam- 
i nevrozda re'ayaya destOr olurdı ki padişahları katına girelerdi, ve 
münadi üç gün nida kılurdı ki fülan gün hazır olun kimün şikayeti vc 
maslahatı [79b] varışa halin 'arza kılsun ve kim ki padişahdan müte'ellim 
oldıysa beyan itsün ta ki İrza kıla deyu. Pes kaçan ki ol gün ola münâdi 
padişah kapusında durub nida kılurdı ki her ki kimseyi men' iderse 
padişahı görmekden kanından bizardur deyu. Pes ne mikdar kazıyyeler 
varise cem' idüb padişah katında korlardı ve padişah herbir kazıyyeye 
ferden ferda nazar kılurdı ve mObez-i mubezan ki anlarun dilince
218 hüc: a. eksiklik, ihtiyaç, istek.
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ka¿iyyü’l-ku¿atdir padişah huzurunda otuı-urdı eğer bu kışsalar içinde bir 
kışsa olsa ki padişahdan müte’ellim olmışlardur padişah dirdi ki; [80a] 
evvel benden bu hukuki hükm idüb insaf kıl meyi ve muhaba kılma dirdi. 
Pes padişah haşmıyla beraber dururdı. Kazi mukabelesinde eğer haşmufi 
padişah üzerinde hakkı sabit olursa kazi hükm idüb eda iderdi, ve eğer 
hakkı sabit olmaz ise haşma 'ukubet iderlerdi, ve nida kılarlardı ki 
padişaha 'ayb idenün cezası budur deyü. Pes kaçan ki kendü huşümetden 
fariğ olaydı serir-i memlekete otururdı kendü cema'atına ve havaşşına 
dirdi ki ben kendü nefsüme inşaf kıldum ta ki sizden kimse zulm ve çevre 
tama' ve cüfet kılmaya ve her kimiñ ki haşmı vardur razı itsün [80b] 
dirdi. Pes ol şüret üzerine mümtedd oldılar ta eyyam-i Yezdecird’e değin 
ki ol tağyir kıldı mulok-i Sasan kava'idin ve halkı zulm ve ifsad itdi ahir 
helak oldı.
H ikâyet, ve anuñ helaki hikâyeti ba'zı eyyamda aña bir at geldi 
ğayet cevdetde ve kemalde ki anuñ gibi at hiç kim.se görmemiş idi saray 
kapusından içeru girdi ceml'-i ehl-i 'asker cehd idüb bu atı tutamadılar tâ 
ki Yezdecirdüñ yakınına geldi şuffesi oñine sakin olub durdı Yezdecird 
eyitdi gidüñ bu atuñ katına gelmeñ ki bu at Tengri Te'ala’dan baña mahşü 
ş hediyyedür. Pes yerinden durdı bu atuñ az az yelesine yapışdı [81a] 
yüziñ şığadı arkasına elin kodı sakin oldı durdı. Pes kendü eliyle üzerine 
bir eyer bırakdı kulağın çekdi çün ardına dolandı ki kuyruğın ura şöyle 
depdi Yezdecirdi ki sesmedi öldi, at çıkdı kaçdı, hiç kimse bilmedi ki 
kandan geldi kanda gitdi. Halk eyitdi bu at bir ferişteyidi Allahu Te'ala
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bunı helak itmeğe gönderdi ki bizi bunuñ zulminden ve çevrinden kurlara 
didiler, vallahu adem.
F a şl-ışâ n r, sirel-i vüzera beyan ider. Bilgil ki padişahufi zikri refp 
ve mikdarı 'ali olur. Kaçan ki aña bir şalih ve 'akil ve 'adil vezir olsa şöyle 
ki Rasülullah -şalla’l-llahu 'aleyhi ve sellem- buyurdı; [81b] ‘iza arada 
Allahu bi-amlrin hayran kayyaza Allahu la-hu vazlran şalihan naşihan in- 
nasiya zikrahu ve in-isli'ane bi-hi a'anahu’^ '^ . Zira ki padişah tedbir-i 
memleketde vezire muhtâcdur ki zabt-i umurda aña mu'ln ve müşarik ola 
ve li-haza Rasülullah 'izam-i şanı ve celalel-i kadr ile me'mür oldı 
meşverete ki ‘ve şâvirhum fi’l-emri’^ ^^  didi ve Musa peygamberden 
'aleyhi’s-selam hikayel kılub buyurdı ki; ‘vac'alli vazlran min ehli harüne 
ahi uşdud bi-hl azrî ve aşrikhu fi-emri’^ *^. Pes peygamberler vezirden 
müstağni olmasalar sayir halk ihtiyacı dahi ziyade ola.
Erdeşir’den şordılar ki pâdişâha muşâhib olmağa evla olan [82a] 
kim ola didiler eyitdi; ‘bir vezir ki 'akil ve müşfik ve emin ve şâlih ola ta 
ki ledblr-i memleketde anuñila muzaheret kıla ve kalbinde her ne varışa 
müşâverct kıla’ didi. Pes sultana vâcibdür ki vezirle mu'âmele üç 
nesneyile kıla; birisi oldur ki, kaçan vezirden bir günah sadır olsa 'uku 
belin ta'cil kılmaya, ikinci oldur ki, vezir ğani olsa pâdişâh devletinde 
anuñ malına lama' kılmaya, üçüncü oldur ki, vezir hakkında pâdişâh 
müfsid sözin diñlemeye, ve üç nesneden dahi men' itmeye kaçan pâdişâhı
“Allah bir Hükümdarın iyiliğini istediğinde ona-salih ve öğüt veren, unuttuğunda 
hatırlatan ve yardım istediğinde yardım eden bir vezir nasib eder.”
220 Ali İmran 159’dan alıntıdır; “işlerinde onlara danış”
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görmek dilesc mem itmeye, ve andan sırrın şaklamaya, ve hacet 'ar/ itse 
men' itmeye. Vezir gerek ki [82b] hayra mayii ola şerden ihtiraz kıla 
sultan kaçan ki eyü niyetlü ve müşfik olsa aña mu'in ola ve kaçan hayf 
itse ve müşfik olmasa vezir üzerine vacibdür ki anı tedriç ve lutf ile irşad 
kıla tank-i müstakim üzerine.
Behram Gür’den sordular ki padişah şebat-i devletde ve karar-i 
memleketde kaç nesneye muhtaçdur? Eyitdi; ‘altı nesneye; vezir-i şalih, 
ve feres-i cevad, ve seyf-i kati', ve mal-i kesir ki haml-i hafif ve şemen-i 
sakil ola cevahir gibi, ve cemile 'avrat ki munise ola’ didi. Irdeşir 
Bâbek didi ki; ‘vezire vacibdür ki dindar ola ve sakinü’n-nefs ve şücca' ve 
vasi'u’ş-şadr, ve hasenü’l-vech, ve hulvu’l-kelam [83a] ola ve gerekdür 
ki, tecarüb ehli ola ve 'avakıb-i umürda mütenebbih ola’.
İmdi her vezir ki pâdişâha muhibb, ve müşfik, ve müdebbir ola 
anuñ düşmeni çok ve dostı az olur ve gerekdir ki vezir padişah içün 
kılduğı sa'y ve hidmeti 'add idüb minnet itmeye.
Anuşürvan didi ki; ‘vezirüñ şerri oldur ki padişahı harb itmeğe 
çeke ve anı kıtale tahriz ide şol mevzi'de ki kıtal olmadan maslahat tamam 
ola zira ki harb ceml'i ahvalde ha/âyini hali kılur ve nüfûs ve ervah ifna 
ider’. Ve gerekdür ki vezir irşâd kıla pâdişâhı 'uluvv-i himmete ve şol 
nesne ki şeyn ve kubhdur men' ide.
Taha 29-32; “Bana ehlimden bir vezir ver kardeşim Harun’u! Onunla sırtımı pek et ve 
onu işimde şerik (ortak) et.”
Gazali’nin Nasihat al-Muluk kitabında da bulunan bu öğütün altıncı unsurunu Amasi 
zikretmemiş: “iyi bir ahçı ki sultanın sinirleri yıprandığında pişirdiği yemeklerle onu
sakinleştirir.” p. 107.
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H ik a y e t; [83b] Hânınü’r-Reşîd bir gün seyrane bindi giderken 
ehl-i 'askerden birisinün atı düşdi Reşld buyurdı ki at behası bişyüz akçe 
vireler vüzeradan Yahya hazır idi göziyle işaret itdi ki hatadur. Çünki 
nüzül kıldılar Reşld Yahya’dan şordı ki ne hata kıldum işaretile men' 
itdün didi. Yahya eyitdi; ‘cayiz değül ki bir padişahun dilinde binden 
aşağa zikr olma’ didi. Reştd eyitdi eğer bişyüz akçe virilecek maslahat 
olsa ziyade olmasa nice dimek gerek? Yahya eyitdi; ‘at virsünler’ dimek 
gerek ki resm ve 'adet üzerine virile ta ki hakir telaffuz itmiş olmayasın.
F aşl-i Ş a liş ; [84a] vaşaya-i hükema beyan ider ve hem hatlm-i 
risale bunun üzerine oldı.
V aşiyyei-i E flatun ki kendü şakirdi Arislaialis’e beyan kıldı:
"Ma'bodûn bil ! Ve Ânun hakkın şakla ve hemişe te'allüme ve ta'lîme
meşgul ol, himmetüni taleb-i 'ilme sarf eyle ehl-i 'ilmi keşret-i 'Um ile
imtihan kılma belki bunlarun halin şerden ve fesaddan ictinab kıldıklarıyla
i'tibar kıl ve hemişe bidar ol ki esbab-i şurür çokdur. Tengriden bir nesne
isde ki anun ahiri munkati' olmaya. Ve bilgil ki Allahu Te'alanun kuldan
intikamı kılduğı saht ve 'itab vechiyle değül belki te'dib ve tenblh
vechiyledür. Ve nevme ve rahata meşgul olma [84b] illa şundan sonra ki
nefsüni üç nesnede muhasebe kılmış olasın birisi oldur ki te emmül
kılasın ki ol gün içinde senden hata olmuş mıdur, yâhud olmamış mıdur?
İkinci oldur ki te'emmül kılmış olasın ki hiç nesne kesb itdün mi yahud
itmedün mi? Ve üçünci oldur ki te emmül kılmış olasın ki bir işi taksirle
fevt itdün mi yahud itmedün mi? Ve fıkr eyle ki aşılda neydün ve
öldüğünden sonra ne olacaksın hiç kimseye iza' kılma ki 'alemün işi
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mi'raz-i zevalde ve tağayyürdedür, bed-baht ol kişidür ki 'akıbet zikrinden 
gafil ola ve günahdan yığimmaya, sermayeñi nefsünden toşra nesneyile 
idinme. Hayr işi su'lden [evvel] [85a] müstehakkına degür.^^  ^ Ve 
ademüñ hıyanetin ve hasasetin şundan madîîm kıl ki bi-fayide sözi çok 
söyleye ve bir nesne andan şorılmadan haber vire bir işi <^ ok fıkr eyle 
andan [sonra] dilüñe getür, cemp-i halka muhibb ol, tiz ğazab idici olma 
kim ki bugün saña muhtâcdur anuñ hacetin reva itmeği irtcye koma. Bir 
nesneye mübtela olana mmavenet kıl meğer şol kimseye ki kendü yavuz 
'amelinden mübtela olmış ola. İki haşmun dahi sözi katuñda madom ve 
mefhûm olmayınca anlaruñ hükmine mübaşeret kılmaya. Eğer eyü 
'amelde zahmet (^ .ekesin zahmet gider eyü 'amel kalur, ve eğer günahdan 
lezzet bulasın lezzet gider günah kalur. [85b] Şol güñi añ ki, saña çağıralar 
işitmeyesin ve alet-i istima'dan ve nutukdan mahrüm olasın ne işidesin ve 
ne göresin ve ne söyleyesin ve ne añabilesin. Ve hakikat bil ki bir yire 
irişeccksin ki melik ve bende ve azad anda müsavi olacakdur. Pes bunda 
tekebbür kılma ve hemlşe azığuh müheyya kıl ki ne bilürsin ki irtihal 
kaçandur? Ve hiç vakt kahillik kılma ve hiç seyyi'eyi iktisab-i haseneyc 
sermaye idinme. Ve bir ferah zayii içün efzal işden i'raz kılma. Hikmctü 
sev ve hükema sözin işit, dünya hevesin kendüñden ırak eyle ve müccrrcb 
edeblerden ve hikmetlerden imtina' itme. Hiç bir işi vaktinden ileru 
işlemeğe şürü' [86a] itme. Çünki bir işe şürû' idesin fehm ve basiret ile 
meşgul ol. Kuvvetüñ ve kudretüñ vaktinde kibr itme, mcşayib vaktinde
223 Su l: a. istek, arzu. Degürmek: t.,eriştirmek, yetiştirmek, ulaştırmak, “iyilik yaparken
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kendüzüñi şikeste ve hor tutma ve melalet gösterme. Dost ile şöyle 
mu'âmele kıl ki hiç hakime muhtaç olmayasın ve düşman ile şol muyamele 
kıl ki hükümet vaktinde sen ğâlib gelesin. Şol nesneyi ki kendüñi anda 
ma'zür tutasın kardaşuni melamet itme, devlete i'timâd kılma ve eyü işden 
pişman olma. "
V aşiyyct, hükema-i 'Arab rivayet kıldı ki ba'zı enbiyaya ferişte 
geldi eyitdi ki: "Saña 'akl ve din ve dlm getürdüm. Kankısın kabul 
idersin?" Eyitdi: "'Aklı ihtiyar [86b] kılurum". Pes ferişte Mim ile dine 
eyitdi: "götürilüh gidüñ!". İkisi dahi eyitdi: "Bize şöyle emr olundı ki 
'akıldan ayru olmayavuz".
Hişam bin 'Abdü’l-Mclik ba'zı zühhaddan nasihat taleb kıldı 
‘vaylun li’l-mutaffifln’i^ ^^  okudı eyitdi; ‘mizanda hafif çekenüfi hali 
budur. Pes ceml'i alana zannuñ nedür?’ Fuzayi eyitdi; ‘kişi eyülerden 
olmaz ta ki düşman andan emin olmayınca.’ Eyitdi; ‘heyhat anlar gitdi 
senden düşmanun nice emin ola ki dostun korkar’. Halid bin 'Abdullah 
sayir mulük gibi kendüyi mahcüb tutmazdı eydürdi melik mahcüb olmaz 
illa üç haslet içün imma 'ayb vardur kimse görmesün [87a] dir ve imma 
sırrıla işi varduı kimse muttali' olmasun dir, ve imma bahildür nesne 
dilemesünler dir. 'Ömer -razıya Allahu 'anh- eyitdi nisa 'avratdur 
anlaruñla evler içinde mübaşeret kiluñ ve hastalıklarına sükütilc deva 
kiluñ ve erenlerden anları ırak eyleñ ve anları erenlerden ırak eylen ve 
anları çardaklarda sakin kilmañ.
senden istenilmesini beklemeden hemen yap”, kr. Tusi, 259.
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Ba'zı muluk bir 'alime eyitdi; hikmelden baña bir kaç kelimât 
istihraç eyle ki ben anuñila 'amel kılam. 01 'alim dört biñ kelime ihraç 
itdi. Melik çükdur didi. Pes ol dörtbifiden biñ kelime ihtiyar kıldı, ta dört 
kelime kaldı ve ol kelimât budur ki; 'avrata inanma, ve mi'deñe [87b] 
takatinden ziyade virme, ve dilüñ şakla, ve her nesneden kifayetüñ 
mikdarın al.
Â ü ab-i K isrS\ didiler aña ki; "‘'akil kişiye nesnelerüñ cnfa'i nedür 
ve ezam nedür? Eyitdi; " enfa'i müşaveret-i 'ulemadur ve tecrfbedür ve 
te'ennidür ve ezam keseldür ve hevâ-yi nefısdür ve ta'cıl kılmakdur". 
Kisrâ şordı Buzurcumihr’den baña vaşiyyet eyle didi. Eyitdi; "ahlak-i 
mülükde ahseni budur ki ğazab vaktinde vakar ve hilm ve şabr ide, ve 
akbah budur hiddetlü ve ziyyıku’l-kalb ve kaşı ve bahil ola". Sultan 
gerekdür ki halk üzerine cahil musallat eylemeye ki cehalet zalalet 
getürür ve zalalet bela ve fitne getürür ve fitne içinde [88a] fesad ve helak 
vardur. Ve şerr-i zaman oldur ki, 'alim 'ilmini şaklaya cahillerden korkub 
ba'zı hükema didi ki; "la edri ta'allüm kıl ki la edri diseñ saña ta'lim 
iderler ve eğer edri diseñ şol mikdar şorarlar ki la edri diyesin".
Va Allahu a'lamu bi’ş-şavab
tammat bi-'avni Allahi Te'âla ve husn-i tavfıkıhı fı avasilı şahr-i şavval 
al-mu"azzam sana salâsa va arba‘^Tna vc tis^ a^mi a."
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Kur’an-1 Kerim’in 83. suresi.
‘En doğrusunu Allah bilir,
Allahu Tealanın yardımı ve desteğiyle ulu şevval ayının ortalarında tamamlandı, 
sene; dokuzyüz kırk üç.
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